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Introduction
Hosting the 36th America's Cup (AC36) in Auckland has the potential to have a material impact on the New
Zealand economy. The 2003 America’s Cup brought an estimated 29,200 visitors to New Zealand (compared
with around 20,000 for the 2017 Lions Tour). The America’s Cup was last held in New Zealand in 2003. The
2000 and 2003 events were the stimulus for the transformation of the Viaduct Harbour and the Wynyard
Quarter. Reports show that the value add to the economy from these events was calculated as being:
·

$495m to NZ and $397m to Auckland (adjusted) for the 2000 event

·

$529m to NZ and $450m Auckland for the 2003 event

The successful challenge for the America’s Cup in Bermuda in 2017 by Emirates Team New Zealand (ETNZ)
provides a great opportunity for the continued revitalisation of Auckland’s waterfront and to accelerate planned
legacy projects. The recent refresh of the Waterfront Plan, as reported in September 2017, provide an
updated context for conversations about the changing city centre waterfront, valuing the Waitemata Harbour,
improving public open space and access to the water, and providing better transport services and
infrastructure alongside an improved public realm.
Following the ETNZ win in Bermuda, high level discussions between Auckland Council and central
government commenced. Initially, these were focused around the Vision for 2021 and the establishment of
various work streams to guide further exploratory work. While official announcements on the host city for
AC36 have not been confirmed, and negotiations between the central government and ETNZ are ongoing,
technical work was started in late July 2017 to inform the expected decision making process.

Vision for 2021
The America’s Cup was last held in Auckland in 2003. If held again in New Zealand over the summer of 20202021, AC36 would mark 18 years since a cup event was raced in Auckland. A clear vision is developing of a
summer of events that provide a distinct opportunity to showcase New Zealand’s culture, our successful
marine industry and development of marine technology and innovation, attract new investment, accelerate
infrastructure plans, and help build capacity in our young people through skills and training. All parties,
particularly ETNZ, are motivated by the legacy that the event could provide to Auckland and to New Zealand.
A series of events in 2021 on the land and water provide a distinct opportunity to showcase Auckland. There
is significant potential to link and leverage a number of events, which could include:
·

First Encounters 250, the national commemoration to mark the 250th anniversary of the first meetings
between Māori and Europeans during James Cook’s 1769 voyage to New Zealand (Oct to Dec 2019);

·

The 181st Auckland Anniversary Day Regatta (January 2021).

·

Te Matatini – the biennial national Kapa Haka festival in mid-to late February 2021. The event is
usually four days long and is likely to attract over 1,000 performers and whanau to the Auckland
region and has over 25,000 festival attendees

·

The 150th anniversary of the Royal New Zealand Yacht Squadron (RNZYS). The RNZYS has
proposed an array of events during summer 2021 including a J Class (America’s Cup fleet) regatta, a
classic regatta, an off-shore race, and an ICOYC conference

·

The America’s Cup Christmas Regatta, the PRADA Cup and the America’s Cup Match

·

APEC 2021 (to be hosted over a 12 month period between December 2020 and November 2021)
culminating in leaders week in Auckland over the 8th-14th of November 2021.

·

It is understood that New Zealand will also host the Women’s Cricket World Cup and the Men’s
Softball World Championship in 2021, however match locations have yet to be confirmed.

Location analysis work stream
Work steams are emerging to progress further work on the AC36 opportunity. Definition of these work streams
is still occurring but they are outlined at a high level in Figure 1 below. Further detail is provided in Appendix 1.
This report contributes to the activities occurring under Work stream 1 - Location and infrastructure. It is a
technical report which should be considered alongside other reports prepared by other work streams,
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including stakeholder engagement plans, planning and consenting documentation, economic assessments,
etc.
Work began in earnest under this work stream in late July 2017. A project working group was established to
provide technical input and advice on the base location and infrastructure (including the delivery, event, and
legacy overlays), and to complete a comprehensive options evaluation process. The working group comprises
representatives from Panuku Development Auckland (Panuku), ATEED, and MBIE.
A key function of this work stream is to provide advice to Auckland Council and Government around the
proposed location of the team bases and the associated infrastructure required. This includes consideration of
the location of the event village, how the location will contribute to the success of the event, and how event
can provide a lasting legacy to Auckland and New Zealand. These decisions are of significant political and
public interest. It is Panuku’s role as the lead agency on this work to demonstrate that a robust, credible and
considered approach has been taken to assess all possible options.
To commence work, Panuku attended and facilitated meetings held between senior executives from Auckland
Council, central government, and representatives from ETNZ. Discussions covered issues such as:
·

Event format and protocols;

·

Potential location options for the team base and event village;

·

Base formats and layout;

·

Legacy opportunities; and

·

Potential funding and enabling legislation.

These meetings have provided valuable feedback and have contributed to the robust option evaluation
process and in defining the purpose of the work stream.

Figure 1 Emerging AC36 work streams
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Purpose of this document
The purpose of the report is to provide:
·

Documented evidence of the assumptions and approach taken to considering the Auckland locations
for the AC36 team bases and event village; and

·

A short list of options for Auckland Council, central government, and ETNZ to consider as part of the
negotiations for the AC36 event, should it be held in Auckland.

Report structure
This document has been structured to follow the chronological option evaluation process, and is summarised
in Table 1 below.
Table 1 Document structure

Section

Description

Section 2 – Process

Describes the process followed to support the overall purpose, from
project inception and problem definition through to providing a short
list of options for consideration.

Section 3 – Considerations

Wraps up the lessons learnt from previous events, discussions with
key stakeholders, assumptions used in the development of options,
and considers a likely timeline of activities leading up to 2021.

Section 4 – Option Assessment
Stage 1 – Long list

Traverses the selection of locations, generation of the long list of
options, and provides an assessment of each option along with the
scoring process and decisions on the options to be shortlisted.

Section 5 – Option Assessment
Stage 2 – Short list

Comprises development and discussion of the short list of options,
including the merging of various clustered/dispersed options. Also
provides cost estimates for the final shortlist.

Section 6 – Stakeholder feedback

Contains feedback from key stakeholders on the final shortlist of
options.

Section 7 – Discussion and next
steps

Includes a forward-looking assessment of key design, consenting,
procurement and delivery challenges and provides a summary of
work required to progress the preferred option following a location
decision.
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Process
The following section describes the process followed, from project inception through to recommendation of the
shortlist options for consideration. Further detail on this process is provided below and in subsequent
sections, however in summary the process has consisted of the following key activities:
·

Investment Logic Map (ILM) workshop to define problems, benefits, and responses;

·

Identification, development, and refinement of assessment criteria;

·

Determination of criteria weighting;

·

Formulation of a long list of options, followed by an options assessment and evaluation;

·

Development and refinement of the short list of options;

·

Short list cost estimate; and

·

Discussion of findings.

In mid-August Beca Ltd. was engaged by Panuku to independently peer review the work to date and facilitate
the options evaluation process. WT Partnership has also been engaged by Panuku to provide independent
cost estimates.

ILM workshop
The primary intent of the ILM workshop was to get an agreed understanding of the problem affecting the
organisation, the strength of available evidence to confirm both the cause and effect or consequence of the
problem, and the benefits the organisation can expect if it successfully responds to the problem. A robust ILM
is critical in assisting to refining criteria and ensuring that all relevant matters have been considered to give
confidence that the best option has been chosen. Key parts of the ILM process were as follows:
·

The ILM workshop was run concurrently with the development of the assessment criteria. The list of
attendees is provided in Appendix 2;

·

Problem statements were defined, benefits mapped, and responses proposed. The outputs of the ILM
are provided in Appendix 3; and

·

It is intended that the ILM will be used as part of the strategic case in the eventual single stage
business case produced under Treasury Better Business Case guidance.

Assessment criteria - identification
A coarse screen of criteria that would inform development of a long list of options was formed by the working
group. The coarse screen of criteria is driven by the extent to which the locations suggested have the ability to
meet the functional and spatial requirements of AC36 team bases and provide a successful AC event. There
was a total of 14 coarse criteria.
This work was presented to the Auckland Council Planning Committee workshop on 14 August. A general
level of comfort was expressed by the committee with the approach proposed.

Assessment criteria – refinement
The coarse screen criteria were then refined by the working group using the following basis:
·

Each criterion should be independent of other criteria to the extent reasonably practicable;

·

Each criterion needed to be location dependent to enable a meaningful scoring between locations. If
scores for a criteria were likely to be similar in all locations then that criteria was regarded as a design
requirement and not used as a criteria in the option assessment;

·

Key criteria should be identified as pass/fail criteria. If an option fails to meet a minimum threshold of
a pass/fail criteria, then the option can be discarded without further consideration; and

·

Each criterion is intended to be sufficiently focused and detailed to enable relatively objective scoring.

The emerging criteria were also reviewed by a wider stakeholder group including ETNZ for feedback and to
ensure applicability.
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At this stage, it was also agreed not to include cost as a discrete criteria as the selection of a shortlist would
be based on the non-price criteria, and the costings then developed for the shortlist options.

Assessment criteria - weighting
A weighting for each criteria was determined by the working group using the Pairwise tool. The tool considers
criteria against each other to understand their relative importance. This method acknowledges the priority of
some criteria over others and allows a logical basis for subsequent scoring. The Pairwise method assigned a
weighting to each criteria based on relative preference of each pair as follows:
·

Significantly preferred (value = 6)

·

Preferred (value = 3)

·

Equal preference (value = 1)

·

Not preferred (value = 1/3)

·

Significantly not preferred (value = 1/6)

The results of the Pairwise criteria weighting are provided in Appendix 4.

Assessment criteria - scoring
To assist scoring the options the working group also agreed the assessment measures for each criteria and
scoring guideline to ensure constancy in the scoring of the criteria. A six point scale (from 0 – 5) was used,
where:
·

0 is extremely undesirable;

·

1 is somewhat undesirable;

·

2 is slightly undesirable;

·

3 is slightly desirable;

·

4 is somewhat desirable; and

·

5 is extremely desirable.

As noted above some criteria are considered pass/fail criteria and a 0 score on one of these criteria results in
exclusion of the location option. These scores along with the weighting of the criteria then gave an overall
option score which could be used to rank the options.

Assessment criteria – grouping
The final criteria were grouped into four broad categories which form the key phases or components of the
project lifecycle:
·

Delivery: can the bases be delivered in the timeframe required;

·

Event: the extent to which the bases provide the best outcome for servicing the needs of AC36 event;

·

Legacy: the extent to which any investment delivers a sustainable benefit beyond the event itself; and

·

Other: The impact on others prior to, during and post event.

At this stage, criteria 11 (accelerate existing objectives) was amended to ‘Post Event Legacy’ – this was felt to
capture land-space legacy objectives and alignment with existing plans and strategies more effectively. Lastly,
criteria 14 (value creation) was removed. This left 13 criteria and 4 pass fail criteria with updated weightings
as per Table 2 below.

Final criteria
The final list of the final decision making criteria and the assessment measures are shown below (Table 2).
Results of the option long list option evaluation are provided in Section 4.
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Table 2 Final criteria

Ref

Name

Phase

Criteria
Description

Assessment Measure

Scoring

Pass
/ Fail

Weight

1

Delivery
Programme

Delivery

Timeframe to deliver
AC bases and
associated water
infrastructure

Likely successful delivery
of:

Rate 0: Main AC
infrastructure not
available in time for
event
Rate 2.5: Main AC
infrastructure
available for event
Rate 5: Main AC
infrastructure and
3+ permanent
bases available by
mid-2018

Yes

13%

Site access and
service
infrastructure. Local
amenities for
syndicates personal
and families

Level of existing
infrastructure including:

2

Existing
infrastructure
and Amenities

Delivery

· Three team bases by
mid-2019
· All base infrastructure
by late 2019
· Obtain access to site
location by early 2018
to enable time for
construction
· Ability to stage
construction

· Sufficient power, water,
comms, storm water
and sewer
· Access infrastructure
for construction and
event operations
· Access to broadcast
infrastructure
Level of existing amenities
including:

Rate 0:
Infrastructure not
available and
difficult provide
Rate 2.5:
Infrastructure &
amenities can be
provided
Rate 5:
Infrastructure &
amenities already
in place

3%

· Proximity of support
services for syndicate
personnel including
schools, housing etc.
· Access for team
operations

3

Environmental
and Statutory
tests

Delivery

The impact on the
environment and the
extent to which the
delivery of the
location can meet
statutory tests
(RMA, LGA, MACA)

· The likelihood statutory
tests can be met for the
development and use
of the base location.
· The exiting
environment needs to
be modified to
accommodate base
and infrastructure
requirement, including
requirements for
structure and
reclamation

Rate 0: Nonconsentable /
major
environmental
impact
Rate 2.5:
Significant
challenges
consenting
Rate 5:
Consentable and
enabled / minimal
environmental
impact

4

Maximising
existing assets

Delivery

The extent to which
the location
optimises use and
value of existing
infrastructure and
facilities

Ability to use existing
infrastructure, buildings
and event venues

Rate 0: No
opportunities to
use existing
infrastructure or
facilities
Rate 2.5: Some
opportunities to
utilise
infrastructure or
facilities that may
require adaption
Rate 5: Several
opportunities to
utilise purpose built
infrastructure or
facilities

5

Land space

Event

The extent to which

Existing space or ability to

Rate 0: Not

Yes

15%

6%

Yes

12%
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Phase

requirement

6

7

8

9

10

Water space
requirement

Event

Associated
water space
infrastructure

Event

Accessibility/
Event

Event

Proximity to
race course

Event

Legacy water
based event
location

Legacy

Criteria
Description

Assessment Measure

Scoring

there is an
appropriate space to
meet the land side
and access
requirements for the
team bases

provide:

sufficient physical
space or ability to
obtain space
Rate 2.5:
Achievable to
obtain and create
suitable space
Rate 5: Space
physical available /
unencumbered

The extent to which
there is space to
meet the water
space requirements
for vessels and
support activities

Ability to provide:

The extent to which
there is space to
cater for additional
event requirements /
proximity supports
an event village

Provision for berthing
within proximity for:

The extent to which
the location is
accessible for the
public and events.
Ability to create an
associated event
village.

Provision and level of:

Accessibility from
the base location to
the racing course

Ease of reaching the race
course:

The extent to which
the location
provides a future
base for major
water-based events

· Provides suitable
legacy infrastructure for
future AC events, and
other water based
events like Volvo, Boat

· Sufficient space for 8
bases (assume 5
double and 3 single)
· Loading for craneage
· Security for
bases/teams

· Draft of 5.5m
· Protection from waves,
tide, current and surge
· Suitable navigational
channel to race area
· Security and control of
water space

·
·
·
·
·

Superyachts
Sponsors
Team support boats
Official vessels
Support infrastructure
for super yachts

· Public access
· Public transport options
· Locality to public and
event spaces, other
events and
accommodation
· Suitability to cater for
sponsor and brand
requirements
· Space / locality of a
media centre
· Space / locality of an
operations centre

· Acceptable distance
and travel time
· Lack of navigation
impediments
· Lack of tide,
environmental or
navigational restrictions

Rate 0: Not
appropriate water
space or ability to
obtain
Rate 2.5:
Achievable to
obtain and create
suitable water
space
Rate 5:
Appropriate
physical available /
unencumbered

Pass
/ Fail

Weight

Yes

12%

Rate 0: No space
or remote to bases
and village (1km+)
Rate 2.5: Space
within or adjacent
to village or bases
Rate 5: Space
within or adjacent
event village and
bases

5%

Rate 0: Poor
access, private
transport required,
lack of facilities,
and can't easily
mitigate
Rate 2.5: Partially
meets objectives,
and can be
mitigated
Rate 5: Meets
objective, good
public access,
walking distance to
key facilities

7%

Rate 0: Difficult to
access course or
significant
impediments
Rate 2.5:
Accessible within
reasonable time
constraints
Rate 5: Easy
unencumbered
access

1%

Rate 0: No future
opportunities / can't
be reused
Rate 2.5: Some
future opportunities

9%
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Phase

Criteria
Description

Assessment Measure

Scoring

Show, etc.
· Ability to re-use
infrastructure

for reuse
Rate 5: Good
opportunity to hold
future events
without further
investment

Pass
/ Fail

Weight

11

Post Event
Legacy

Legacy

Post AC36
objectives and
opportunities
including:
- The extent to
which the location
meets / accelerates
existing council and
government
objectives
- The extent to
which the location
contributes to value
creation
opportunities for
AKL and NZ

· Meets tests in current
council and government
plans
· The extent to which the
location impacts on
development that is
planned or is underway
(opportunity cost)
· Legacy opportunities
including events,
training & skills
· The opportunity to
showcase NZ marine
industry and technology
· The opportunity to
leverage the NZ & AKL
destination brand
· Value creation / future
revenue from
infrastructure

Rate 0: Doesn't
meet any current
objectives or
provide
opportunities
Rate 2.5: Meets
some objectives
and provides some
opportunities
Rate 5: Meets a
number of
objectives and
provides significant
opportunities

9%

12

Cultural
Benefits

Legacy

The extent to which
cultural benefits can
be delivered from
the location

· Provides positive
cultural outcomes - can
identify legacy
opportunities - events,
training & skills

Rate 0: Negative
impact
Rate 2.5: Neutral
impact
Rate 5: Positive
impact

7%

13

Impact on BAU

Other

The extent to which
the location impacts
on existing activities

· Impact during
construction, during the
event and post event
on transport networks
and services, cruise
ship operations, port
operations, existing
land and water uses,
marinas, and defence
operations

Rate 0: Non
acceptable impact
Rate 2.5:
Manageable
impact and
duration
Rate 5: No
significant impact

2%

During analysis of the short list options, discussions with mana whenua representatives resulted in the
removal of Criteria 12 – Cultural benefits – from the assessment. It was felt that without sufficient
representation of mana whenua on the working group, an accurate scoring of possible positive or negative
benefits was not possible. The removal of this criteria does not alter the ranking of any of the long list options.
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Considerations
Prior to carrying out the options assessment, the working group sought feedback from key stakeholders in
order to provide further context to the evaluation. This included discussions with ETNZ, clarifying the base
requirements, gathering lessons learnt from other large scale events, and collecting information on the last
America’s Cup event in Auckland in 2003. Key parts of this feedback and the themes that emerged are
included in this section. A desktop study was also carried out of the lessons learned from other America’s
Cup events (see Appendix 5)

Feedback from ETNZ
Based on detailed conversations with ETNZ, the following assumptions were made:
·

The main America’s Cup event is to be held from January to March 2021;

·

Up to 8 teams, and possibly 10, are expected;

·

Early arrivals of up to 3 teams in Auckland could occur in mid-2019;

·

All teams will expect to be based in Auckland by the end of 2019;

·

Team operations will require a secure base and associated water space;

·

Teams must launch into sheltered water space and will need an draft of 5.5 metres or greater at all
tides;

·

The village ‘feel’ is fundamental to the success of the event (i.e. agglomerated activities, teams, event
and superyachts). The Auckland event in 2000 and Valencia 2007 have proven to the most
successful events due to number of teams and village atmosphere and access by the public for
viewing the races and a fan zone;

·

Importance of providing for support vessels close to the village;

·

Importance of including super yachts and particularly the J Class fleet close to or within the event
village. Up to six J Class yachts are expected to come to Auckland; and

·

Importance of leaving a marine legacy – particularly in the key areas of sustainability, education,
technology, and events.

Event history
3.2.1

AC30 and AC31 - Auckland (2000 and 2003)

Team New Zealand’s success in San Diego in 1995 led to the significant re-development of the old Viaduct
Harbour in time for the America’s Cup event held in Auckland in 2000. This saw the creation of over 32,000m2
for syndicate bases and associated hardstands (Figure 2). The themes that emerged from ETNZ feedback
included:
·

These two events were hard to beat, and that there was often a fantastic atmosphere in the Viaduct
Harbour;

·

Crowds of people were able to get up close to the boats and bases and would cheer boats as they left
the base each day – this was very special;

·

There was a great village feel and great access for the public to the event and local amenities; and

·

Syndicates built their own bases prior to the event but were not required to remove them afterwards.

3.2.2

AC32 and AC33 – Valencia (2007 to 2010)

Key themes that emerged from ETNZ feedback included:
·

The large number of challenges and close proximity of the bases made for a great event and did
create a good village feel (Figure 3);

·

The bases were provided to the competitors which made it easier for the challengers and a more
attractive proposition;
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·

The sailing wasn’t visible from the base location so people used to head to the local bars to watch the
racing; and

·

It was thought that the event organiser didn’t fully capitalise on the great village set-up.

Figure 2 Viaduct harbour redevelopment ahead of the AC30 event in Auckland in 2000

Figure 3 America's Cup base layout - Valencia
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AC34 - San Francisco (2013)

Key themes that emerged from ETNZ feedback included:
·

An excellent sailing venue;

·

However the disjointed village wasn’t a success and didn’t create a village feel or buzz (Figure 4).

3.2.4

AC35 - Bermuda (2017)

Key themes that emerged from ETNZ feedback included:
·

This was the best venue for sailing but was a poor village as it was hard for people to access (a long
way from main population areas) (Figure 5);

·

For this reason the super yachts didn’t like being based at the AC village as there were limited local
amenities;

·

Teams were required to build their own bases, which was challenging due to all materials needing to
be imported into Bermuda and local trade being expensive. They were provided a hard stand and
services for the construction of their base; but had to remove it at the end of the regatta as part of the
deal; and

·

ETNZ’s base was on an Island which made it more challenging to build, but ended up being one of
the best bases as it was right next to the spectator zone.

Figure 4 America's Cup base layout – San Francisco

Figure 5 America's Cup base layout - Bermuda
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Base requirements
Building on the information from ETNZ above, the working group sought to clarify some minimum functionality
and operational requirements to assist with spatial planning of the long list. The key information used
comprises the following:
·

Any option (or combination of options) needs to deliver 13 “base modules” (a base module being the
size of a small, or single, base. A double base is simply two modules arranged side by side. An
arrangement of 13 base modules allows for 5 double bases and 3 single bases (housing a minimum
of eight teams);

·

The base module is approximately 35m x 70m in size, with the short edge facing the water. The front
half of the site (35m x 35m approx.) is expected to be a hardstand area with a crane to lift boats from
the water, while the back half of the site (35m x 35m approx.) is expected to be the base building;

·

Building height may up to approximately 15m;

·

The building will need to accommodate a boat shed, rigging area, sail loft, admin areas, team
hospitality areas (if required) and service areas;

·

Bases will need water, power, and waste water connections;

·

Access will be required around the back of the bases (the side facing away from the water) of 10 –
12m width – this can include public access where required; and

·

If two single bases are located side by side, then an access way between them would be required.
Double bases do not require this and could be located side by side with no separation distance.

The full requirements assumptions used in assessing the options is contained within Appendix 6.

Timeline to 2021
Further to the conversations above, a high level timeline has been prepared. This was based on
announcements contained within the AC36 Protocol released by ETNZ and Circolo della Vela Sicilia (the
Challenger of Record), and the expected activities taking place in association with the event.
Based on this timeline, there is a need to have the required infrastructure ready by mid-2019 in time for early
team arrivals. This will require a focused effort, especially if significant infrastructure construction is required.
Under this scenario, construction would likely need to commence in mid- 2018, having completed the required
planning, approval, design, and procurement processes. There are obvious risks and challenges to this
timeframe. Deliverability is a key criterion that is built in to the analysis of the locations.
Table 3 Expected timeline of announcements and associated activities

Timing

Key Protocol dates

Proposed key activity dates

Late Sept
2017

Race Protocol released, outlining the boat class, the
assignment of rights between the Defender and the
Challenger of Record (COR), and construction and
nationality rules.

High-level economic evaluation completed.

Early Oct
2017

Location analysis work completed and preferred options
recommended
Economic Evaluation completed
Draft Marine Sector Study completed

End Nov
2017

Preferred timing of announcement of Auckland as the
race location, subject to agreement between ETNZ,
Auckland Council and central government. The Protocol
date for announcing the location is 31 August 2018.

Jan 2018

Entries for challengers open (1 Jan 2018)

Consenting and planning commence

Mar 2018

AC75 class rule to be announced (by 31 March 2018)

Design and procurement commence

Jun 2018

Entries for challengers closes (30 June 2018)

Construction commences

Aug 2018

Dates and venue of PRADA cup and America’s Cup
to be announced (by 31 August 2018) along with
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Timing

Key Protocol dates

Location and Infrastructure work stream

Proposed key activity dates

details of race courses
Dec 2018

Late entries deadline (31 Dec 2018)

Final number of entries and complete scope of
construction works known

Apr 2019

First boats launched (no boats to be launched earlier
than 31 March 2019)

Mid 2019

First challenger teams expected to arrive in Auckland

First bases available

Late 2019

Remaining challenger teams expected to arrive in
Auckland

Main construction works completed

Feb 2020

Second boats launched (no boats to be launched
earlier than 1 February 2020)

Dec 2020

America’s Cup Christmas Regatta (10 – 20
December 2020)

Jan – Feb
2021

PRADA Cup

Mar 2021

America's Cup Match
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Option assessment stage 1 – Long list
The first stage of the options assessment process involved the formulation of a long list of options, followed by
an option evaluation based on the criteria, weighting, and scoring detailed in Section 2. The goal of the long
list assessment was to produce a short list of 2-3 options for detailed analysis, costing, consultation and final
recommendation.

Long list – selection
The locations considered for the long list included the following:
·

Locations that have been considered in the past for potential AC defences (work considered in 2012);

·

Suggestions that have been forwarded to Auckland Council (from the Save our Harbours advocacy
group); and

·

Locations and options that have been considered through the review of the Waterfront and City
Centre Masterplan and cruise strategy review; and

·

All options considered were required to have some form of existing wharf, marina, or water access at
a minimum, as well as existing connection to the road network.

The long list of 10 options can be divided into two groups: 1) wider Auckland regional options (Figure 6), and
2) central Auckland options (Figure 7).

Figure 6 Wider Auckland regional options

Figure 7 Central Auckland options
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Long list – grouping
Given the considerations, timeline, and delivery requirements of the expected AC36 bases, three types of
options and configurations were considered:
·

‘Centralised’ options where all teams can be located/clustered in one location. Based on lessons
learnt this is the configuration most likely to deliver on a village feel;

·

‘Clustered’ options which consider siting the bases at several different locations in close proximity to
each other - to improve feasibility but still achieve a village feel; and

·

‘Dispersed’ options which consider siting the bases at several different locations.

A summary of the long list of options, their grouping, and basic information is shown in Table 4 below.
Table 4 Long list of options

Ref

Option

Location

Option
type

Description of Location and potential offering

1

Bayswater

Regional

Dispersed

· Auckland Central location
· Existing marina that could be modified to accommodate 1-2 bases
· Mix of private and public ownership.

2

Captain Cook
Wharf
Extension

Central
Auckland

Centralised

· Waterfront-CBD location.
· Existing wharf that could be extended to accommodate up to 8
bases.
· Used as port infrastructure and In POAL control.

3

Devonport

Regional

Centralised

· Auckland Central location.
· Existing wharf that could be extended to accommodate 10 bases.
· Used as Ministry of Defence infrastructure.

4

Gulf Harbour

Regional

Dispersed

· Suburban Auckland Location.
· Existing marina. that could be modified to accommodate 7 bases.
· Mix of private and public ownership.

5

Halsey Wharf
/ Viaduct /
Site 18 (do
minimum)

Central
Auckland

Clustered

· Waterfront-CBD location. E
· xisting wharf and public open space.
· Could be modified to accommodate 8 bases.
· In public ownership (Panuku on behalf of AC), with commercial
tenants.

6

Halsey Wharf
Extension

Central
Auckland

Centralised

7

Hobsonville
Point

Regional

Dispersed

8

Ohaku Bay

Regional

Dispersed

· Waterfront-CBD location.
· Existing wharf that could be accommodated provide 8 bases.
· In public ownership (Panuku on behalf of AC) with commercial
tenants.
· Suburban Auckland Location.
· Wharf and waterspace facilities.
· Previously in public ownership.
· No longer available as now in private ownership with development
agreement for residential.
· Auckland Central location.
· Existing marina that could be modified to accommodate 3 bases.
· Mix of private and public ownership.

9

Westhaven

Central
Auckland

Clustered

·
·
·
·

10

Wynyard
Wharf & Site
18

Central
Auckland

Clustered

· Waterfront-CBD location.
· Existing wharf with waterside access.
· Publically owned land (Panuku on behalf of AC) with commercial
tenancies.

Waterfront-CBD location.
Existing marina that could be modified to accommodate 5 bases.
Mix of private and public ownership.
Considered for use as part of a ‘clustered approach’
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Long list – information sheets
An information sheet (single A3 page per option) was created for each option to enable a logical assessment.
These include indicative base layouts, broad scale identification of the potential infrastructure required,
summary notes against each criteria grouping, and consideration of some key metrics. These location
information sheets are provided in Appendix 7.

Long list – evaluation
The option evaluation was complete in two parts as follows:
·

The working group all individually scored the options first using the option information sheets;

·

The individual scores were then collated and the score for each criteria averaged;

·

Combined scores were then used as a starting point for a group workshop where the scoring of each
option was debated and agreed. Any non-conforming or failed options were also identified; and

·

The previously agreed weighting of the criteria were then applied to produce an overall score and
rank for each option.

The unweighted agreed combined scores are shown in Table 5 below1:
Table 5 Long list option unweighted scores

13

Impact on BAU

12

Cultural Benefits

11
Post Event Legacy

10
Legacy Water Based
Event Location

9
Proximity to Race Course

8
Accessibility / Event

7
Associated Water
Space Infrastructure

6
Water Space
Requirement (Pass/Fail)

5
Land Space
Requirement (Pass/Fail)

4
Maximises Existing Assets

3
Environmental and
Statutory Tests (Pass/Fail)

2
Existing Infrastructure
& Amenities

1
Delivery Programme
(Pass/Fail)

Criteria

0.2

1.1

1.9

1.2

0.3

1.1

0.4

1.1

2.5

1.3

0.5

2.5

1.8

2.8

3.6

3.9

3.9

4.0

4.0

2.0

4.6

2.5

2.5

2.5

3.5

0.4

3

Captain Cook Wharf
Extension
Devonport

0.5

1.8

3.9

2.6

1.6

2.4

0.8

1.1

2.5

1.8

1.8

2.5

2.5

4

Gulf Harbour

0.0

2.7

3.3

2.5

0.0

1.8

0.9

0.8

5.0

2.4

1.6

3.0

1.3

5

3.7

3.9

4.2

4.4

2.5

4.0

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

1.5

2.5

0.5

3.8

3.8

4.0

4.3

4.5

4.3

4.6

4.8

2.5

4.8

4.5

2.5

2.5

7

Halsey Wharf / Viaduct
/ Site 18
Halsey Wharf
Extension
Hobsonville Point

0.0

0.8

1.0

0.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.7

1.0

0.8

0.7

1.5

0.6

8

Okahu Bay

0.9

1.9

2.3

2.0

0.0

1.1

0.9

1.7

2.5

1.6

1.2

3.5

1.1

9

Westhaven

3.3

2.7

3.5

2.4

2.0

3.4

3.1

1.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

3.5

1.5

10

Wynyard Wharf & Site
18

0.5

3.4

4.1

3.1

3.1

3.5

3.3

3.7

2.5

1.5

1.5

3.5

1.5

Ref
1

Option
Bayswater

2

6

Note that as described in section 2.7, criteria 12 – Cultural benefits – was removed in the short list stage
following discussions with mana whenua representatives. The removal of this criteria does not alter the
ranking of any of the long list options.
1
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Long list – discussion
In agreeing a final score for each option, the working group discussed each option in detail. The following
tables document some of the key discussions and findings for each of the considered options.

4.5.1

Bayswater

Table 6 Bayswater

Item

Discussion

Key
metrics

Bayswater is close to the Auckland CBD via ferry link but a significantly greater distance (~14km) by road. The
main vehicular access by Lake Road is frequently congested, particularly at peak times. For a central Auckland
location, the resident population within 5km and the proximity to associated services is poor.

Delivery

Auckland Council currently owns the heritage wharf at Bayswater but this location is not suitable for bases. The
remainder of the site is dominated by the existing Bayswater Marina and carparking, and is owned by Empire
Capital. It is likely to be very difficult to obtain the necessary land in time for infrastructure to be delivered.

Event

Bayswater is only capable of providing one or two bases in the current land space potentially available. The
associated amount of dredging required and lack of any viable space for an event village means that this option
scores very low on event criteria, and could only really contribute to a dispersed bases model or as an overflow
location from a primary location. Either model is likely not financially viable.

Legacy

The provision of bases at Bayswater does not contribute to or fit with any existing Auckland Council or central
government strategy for the site. There are limited, if any, land- or water-space legacy options for the site. The
current site owner has development plans for the Bayswater Marina Village but these are unconsented.

Impact on
business
as usual

The existing boat ramp at the eastern end of Bayswater Marina would need to be realigned or relocated. It is
expected that there would be a small impact on marina users and the existing ferry service.

4.5.2

Captain Cook Wharf Extension

Table 7 Captain Cook Wharf Extension

Item

Discussion

Key
metrics

Like all CBD locations, the proximity to a large population base, excellent public transport options, other event
and entertainment precincts and related marine facilities is excellent.

Delivery

Captain Cook Wharf is currently under control of POAL – agreement would need to be reached to obtain the
site and relocate existing port activities off the wharf. The timeframe to achieve this is uncertain and it may
mean that the required infrastructure could not be delivered. However construction is relatively straightforward,
and would allow initial bases to be delivered early. As an existing deep water wharf, no dredging is required. As
a result of much greater harbour traffic east of Princes Wharf, wave conditions in the central wharves are poor.
Significant wave attenuation would be required. The area is also heavily exposed to strong NW to N winds with
a large fetch across Shoal Bay. The extension of the wharf would represent a good use of existing assets.
Captain Cook Wharf is in an already highly modified environment – statutory tests should be able to be met –
but significant public opposition to a large wharf extension into the Waitemata could be expected.

Event

Captain Cook meets both land- and water-space requirements and associated water space for support, media,
and official vessels would be available on the eastern side of the wharf. It is envisaged that Queens Wharf
would provide the location for the event village, with the media centre located within The Cloud. There is no
provision for superyachts within the event precinct and these would use existing berths in the Viaduct Harbour
or at Silo Park.

Legacy

Any use of Captain Cook wharf for the event provides accelerated public access to additional waterfront areas
in downtown Auckland. The Waterfront Plan envisages the opening up of the breastworks between Queens
and Captain Cook wharves, and Admiralty Steps – it is conceivable that this project would be accelerated as
part of a Captain Cook Wharf option. The key downside of this option is the impact this has on existing POAL
facilities and Auckland’s current cruise ship offering. An event basin between Queens and Captain Cook
wharves would have a major impact on the cruise industry with the primary cruise berth unavailable for three
seasons (2018/19 through 2020/21). The wharf extension could cater for expansion of cruise ship facilities but it
could be expected that the strength of the industry would be greatly diminished. Alternatively the extension
could provide a dedicated event basin for major events such as the Volvo Ocean Race, major regattas, and
other water-based events.

Impact on
business
as usual

Impact on business as usual: POAL and cruise ship industry impacts as mentioned above. Additionally, there is
a significant programme of works planned for the downtown area (sea wall refurbishment, bus facilities on Quay
Street etc.) that need to be planned around.
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Devonport

Table 8 Devonport

Item

Discussion

Key
metrics

Like Bayswater, Devonport is close to the Auckland CBD via ferry link but a significantly greater distance
(~15km) by road. The main vehicular access by Lake Road is frequently congested, particularly at peak times.
For a central Auckland location, the resident population within 5km and the proximity to associated services is
poor.

Delivery

The site is currently occupied by the Devonport Naval Base – HMNZS PHILOMEL, and it is understood that the
New Zealand Defence Force has no current plans for relocation of the base. Significant construction would be
required to facilitate an America’s Cup event and it is highly unlikely that naval facilities could be relocated in
time prior to the event.

Event

The existing wharves at Devonport do not meet the required land- or water-space requirements. There is also
limited capacity to provide a village connected to the bases, boats, and event. Accessibility to transport facilities
and other event precincts is poor.

Legacy

No water-based event location legacy has been identified for the site. The post event land-space legacy
assumes that the naval dry dock remains operational for ship or super-yacht refits, and that in the longer term
the area is opened up for further commercial, residential, or mixed-use development.

Impact on
business
as usual

This is neutral, as the scoring assumes that the naval base will have been relocated.

4.5.4

Gulf Harbour

Table 9 Gulf Harbour

Item

Discussion

Key
metrics

The existing Gulf Harbour is approximately 47km north of the Auckland CBD and 72km north of Auckland
airport. There is a limited population base within 5km, and accessibility to public transport, other marine
services, and other event facilities is poor.

Delivery

Auckland Council currently owns the ‘hammerhead’ peninsula at the southern end of Gulf Harbour marina that
could be used to house up to six single base modules. However it is understood that a private developer has
plans for the site and that current commercial lease agreements are in place. It is therefore likely to be difficult
to obtain the site and develop the required infrastructure. A significant amount of dredging would be required as
well as strengthening of the existing sea wall.

Event

The site is capable of providing 7 single base modules across two locations, and so it does not meet the landand water-space requirements – it could however be utilised as part of a dispersed base model or as an
overflow option for another primary location, however the distance between Gulf Harbour and other sites would
mean that any bases here would not be part of a single or clustered event village. There is limited associated
water space available for support, media, and official vessels and no associated space for any superyachts. It
is unlikely that an event village on the site would be successful or desirable.

Legacy

Use of the site as an America’s Cup base does not fit with any existing Auckland Council plans for the area,
although there is a proposal currently under consideration for a Yachting New Zealand High Performance
Sailing Centre for Gulf Harbour. Post event land space legacy is limited.

Impact on
business
as usual

A key impact of this option is the relocation of approximately 100 berths from the existing marina. Berths are
owned on a debenture basis and it would be extremely unlikely to get agreement from all berth holders in the
required timeframe.

4.5.5

Halsey Wharf / Viaduct / Site 18

Table 10 Halsey Wharf / Viaduct / Site 18

Item

Discussion

Key
metrics

Like all CBD locations, the proximity to a large population base, excellent public transport options, other event
and entertainment precincts and related marine facilities is excellent. Additionally, Viaduct Harbour has a
proven history of hosting water-based events and the precinct is geared toward this activity.

Delivery

This option is considered a “do minimum” option and incorporates clustered base locations across existing and
new sites including a small Halsey Street Wharf Extension, existing sites in the Viaduct, and Site 18. Halsey
Street Wharf is owned by Auckland Council with current leases in place along the northern and western edges.
Construction is relatively straightforward, comprising a wharf extension, dredging, and wave attenuation at
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Halsey Street Wharf; and sea wall construction and dredging at Site 18. Dredged material from Site 18 is likely
to be contaminated and may need to be removed to a licenced disposal facility on land. This option represents
a good use of existing assets. The area is in an already highly modified environment – statutory tests should be
able to be met – but t public and political opposition to a wharf extension into the Waitemata could be expected.
Event

The proposed layout of bases across these clustered sites broadly meets the land- and water-space
requirements and could provide either 4 double bases and 3 single bases, or 3 double bases and 5 single
bases. The event village would be located in and around Karanga Plaza, the Viaduct Events Centre, North
Wharf and Silo Park adjacent to Site 18. Jellicoe Street carpark could also be utilised as an event space
although use of the capark would require replacement car parking to be found elsewhere in Wynyard Quarter
for the duration of the event. There is sufficient associated water space available for support, media, and official
vessels. Superyachts would be accommodated within the existing Viaduct Harbour and Silo Marina. An
additional 8 – 10 berths could be provided on the western side of Halsey Street Wharf with the relocation of
fishing vessels from these berths.

Legacy

An extension of Halsey Street Wharf is identified in the current Waterfront Plan. The plan envisages that the
wharf would support the growth of the marine industry through expanded facilities for fishing vessels, additional
berths for ferries and other working boats, providing additional space for refit of superyachts, and expansion of
event-based tourism. This option does not provide any additional enclosed water space but does provide
additional wharf space. Major events such as the Volvo Ocean Race, Auckland Boat Show, the Anniversary
Day waka ama / dragon boat races and others would gain further space to expand. The option provides further
public access to water front areas that could be activated and provides an opportunity to accelerate other
projects including replacement of the Wynyard Crossing Bridge and the Wynyard Quarter ferry wharf. The
remediated sea wall and increased water depth at Site 18 could provide for further superyacht berths or
additional haul-out and refit spaces. It is expected that the media centre could be located in the Viaduct Events
Centre.

Impact on
business
as usual

The major impact of this base layout is the loss of significant existing public open space on Te Wero Island and
in the Eastern Viaduct, which would be otherwise used as event / village spaces. The current Te Wero bridge
already experiences pedestrian congestion during events and this layout would exacerbate this congestion.
There is also an impact on existing marine and fishing vessel leases on Halsey Street Wharf – these vessels
would need to be relocated for the duration of the event. Lastly, the use of Site 18 prevents a current
redevelopment project planned for the site from occurring.

4.5.6

Halsey Street Wharf Extension

Table 11 Halsey Street Wharf Extension

Item

Discussion

Key
metrics

Like all CBD locations, the proximity to a large population base, excellent public transport options, other event
and entertainment precincts and related marine facilities is excellent. Additionally, Viaduct Harbour has a
proven history of hosting water-based events and the precinct is geared toward this activity. Site ownership and
access is the least problematic of any option.

Delivery

Construction of an extension to the existing Halsey Street Wharf is straightforward, involving the wharf
extension itself, dredging, and wave attenuation. However the delivery programme is the most constrained of
all options - technical assessments would require an immediate start, with construction starting in June 2018 at
the latest. The wharf is owned by Auckland Council with current leases in place along the northern and western
edges. Additionally, wharf extension southwards into the present Viaduct marina area would require
consultation with Viaduct Harbour Holdings Limited (VHHL). While this option has been flagged in the current
Waterfront Plan since 2011, public and political opposition to a wharf extension into the Waitemata could be
expected.

Event

The Halsey Street Wharf extension provides an agglomerated village in a single location, with strong
connections for people to boats, bases, and events. The option meets the water- and land-space requirements
of 8 bases, while providing sufficient associated water space for support, media, and official vessels.
Superyachts would be accommodated within existing berths however this option also allows up to 28 additional
berths on the western side of Halsey Street Wharf with the relocation of fishing vessels from these berths. This
is a significant improvement over the status quo and means that superyachts are very much part of the event
village. It is expected that the media centre could be located in the Viaduct Events Centre.

Legacy

An extension of Halsey Street Wharf is identified in the current Waterfront Plan. The plan envisages that the
wharf would support the growth of the marine industry through expanded facilities for fishing vessels, additional
berths for ferries and other working boats, providing additional space for refit of superyachts, and expansion of
event-based tourism. This option has the potential to create a world-class water-based event location and a
protected basin that would be attractive for a range of events, including the Volvo Ocean Race, Auckland Boat
Show, the Anniversary Day waka ama / dragon boat races, major regattas, etc. The option provides further
public access to water front areas that could be activated and provides an opportunity to accelerate other
projects including replacement of the Wynyard Crossing Bridge and the Wynyard Quarter ferry wharf.

Impact on

The primary impact of this option is on existing marine and fishing vessel leases on Halsey Street Wharf –
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these vessels would need to be relocated for the duration of the event. There is also an expected impact on
commercial tenants operating from the eastern side of Wynyard Wharf although this to be determined.

business
as usual

4.5.7
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Hobsonville Point

Table 12 Hobsonville Point

Item

Discussion

Key
metrics

In comparison to most other options, Hobsonville ranks poorly on key metrics, including distance to the CBD,
local population base, access to public transport services, and proximity to other marine and event facilities.

Delivery

Hobsonville Point and the surrounding area is currently undergoing a large-scale mixed use transformation and
residential development. The land is not in control of Auckland Council, and as such, any space for providing
suitable bases is not expected to be obtainable.

Event

This option does not meet the land- and water-space requirements of a viable America’s Cup location.
Sufficient water space for other vessels is not available without significant construction of floating infrastructure.
Dredging would be significant. Of all options, Hobsonville is the greatest distance from the expected race area.

Legacy

No water-based event location legacy or any land-space legacy has been identified for the site. This assumes
that the area continues being developed as it is currently.

Impact on
business
as usual

None identified

4.5.8

Okahu Bay

Table 13 Okahu Bay

Item

Discussion

Key
metrics

Okahu Bay is close to the Auckland CBD by road (approx. 4km) but access via public transport and proximity to
other marine and event facilities and precincts is poor.

Delivery

Auckland Council is not in control of the existing marina and it is uncertain whether access could be negotiated
or the necessary space obtained. It is unlikely that the marina could be extended due to statutory tests. The
remainder of the site is currently utilised by ‘the Landing’, a boat haul-out / refit area, the Akarana Yacht Club,
and a large public boat ramp. It is unlikely that the space could be made available in the delivery timeframe.

Event

Okahu Bay is only capable of providing two or three bases in the current land space potentially available. This
makes a number of assumptions around relocation of car parking, removal of an entire finger of current marina
berthage, and dredging and removal of material from inside the marina. The lack of any viable space for an
event village means that this option scores very low on event criteria, and could only really contribute to a
dispersed bases model or as an overflow location from a primary location. Either model is likely not viable.

Legacy

The provision of bases at Okahu Bay does not contribute to or fit with any existing Auckland Council or central
government strategy for the site. There are limited water-space legacy options for the site and it would likely
revert to its current use as a marina. The land space legacy options are also limited. There is an opportunity for
positive legacy outcomes for Ngati Whatua o Orakei given the proximity to adjacent land administered by the
Ngati Whatua Orakei Reserves Board.

Impact on
business
as usual

There would likely be a significant impact on the existing Okahu Bay marina berth holders and users of the
Landing and boat ramp.

4.5.9

Westhaven

Table 14 Westhaven

Item

Discussion

Key
metrics

Along with other CBD locations, the proximity to a large population base and marine related facilities is very
good, although access to public transport and other event and entertainment precincts is limited.

Delivery

The Westhaven marina area is currently controlled by the two Westhaven Marina Trusts and Panuku
Development Auckland. Negotiations would be required to access the northern reclamation area. The base
area could either be delivered with an area of reclamation (extremely difficult in the required timeframes), or
with a wharf structure with significant associated wave protection. It is expected that a wharf structure would be
easier to consent. A large number of current berth holders will need to be relocated prior to construction
commencing.
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Event

Westhaven partly meets the land- and water-space requirements for the event – there is sufficient space for 8
single base modules or 3 double bases and 2 single bases. It could be used in conjunction with other locations
such as Site 18 to provide increased numbers of bases. Associated water space for support, media, and official
vessels would potentially be available although this would need to be tested. Public access to the event village
would be restricted by Westhaven Drive and the single road past the yacht clubs – this is a distance from the
downtown transport and event hubs and is likely to be unattractive as a large village. Existing yacht clubs could
be used as event spaces and provide a media centre. Superyachts would be accommodated within the existing
Viaduct Harbour and Silo Marina..

Legacy

The Westhaven reclamation is part of the current Waterfront Plan, although the land space legacy outcome is
currently not clear. There is potentially a positive outcome for the yacht clubs in Westhaven, and there may be
the possibility of an events venue or sailing / marine centre on the reclamation. The water space legacy is to
greatly enhance the marina offering following the event.

Impact on
business
as usual

There is a significant impact on existing pile mooring berth holders. These boats would be required to relocate
during construction and the event, but could be brought back into the area following the construction of further
marina berths.

4.5.10 Wynyard Point / Site 18
Table 15 Wynyard Point / Site 18

Item

Discussion

Key
metrics

Like all CBD locations, the proximity to a large population base, good public transport options, other event and
entertainment precincts and related marine facilities is excellent, although generally these two sites are slightly
further west of the existing North Wharf / Viaduct area.

Delivery

Wynyard Point is currently publicly owned land and the subject of an extensive redevelopment masterplan as
outlined in the Waterfront Plan. However there are extensive lease arrangements in place that may make site
acquisition very challenging in the required timeframes. Site 18 is also earmarked for a current redevelopment
project being managed by Panuku – use of the site would prevent this project from progressing.
Construction activities include a wharf infill at Wynyard Wharf, sea wall construction on the NW corner of
Wynyard Point and at Site 18, significant dredging of the area west of Wynyard Point, and a new large
breakwater extending west from the end of Wynyard Point. Dredged material from Site 18 is likely to be
contaminated and may need to be removed to a licenced disposal facility on land.

Event

The option partly meets the land- and water-space requirements for the event – there is sufficient space for 7
single bases and 1 double base, or 3 double bases and 3 single bases (as shown on the base option sheet).
There are potentially 2 additional sites available but this needs to be explored further. Associated water space
for support, media, and official vessels would potentially be available west of Halsey Street wharf although this
would need to be tested.

Legacy

Significant development of Wynyard Point is outlined in the Waterfront Plan as described above. At this early
stage it is uncertain whether the construction of bases adds or detracts from the development programme
proposed by Council. The breakwater west of Wynyard Point is also a Waterfront Plan legacy outcome, and
would provide areas of relatively protected water space for further marine development in the precinct. It is
unlikely that this option would provide a dedicated water based event location as this would likely be in conflict
with current development plans.

Impact on
business
as usual

Site 18 is a site earmarked in the Unitary Plan for commercial development – potentially for super yacht refit
facilities. This option sterilises the site for development that supports the marine industry. There is expected to
be some impact on fishing vessels and other working boats berthed adjacent to the Viaduct Events Centre and
along North Wharf. There will potentially be impacts on the Wynyard Wharf fuelling berth during the event (to be
determined). There is also a potential impact on commercial tenants operating from Wynyard Wharf (also
needs to be determined).

Long list – weighted scoring and ranking
The weighted total score for each option, ranked from highest to lowest is shown in Table 16.
Table 16 Long list weighted scores and rank

Ref

Option

Pass/Fail

Score

Rank

6

Halsey Wharf Extension

PASS

82.2

1

2

Captain Cook Wharf Extension

PASS

67.2

2

5

Halsey Wharf / Viaduct / Site 18

PASS

61.8

3
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9

Westhaven

PASS

56.3

4

10

Wynyard Wharf & Site 18

PASS

54.2

5

3

Devonport

FAIL

40.2

6

4

Gulf Harbour

FAIL

33.4

7

8

Okahu Bay

FAIL

29.3

8

1

Bayswater

FAIL

21.3

9

7

Hobsonville Point

FAIL

10.7

10

Identification of short list options
The long list evaluation failed a number of the options. The key reasons for failing options includes:
·

Obtaining the site in sufficient time to complete the development of the base infrastructure; and

·

Not providing sufficient land area to serve as the primary base location.

All of the regional Auckland options failed for the reasons noted above. Additionally, these options generally
performed poorly on event or legacy criteria.( All long listed options and their ‘profiles’ are provided in
Attachment 6)
This left five possible locations: Halsey St Wharf Extension, Captain Cook Wharf Extension, and three
clustered options located (Wynyard Wharf & Site 18; Halsey Wharf, Viaduct & Site 18; Westhaven).
The remaining options are as follows:

4.7.1

Halsey Street Wharf Extension

There was a strong preference in the option assessment for the Halsey St Wharf Extension option as it was
the only option that exceled in all selection criteria and scored much higher than the next highest score. This
option was progressed to short list stage.

4.7.2

Captain Cook Wharf Extension

Captain Cook Wharf Extension was the next highest scored option. The key risks that impacted the scoring of
this option are around site acquisition and access. It was noted that this would be subject to agreement with
POAL and their ability to relocate their operations in the required timeframe. The potential impact on the
cruise industry due to the loss of the Queens Wharf berth through construction and the event was also noted.
This option was progressed to short list stage.

4.7.3

Clustered options

The remaining 3 waterfront dispersed options largely have similar attributes and challenges, and scored at a
similar level. They also all contained key flaws which challenged the viability of the options. These included
the following:
·

Halsey Street / Viaduct / Site 18: The construction of bases on Te Wero Island or the Eastern Viaduct
in public open space would be hard to justify as they would exclude public access;

·

Westhaven: This option does not fully provide the required land space for the full number of bases;
and

·

Wynyard Wharf & Site 18: the Southaven, Firth and Sanford’s sites on Wynyard Point would be very
difficult to obtain prior to the expiry of their lease to allow construction in the required timeframe.

The working group then agreed to combine these 3 options in a mix and match process to achieve the best
outcome and minimise each of the individual flaws. A clustered option was progressed to short list stage.
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Option assessment stage 2 – Short list
The second stage of the options assessment process involved refinement and development of the short list of
options, followed by cost estimating by WT Partnership. The goal of the short list development is to conduct a
detailed analysis of the final options to provide to decision makers (including Auckland Council, central
government, and ETNZ) for consideration as part of the negotiations for the AC36 event.

Short list – development
Based on the results of the long list option evaluation, the 3 shortlisted options were developed along with a
number of sub-options.
·

Option 1 – Halsey St Wharf Extension;

·

Option 1.1 – Halsey St Wharf Extension (reduced);

·

Option 2.1 – Captain Cook Wharf Extension (west);

·

Option 2.2 – Captain Cook Wharf Extension (east);

·

Option 3.1 – Dispersed central – Halsey Street Wharf and Westhaven;

·

Option 3.2 – Dispersed clustered – Halsey Street Wharf, Wynyard Point east and Site 18;

·

Option 3.3 – Dispersed central – Halsey Street Wharf and Captain Cook east;

·

Option 3.4 – Dispersed clustered – Halsey Street Wharf, Hobson Wharf, and Wynyard Point east; and

·

Option 3.5 – Dispersed clustered – Halsey Street Wharf (extended), Hobson Wharf, and Wynyard
Point east.

Short list – information sheets
A further information sheet (single A3 page per option) was created for each option to enable a more detailed
assessment. These include further detail on indicative base layouts, the potential infrastructure required, and
detailed notes against each criteria grouping. These location information sheets are provided in Appendix 8.

Short list – discussion
In agreeing the final arrangement of the short list options, the working group discussed each option in detail.
The following tables document some of the key discussions and findings for each of the considered options.

5.3.1

Option 1 – Halsey Street Wharf Extension

Summary: Provides an event basin most closely mirroring the successful AC events of 2000 and 2003 in
Auckland. A significant wharf extension with the largest new wharf area of all options. Comprises the
strongest legacy outcomes of various waterfront locations. The Viaduct Harbour area has a proven history of
hosting water-based events and the precinct is geared toward this activity.
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Table 17 Halsey Street Wharf Extension

Item

Discussion

Primary risk

Potential public and political opposition to major wharf extension into Waitemata Harbour, impacting on
consenting process.

Delivery
Site
ownership /
access

Site is currently owned by Auckland Council. Site ownership and access is the least problematic of any
option. Current leases are in place along the northern and western edges for fishing boats and other working
vessels. Wharf extension southwards into the present Viaduct marina area would require consultation and
negotiation with Viaduct Harbour Holdings Limited (VHHL).

Key
construction
metrics

Total wharf extension – approx. 39,000m2
Halsey Street Wharf main extension – 33,200m2
Halsey Street Wharf south extension (refer Site 7 on the summary sheet) – 2,600m2
Hobson Wharf extension – 3,600m2
Approximate dredging volume – 47,000m3

Wave
attenuation

The new wharf extension would have wave attenuation / protection measures installed. Wave attenuation
panels beneath Hobson Wharf are also required, although this is a currently scheduled / funded activity
under the LTP.

Delivery
programme &
staging

The delivery programme is the most constrained of all options with wharf construction expected to take up to
18 months. Technical assessments would require an immediate start, with construction starting in June 2018
at the latest.
Base construction can overlap with wharf construction and it is envisaged that bases could be made
available on a staged basis as work continues. Individual bases cannot be fully operational until all dredging
and wave protection works are completed although these are not expected to be critical path activities. It is
also possible to stage construction depending on entry numbers.

Event
Base layout
& associated
infrastructure

Five double bases and 3 single bases – 8 total. Proposed layout: 6 bases on the main Halsey Street Wharf
extension, 1 double base provided on the Halsey Street Wharf south extension, and 1 single base provided
on the Hobson Wharf extension. A new protected marina entry/egress point is constructed facing east
towards Princes Wharf. The existing Viaduct Harbour marina entrance would be largely unchanged.
Marina access control would be required to manage and coordinate the movement of boats in and out of the
marina.
Floating infrastructure includes pontoons around the entire inside of the extended wharf, with power and
water provided dockside. Sufficient water space is available at each base location for unloading and loading
race boats, and for providing space for support vessels.
Official vessels and media boats could be potentially berthed outside the proposed media centre in the
Viaduct Events Centre.

Village
location

Primary event village: Eastern Viaduct and Te Wero Island, Karanga Plaza, and Viaduct Events Centre.
Excellent circulation is provided around the bases and past proposed superyacht berths to the end of the
wharf extension – this would be an ideal place to view boats arriving and leaving.

Ability to
create strong
village feel

Excellent. The village is agglomerated in one place rather than spread out across the waterfront or at
different base locations. This assists with operational needs and costs of the event. Existing significant food
and beverage offerings in Viaduct basin and North Wharf, and very close to other entertainment precincts in
the CBD area

Transport
and access

Excellent. Britomart Transport Centre is a short walk away on Quay Street. Good walking and cycling
networks.

Superyachts

Superyachts would be accommodated within the existing Viaduct Harbour and Silo Marina however this
option also allows up to 28 additional berths on the western side of Halsey Street Wharf with the relocation of
fishing vessels from these berths. This is a significant improvement over the status quo and means that
superyachts are very much part of the event village.

Impact on business as usual (BAU)
Delivery

Relocation of marine commercial tenants at Halsey Wharf and North Wharf at start of construction phase.
These berths could be offered back gradually as construction continues.
Relocation of William C Daldy and steam crane Rapaki on Hobson Wharf.
Construction phase impacts on Maritime Museum and Viaduct Events Centre to be managed.
Construction phase impacts on Wynyard Quarter generally – large volume of construction activity to be
coordinated
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Impact on Sea Plane and SeaLink services (to be determined).
Potential impact on vessels using eastern side of Wynyard Point during event (to be determined).

Event
Legacy
Overall

An extension of Halsey Street Wharf is identified in the current Waterfront Plan. The plan envisages that the
wharf would support the growth of the marine industry through expanded facilities for fishing vessels,
additional berths for ferries and other working boats, providing additional space for refit of superyachts, and
expansion of event-based tourism.

Water space
legacy

This option has the potential to create a world-class water-based event location and a protected basin that
would be attractive for a range of events, including the Volvo Ocean Race, Auckland Boat Show, the
Anniversary Day waka ama / dragon boat races, major regattas, and others.
The wharf extension also provides enhanced wave protection for the existing Viaduct Harbour, and creates
much needed new wharf space for additional berths for ferries and other working vessels.
It has been noted that Halsey Street Wharf could be potentially utilised as a cruise ship berth however this
would involve significant additional works such as strengthening of the existing part of the wharf and upgrade
to the fenders. It is acknowledged that servicing of cruise vessels here would have an impact on the wider
Wynyard Quarter

Land space
legacy

The Halsey Street Wharf Extension provides further public access to water front areas that could be
activated for further public use. During major water-based events it would provide a large additional area of
wharf space to be utilised as event spaces.
Between events, the extension could to be used for a marine hard stand for refitting, mast stepping, and
supporting the superyacht industry. Alternatively, it provides an opportunity for a permanent Volvo Ocean
Race facility and/or a marine centre of excellence that could be used to support the marine industry or a
facility that encourages new employment in the industry.
The option could also provide a permanent home for Emirates Team New Zealand.
The option also provides an opportunity to accelerate other projects including replacement of the Wynyard
Crossing Bridge and the Wynyard Quarter ferry wharf.
The extension of Hobson Wharf may enable potential future redevelopment of the wharf and the Maritime
Museum.

5.3.2

Option 1.1 – Halsey Street Wharf Extension (reduced)

Summary: Provides an event basin most closely mirroring the successful AC events of 2000 and 2003 in
Auckland. A significant wharf extension with a smaller area of new wharf than Option 1. This option retains the
strong legacy outcomes of Option 1.
Table 18 Halsey Street Wharf Extension

Item

Discussion

Primary risk

Potential public and political opposition to major wharf extension into Waitemata Harbour, impacting on
consenting process.

Delivery
Site
ownership /
access

Site is currently owned by Auckland Council. Site ownership and access is the least problematic of any
option. Current leases are in place along the northern and western edges for fishing boats and other working
vessels. Wharf extension southwards into the present Viaduct marina area would require consultation with
Viaduct Harbour Holdings Limited (VHHL).

Key
construction

Total wharf extension – approx. 38,000m2
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Halsey Street Wharf main extension – 30,500m2
Halsey Street Wharf south extension (refer Site 7 on the summary sheet) – 2,600m2
Approximate dredging volume – 47,000m3
Hobson Wharf extension – 4,800m2

Wave
attenuation

The new wharf extension would have wave attenuation / protection measures installed. Wave attenuation
panels beneath Hobson Wharf are also required, although this is a currently scheduled / funded activity
under the LTP.

Delivery
programme &
staging

The delivery programme is the most constrained of all options with wharf construction expected to take up to
18 months. Technical assessments would require an immediate start, with construction starting in June 2018
at the latest.
Base construction can overlap with wharf construction and it is envisaged that bases could be made
available on a staged basis as work continues. Individual bases cannot be fully operational until all dredging
and wave protection works are completed although these are not expected to be critical path activities. It is
also possible to stage construction depending on entry numbers.

Event
Base layout
& associated
infrastructure

Five double bases and 3 single bases – 8 total. Proposed layout: 6 bases on the main Halsey Street Wharf
extension, 1 double base provided on the Halsey Street Wharf south extension, and 1 double base provided
on the Hobson Wharf extension. A new protected marina entry/egress point is constructed facing east
towards Princes Wharf. The existing Viaduct Harbour marina entrance would be largely unchanged.
Marina access control would be required to manage and coordinate the movement of boats in and out of the
marina.
Floating infrastructure includes pontoons around the entire inside of the extended wharf, with power and
water provided dockside. Sufficient water space is available at each base location for unloading and loading
race boats, and for providing space for support vessels.
Official vessels and media boats could be potentially berthed outside the proposed media centre in the
Viaduct Events Centre.

Village
location

Primary event village: Eastern Viaduct and Te Wero Island, Karanga Plaza, and Viaduct Events Centre.
Excellent circulation is provided around the bases and past proposed superyacht berths to the end of the
wharf extension – this would be an ideal place to view boats arriving and leaving.

Ability to
create strong
village feel

Excellent. The village is agglomerated in one place rather than spread out across the waterfront or at
different base locations. This assists with operational needs and costs of the event. Existing significant food
and beverage offerings in Viaduct basin and North Wharf, and very close to other entertainment precincts in
the CBD area

Transport
and access

Excellent. Britomart Transport Centre is a short walk away on Quay Street. Good walking and cycling
networks.

Superyachts

Superyachts would be accommodated within the existing Viaduct Harbour and Silo Marina however this
option also allows up to 28 additional berths on the western side of Halsey Street Wharf with the relocation of
fishing vessels from these berths. This is a significant improvement over the status quo and means that
superyachts are very much part of the event village.

Impact on business as usual (BAU)
Delivery

Relocation of marine commercial tenants at Halsey Wharf and North Wharf at start of construction phase.
These berths could be offered back gradually as construction continues.
Relocation of William C Daldy and steam crane Rapaki on Hobson Wharf.
Construction phase impacts on Maritime Museum and Viaduct Events Centre to be managed.
Construction phase impacts on Wynyard Quarter generally – large volume of construction activity to be
coordinated

Event

Impact on Sea Plane and SeaLink services (to be determined).
Potential impact on vessels using eastern side of Wynyard Point during event (to be determined).

Legacy
Overall

An extension of Halsey Street Wharf is identified in the current Waterfront Plan. The plan envisages that the
wharf would support the growth of the marine industry through expanded facilities for fishing vessels,
additional berths for ferries and other working boats, providing additional space for refit of superyachts, and
expansion of event-based tourism.

Water space
legacy

This option has the potential to create a world-class water-based event location and a protected basin that
would be attractive for a range of events, including the Volvo Ocean Race, Auckland Boat Show, the
Anniversary Day waka ama / dragon boat races, major regattas, and others.
The wharf extension also provides enhanced wave protection for the existing Viaduct Harbour, and creates
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much needed new wharf space for additional berths for ferries and other working vessels.
It has been noted that Halsey Street Wharf could be potentially utilised as a cruise ship berth however this
would involve significant additional works such as strengthening of the existing part of the wharf and upgrade
to the fenders. It is acknowledged that servicing of cruise vessels here would have an impact on the wider
Wynyard Quarter
Land space
legacy

The Halsey Street Wharf Extension provides further public access to water front areas that could be
activated for further public use. During major water-based events it would provide a large additional area of
wharf space to be utilised as event spaces.
Between events, the extension could to be used for a marine hard stand for refitting, mast stepping, and
supporting the superyacht industry. Alternatively, it provides an opportunity for a permanent Volvo Ocean
Race facility and/or a marine centre of excellence that could be used to support the marine industry or a
facility that encourages new employment in the industry.
The option could also provide a permanent home for Emirates Team New Zealand.
The option also provides an opportunity to accelerate other projects including replacement of the Wynyard
Crossing Bridge and the Wynyard Quarter ferry wharf.
The extension of Hobson Wharf may enable potential future redevelopment of the wharf and the Maritime
Museum.

5.3.3

Option 2.1 – Captain Cook Wharf (west)

Summary: Repurposing and extending an existing wharf to provide an America’s Cup event basin right in the
heart of the downtown CBD area. The option is a good use of existing assets, with the event village located on
Queens Wharf. However this option has significant downside impacts on the cruise industry.
Table 19 Captain Cook Wharf (west)

Item

Discussion

Primary risk

Obtaining site from POAL and relocating port operations from the wharf by June 2018. POAL relocation is
unlikely to meet these time frames.

Delivery
Site ownership /
access

Captain Cook Wharf is currently under control of POAL – agreement would need to be reached to obtain
the site and relocate existing port activities off the wharf. The timeframe to achieve this is uncertain and it
may mean that the required infrastructure could not be delivered.

Key construction
metrics

Captain Cook Wharf extension – 20,000m2
Approximate dredging volume – nil
Significant breakwater at the northern entrance to the basin

Wave attenuation

The new wharf extension would have wave attenuation / protection measures installed. Wave attenuation
panels would also be required on the eastern side of Captain Cook Wharf, and the eastern side of
Queens Wharf.

Delivery
programme &
staging

The expected delivery programme is relatively straightforward, and would allow initial bases to be
delivered early. As an existing deep water wharf, no dredging is required.
As a result of much greater harbour traffic east of Princes Wharf, wave conditions in the central wharves
are poor. The area is also heavily exposed to strong NW to N winds with a large fetch across Shoal Bay.
Therefore individual bases cannot be fully operational until all wave protection works are completed.
It is also possible to stage construction depending on entry numbers.
There is a significant programme of capital works to be delivered in the downtown / central wharves area,
including sea wall remediation, extension of the existing ferry terminal, and a bus interchange project on
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Quay Street. City Rail Link construction will continue in the Britomart East area until 2022/23.
Construction access will need to be staged appropriately and well managed.
Event
Base layout &
associated
infrastructure

Five double bases and 3 single bases – 8 total. Proposed layout: all bases aligned north-south along the
wharf, facing westwards towards the event basin. Access is provided along the side of single bases
where required (e.g. between site 3 and site 4 on the summary sheet).A new protected basin entry/egress
point is constructed facing north off the end of Queens Wharf.
Floating infrastructure includes pontoons around the entire inside of the existing and extended wharf, with
power and water provided dockside. Sufficient water space is available at each base location for
unloading and loading race boats, and for providing space for support vessels.
Official vessels and media boats could be potentially berthed along the eastern side of Queens Wharf.

Village location

Primary event village: Queens Wharf. Existing facilities on the wharf include The Cloud and Shed 10.
Circulation could be provided around the bases and out to the end of Captain Cook Wharf, but this
circulation is not expected to be as effective as in the Halsey Street Wharf extension option. Positions on
the end of Queens Wharf or on the end of Captain Cook Wharf would provide ideal places to view boats
arriving and leaving.

Ability to create
strong village feel

Good. The village is agglomerated in one place rather than spread out across the waterfront or at
different base locations. This assists with operational needs and costs of the event. Captain Cook Wharf
and Queens Wharf do not have significant existing food and beverage offerings like the Viaduct / North
Wharf area, although it is expected that pop-up facilities would be established on Queens Wharf (similar
to existing events and the pop-up container village). The large open space on the northern end of Queens
Wharf provides a great space for a central stage for music and live events during the America’s Cup.

Transport and
access

Excellent. Britomart Transport Centre is located very close by. Good walking and cycling networks –
Quay Street cycleway runs past the end of Captain Cook Wharf.

Superyachts

Superyachts would be accommodated within the existing Viaduct Harbour and Silo Marina. No
superyacht berths provided in the event village.

Impact on business as usual (BAU)
Delivery

This option has a major expected impact on the cruise industry. The eastern side of Queens Wharf would
not be available for cruise ships for at least three seasons (2018/19, 2019/20, 2020/21). Approximately
120 bookings for the first two seasons have already been scheduled, with 24 two ship days scheduled to
date. These impacts have not been costed. Consultation with POAL and cruise industry operators would
be required immediately following a decision to utilise Captain Cook Wharf for the America’s Cup.
Relocation of the POAL tug boats from the southern end of Captain Cook Wharf would be required
although it is understood that this is in progress or has been planned already.
This option does not have a significant ongoing effect on POAL operations following relocation of port
activity off Captain Cook Wharf. It is assumed that Bledisloe Wharf will remain in operation throughout
construction and the event.

Event

Continuing impact on cruise vessels as outline above.
Relocation of the POAL tug boats from the southern end of Captain Cook Wharf would be required
although it is understood that this is in progress or has been planned already.

Legacy
Overall

Any use of Captain Cook wharf for the event provides accelerated public access to additional waterfront
areas in downtown Auckland, and further opens up the ‘red fence area’ which currently forms a barrier
between the city and the sea. However the water-space is currently poorly defined.

Water space
legacy

As described above, the key downside of this option is the impact this has on existing POAL facilities and
Auckland’s current cruise ship offering. The wharf extension could cater for expansion of cruise ship
facilities but it could be expected that the strength of the industry would be greatly diminished. Utilising
Captain Cook for cruise would require the future removal of Marsden Wharf, excavation of Point
Britomart, and construction of a seawall.
Alternatively the extension could provide a dedicated event basin for major events such as the Volvo
Ocean Race, major regattas, and other water-based events however this is currently less well defined.

Land space legacy

The Waterfront Plan envisages the opening up of the breastworks between Queens and Captain Cook
wharves, and Admiralty Steps – it is conceivable that this project would be accelerated as part of a
Captain Cook Wharf option.
The land space legacy for the wharf extension itself is less well defined, although if Captain Cook Wharf
became the new primary cruise terminal then it is likely that Queens Wharf would be further opened up
for public use.
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Option 2.2 – Captain Cook Wharf (east)

Summary: Repurposing and extending an existing wharf to provide an America’s Cup event basin right in the
heart of the downtown CBD area. The option is a good use of existing assets, with the event village located on
Queens Wharf. However this option introduces a disconnect between the event village and the bases, and
has a downside impact on POAL operations.
Table 20 Captain Cook Wharf (east)

Item

Discussion

Primary risk

Obtaining site from POAL and relocating port operations from the wharf by June 2018. POAL relocation is
unlikely to meet these time frames.

Delivery
Site ownership /
access

Captain Cook Wharf is currently under control of POAL – agreement would need to be reached to obtain
the site and relocate existing port activities off the wharf. The timeframe to achieve this is uncertain and it
may mean that the required infrastructure could not be delivered.

Key construction
metrics

Captain Cook Wharf extension – 19,000m2

Wave attenuation

The new wharf extension would have wave attenuation / protection measures installed. Wave attenuation
panels would also be required on the existing part of Captain Cook Wharf.

Delivery
programme &
staging

The expected delivery programme is relatively straightforward, and would allow initial bases to be
delivered early. Unlike option 2.1 (Captain Cook Wharf west), dredging is required to excavate and
remove the remaining part of Marsden Wharf, and the material beneath (indicatively understood to be a
mix of reclamation material and remnants of Point Britomart).

Significant breakwater at the northern entrance to the basin and westwards from Bledisloe Wharf.
Removal of Marsden Wharf, excavation of Point Britomart / dredging, and sea wall construction

As a result of much greater harbour traffic east of Princes Wharf, wave conditions in the central wharves
are poor. The area is also heavily exposed to strong NW to N winds with a large fetch across Shoal Bay.
Therefore individual bases cannot be fully operational until all wave protection works are completed.
It is also possible to stage construction depending on entry numbers.
There is a significant programme of capital works to be delivered in the downtown / central wharves area,
including sea wall remediation, extension of the existing ferry terminal, and a bus interchange project on
Quay Street. City Rail Link construction will continue in the Britomart East area until 2022/23.
Construction access will need to be staged appropriately and well managed.
Event
Base layout &
associated
infrastructure

Five double bases and 3 single bases – 8 total. Proposed layout: all bases aligned north-south along the
wharf, facing eastwards towards the event basin. Access is provided along the side of single bases where
required (e.g. between site 3 and site 4 on the summary sheet).A new protected basin entry/egress point
is constructed facing north between Captain Cook Wharf and Bledisloe Wharf.
Floating infrastructure includes pontoons around the entire inside of the existing and extended wharf, with
power and water provided dockside. Sufficient water space is available at each base location for
unloading and loading race boats, and for providing space for support vessels.
Official vessels and media boats could be potentially berthed along the western side of Captain Cook
wharf, although these would be disconnected from the media centre and other official areas indicatively
proposed for Queens Wharf.

Village location

Primary event village: Queens Wharf. Existing facilities on the wharf include The Cloud and Shed 10.
Circulation could be provided around the bases and out to the end of Captain Cook Wharf. The main
downside here is the disconnect between the village and the bases, with the bases having their back to
Queens Wharf.
Cruise ship visits on event days would have an impact due to the establishment of temporary customs-
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controlled areas (loss of useable space).
Ability to create
strong village feel

Good. The village is agglomerated in one place rather than spread out across the waterfront or at
different base locations. This assists with operational needs and costs of the event. Captain Cook Wharf
and Queens Wharf do not have significant existing food and beverage offerings like the Viaduct / North
Wharf area, although it is expected that pop-up facilities would be established on Queens Wharf (similar
to existing events and the pop-up container village). The large open space on the northern end of Queens
Wharf provides a great space for a central stage for music and live events during the America’s Cup.

Transport and
access

Excellent. Britomart Transport Centre is located very close by. Good walking and cycling networks –
Quay Street cycleway runs past the end of Captain Cook Wharf.

Superyachts

Superyachts would be accommodated within the existing Viaduct Harbour and Silo Marina. No
superyacht berths provided in the event village.

Impact on business as usual (BAU)
Delivery

This option has a significant impact on the operations of POAL which will be ongoing during the
construction phase and event phase. The use of berths on Bledisloe Wharf would be lost from the point at
which floating infrastructure and breakwater begin construction. This impact is un-costed.
Cruise operations can continue un-affected during the delivery phase.

Event

Cruise operations can continue on Queens Wharf. It is understood that the separate mooring dolphin
project will be progressed.

Legacy
Overall

Any use of Captain Cook wharf for the event provides accelerated public access to additional waterfront
areas in downtown Auckland, and further opens up the ‘red fence area’ which currently forms a barrier
between the city and the sea.

Water space
legacy

The primary water space legacy is the relocation of cruise facilities from Queens Wharf to Captain Cook
Wharf. This option provides the potential for a dedicated two-ship cruise terminal.
A legacy outcome for a dedicated event basin for major events is unlikely, as the use of Bledisloe Wharf
would need to be re-established for POAL activities.

Land space legacy

The Waterfront Plan envisages the opening up of the breastworks between Queens and Captain Cook
wharves, and Admiralty Steps – it is conceivable that this project would be accelerated as part of a
Captain Cook Wharf option.
In the event that Captain Cook Wharf became the new primary cruise terminal then it is likely that Queens
Wharf would be further opened up for public use.

5.3.5

Option 3.1 – Dispersed central – Halsey Street Wharf and Westhaven

Summary: A dispersed model combining a smaller extension of Halsey Street and Hobson wharves with a
wharf extension or reclamation at Westhaven to provide two distinct event areas. The event village would be
retained in the existing Viaduct areas however bases in Westhaven are close to existing yacht club facilities.
Table 21 Dispersed central - Halsey Street Wharf and Westhaven

Item

Discussion

Primary risk

Consenting of the Westhaven reclamation, while part of the Waterfront Plan, is expected to be
challenging given potential public opposition. An alternative is that this could be built as a wharf structure.
A further challenge is the relocation of existing boats from the pile mooring area.

Delivery
Site ownership /
access

The Halsey Street Wharf portion of the site is currently owned by Auckland Council. Westhaven is owned
by Auckland Council and is administered by Panuku Development Auckland through its role as owner and
manager of the marina precinct, holder of seabed occupation rights and corporate trustee of the
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Westhven Trusts. Site ownership and access is relatively simple although as mentioned above,
consenting is expected to be challenging. Access into Westhaven and past the yacht clubs is constrained
along Westhaven Drive and Curran Street.
Key construction
metrics

Halsey Street
Halsey Street Wharf extension – 10,500m2
Hobson Wharf extension – 5,000m2
Approximate dredging volume – 37,000m3
Westhaven
Reclamation behind existing sea wall – 9,400m2 (alternatively constructed as wharf)
Wharf construction – 8,700m2
Approximate dredging volume – 80,000m3
Legacy reclamation area (optional) – 5,000m2

Wave attenuation

Halsey Street: The new wharf extension would have wave attenuation / protection measures installed.
Wave attenuation panels beneath Hobson Wharf are also required, although this is a currently scheduled
/ funded activity under the LTP.
Westhaven: No wave attenuation measures required as the area is within the existing Westhaven sea
wall

Delivery
programme &
staging

Halsey Street: The smaller wharf extension is shorter than the constrained delivery programme of Option
1 and is more easily achievable in the required timeframe.
Westhaven: This delivery programme assumes that the reclamation planned as part of the existing Pile
Mooring Development Project progresses and is scheduled appropriately.
Base construction at both locations can overlap with wharf construction and it is envisaged that bases
could be made available on a staged basis as work continues. Individual bases cannot be fully
operational until all dredging is completed. It may be possible to stage construction depending on entry
numbers at either location, although this would need to be explored further.

Event
Base layout &
associated
infrastructure

Halsey Street: Two double bases and 1 single base on the main Halsey Street Wharf extension, with one
double base on Hobson Wharf extension. The existing Viaduct marina entrance is maintained. No
additional enclosed water space is created. Marina access control would be required to manage and
coordinate the movement of boats in and out of the marina. Floating infrastructure includes pontoons
around the entire inside of the extended wharf, with power and water provided dockside. Sufficient water
space is available at each base location for unloading and loading race boats, and for providing space for
support vessels.
Westhaven: Two double bases and 2 single bases and associated floating infrastructure with services as
above.
Official vessels and media boats could be potentially berthed outside the proposed media centre in the
Viaduct Events Centre or in Westhaven.

Village location

Primary event village: Eastern Viaduct and Te Wero Island, Karanga Plaza, and Viaduct Events Centre.
Circulation could be provided around the bases to the ends of both Halsey Street and Hobson wharves this would be an ideal place to view boats arriving and leaving. Westhaven would provide a secondary
event village with likely fewer facilities for public as suitable access / transport for large numbers of people
is challenging.

Ability to create
strong village feel

The village is dispersed over two distinct areas which will reduce event attractiveness for supporters and
sponsors. This also splits operational needs and costs of the event. There are existing significant food
and beverage offerings in Viaduct basin and North Wharf, however there is little at Westhaven. The
Westhaven bases are close to the existing yacht clubs which could provide a unique atmosphere
however as noted above access is constrained. The Viaduct Events Centre could be utilised as the media
centre.

Transport and
access

Halsey Street: Excellent. Britomart Transport Centre is a short walk away on Quay Street. Good walking
and cycling networks.
Westhaven: Poor. Suitable access / transport for large numbers of people is challenging. No public
transport link to Westhaven exists currently, although the waterfront cycle route and promenade runs
along Westhaven Drive and will connect with the proposed Skypath link across the Auckland Harbour
Bridge.

Superyachts

Superyachts would be accommodated within the existing Viaduct Harbour and Silo Marina however this
option allows approximately 8 – 10 additional berths on the western side of Halsey Street Wharf with the
relocation of fishing vessels from these berths. This enables a limited number of superyachts to be a part
of the event village.

Impact on business as usual (BAU)
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Relocation of marine commercial tenants at Halsey Wharf and North Wharf at start of construction phase.
These berths could be offered back gradually as construction continues.

Delivery

Relocation of William C Daldy and steam crane Rapaki on Hobson Wharf.
Construction phase impacts on Maritime Museum and Viaduct Events Centre to be managed.
Construction phase impacts on Wynyard Quarter generally – large volume of construction activity to be
coordinated.
Relocation of ~300 boats from current Westhaven pile moorings. This will be complicated by the existing
pile mooring development project that this currently under negotiation with mana whenua.
Impact on Sea Plane and SeaLink services (to be determined).

Event

Potential impact on vessels using eastern side of Wynyard Point during event (to be determined).
Potential impact on Westhaven marina users
Legacy
Overall

An extension of Halsey Street Wharf is identified in the current Waterfront Plan. The plan envisages that
the wharf would support the growth of the marine industry through expanded facilities for fishing vessels,
additional berths for ferries and other working boats, providing additional space for refit of superyachts,
and expansion of event-based tourism. Reclamation at Westhaven is also identified in the Waterfront
Plan and the Westhaven Plan although the proposal under this option would be a significant extension of
this.

Water space
legacy

Halsey Street: Although this option does not provide any additional enclosed water space as envisaged in
the Waterfront Plan, it does provide additional wharf space to support significant water-based events
including the Volvo Ocean Race, Auckland Boat Show, the Anniversary Day waka ama / dragon boat
races, major regattas, and others.
The wharf extension does also provide a very small amount of additional berth space for working vessels,
but this is insignificant in comparison to Option 1 and likely to be much less than what is required.
Westhaven: The reclamation (or wharf construction) and associated floating infrastructure could provide
much of the required infrastructure for the Stage 2 pile mooring development project identified in the
Westhaven Plan, although the draft required for marina berths is significantly less than for the America’s
Cup event. This area could also provide additional facilities for major marine events, sailing programmes,
and growth for the yacht clubs in Westhaven.

Land space legacy

Halsey Street: The option provides further public access to water front areas that could be activated for
further public use. During major water-based events it would provide an additional area of wharf space to
be utilised as event spaces. Between events, the extension could to be used for a small hard stand area
or for mast stepping etc.
The option could also provide a permanent home for Emirates Team New Zealand.
The option also provides an opportunity to accelerate other projects including replacement of the
Wynyard Crossing Bridge and the Wynyard Quarter ferry wharf.
The extension of Hobson Wharf may enable potential future redevelopment of the wharf and the Maritime
Museum.
Westhaven: The reclamation (or wharf structure) could be used as a hard stand / boat haul out area and
could potentially become an income generating asset for Council.

5.3.6

Option 3.2 – Dispersed clustered – Halsey Street Wharf, Wynyard Point & Site 18

Summary: Provides a ‘clustered’ zone of bases in the Halsey – Hobson – Wynyard area. The Halsey Street
Wharf extension is much smaller than that in Option 1. The option introduces public access to Wynyard Point
and would create a longer linear event precinct along the North Wharf and Wynyard Quarter waterfront.
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Table 22 Dispersed clustered - Halsey Street Wharf, Wynyard Point & Site 18

Item

Discussion

Primary risk

Construction and event occurring across multiple locations with multiple stakeholders involved. There is
also a potential challenge with proximity to the bulk liquids industry.

Delivery
Site ownership /
access

The Halsey Street Wharf portion of the site is currently owned by Auckland Council. Wynyard Wharf is
owned by Council and administered by POAL. Site 18 is owned by Council and administered Panuku
Development Auckland Site ownership and access is relatively simple. There are more complicated
relocation / impact on business as usual considerations – see below.

Key construction
metrics

Halsey Street Wharf extension – 10,500m2
Hobson Wharf extension – 5,000m2
Wynyard Wharf infill / wharf construction – approx. 3,200m2
Approximate dredging volume (Viaduct) – 37,000m3
Sea-wall strengthening / replacement at Site 18
Approximate dredging volume (Site 18) – 100,000m3

Wave attenuation

The new Halsey Street wharf extension would have wave attenuation / protection measures installed.
Wave attenuation panels beneath Hobson Wharf are also required, although this is a currently scheduled
/ funded activity under the LTP. Breakwaters would also be required to be installed in the Wynyard basin
between Halsey Street Wharf and Wynyard Wharf. No wave attenuation is required at Site 18.

Delivery
programme &
staging

The smaller Halsey Street Wharf extension is shorter than the constrained delivery programme of Option
1 and is more easily achievable in the required timeframe.
The delivery programme for Wynyard Wharf assumes that the SeaLink and Sea Plane services can be
relocated in the timeframe required.
Sea wall strengthening or replacement is required at Site 18 – this is not expected to be a critical path
activity – although there is a significant volume of dredging required to make this base feasible. Dredged
material from this location is likely to be contaminated and if so will need to be removed to a licenced
disposal facility on land.
Base construction can overlap with wharf construction at Halsey Street and Wynyard Wharf and it is
envisaged that bases could be made available on a staged basis as work continues. Individual bases
cannot be fully operational until all dredging and wave protection works are completed. It is also possible
to stage construction depending on entry numbers.

Event
Base layout &
associated
infrastructure

Halsey Street: Three double bases on the main Halsey Street Wharf extension, with 1 double base on
Hobson Wharf extension. The existing Viaduct marina entrance is maintained. No additional enclosed
water space is created. Marina access control would be required to manage and coordinate the
movement of boats in and out of the marina. Floating infrastructure includes pontoons around the entire
inside of the extended wharf, with power and water provided dockside. Sufficient water space is available
at each base location for unloading and loading race boats, and for providing space for support vessels.
Wynyard Wharf: Three single bases and associated floating infrastructure with services as above. A
breakwater will be constructed between Wynyard Wharf and Halsey Street Wharf to provide wave
protection.
Site 18: One double base on the current ETNZ site.
Official vessels and media boats could be potentially berthed outside the proposed media centre in the
Viaduct Events Centre.

Village location

Primary event village: Eastern Viaduct, Te Wero Island, Karanga Plaza, Viaduct Events Centre and
extending along North Wharf toward Silo Park and Site 18. Circulation could be provided around the
bases to the ends of both Halsey Street and Hobson wharves - this would be an ideal place to view boats
arriving and leaving. Jellicoe Street carpark could also be used as an event space (such as secondary
village space attached to the Site 18 base) although this assumes that replacement carparking can be
found within Wynyard Quarter fpr the duration of the event.

Ability to create
strong village feel

The village is clustered over a wider area which may mean some duplication of operational needs and
costs of the event. There are existing significant food and beverage offerings in Viaduct basin and North
Wharf. The Viaduct Events Centre could be utilised as the media centre.

Transport and
access

Excellent. Britomart Transport Centre is a short walk away on Quay Street. Good walking and cycling
networks through the area.

Superyachts

Superyachts would be accommodated within the existing Viaduct Harbour and Silo Marina however this
option allows approximately 8 – 10 additional berths on the western side of Halsey Street Wharf with the
relocation of fishing vessels from these berths. This enables a limited number of superyachts to be a part
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of the event village.
Impact on business as usual (BAU)
Relocation of marine commercial tenants at Halsey Wharf, North Wharf, and Wynyard Wharf at start of
construction phase (including relocation of SeaLink and Sea Plane services). Some of these berths could
be offered back gradually as construction continues.
Relocation of William C Daldy and steam crane Rapaki on Hobson Wharf.

Delivery

Construction phase impacts on Maritime Museum and Viaduct Events Centre to be managed.
Construction phase impacts on Wynyard Quarter generally – large volume of construction activity to be
coordinated.
Use of Site 18 prevents a current redevelopment project planned for the site being progressed by
Panuku.
Impact on Sea Plane and SeaLink services (assuming they have been relocated)

Event

Potential impact on vessels using eastern side of Wynyard Wharf during event (to be determined).
Legacy
Overall

An extension of Halsey Street Wharf is identified in the current Waterfront Plan. The plan envisages that
the wharf would support the growth of the marine industry through expanded facilities for fishing vessels,
additional berths for ferries and other working boats, providing additional space for refit of superyachts,
and expansion of event-based tourism. A significant advantage of this option is introducing public access
to parts of Wynyard Point for the first time.

Water space
legacy

Halsey Street: Although this option does not provide any additional enclosed water space as envisaged in
the Waterfront Plan, it does provide additional wharf space to support significant water-based events
including the Volvo Ocean Race, Auckland Boat Show, the Anniversary Day waka ama / dragon boat
races, major regattas, and others.
The wharf extension does also provide a very small amount of additional berth space for working vessels,
but this is insignificant in comparison to Option 1 and likely to be much less than what is required.
Wynyard Wharf: The waterspace legacy for this area is uncertain, and it is likely that the site would revert
to status quo (wharf space for various marine services), although if a decision was taken to retain the
breakwaters permanently then a new event basin could be created.
Site 18: The remediated sea wall and dredging at Site 18 could provide for superyacht berths or
additional haul-out/reft space.

Land space legacy

Halsey Street: The option provides further public access to water front areas that could be activated for
further public use. During major water-based events it would provide an additional area of wharf space to
be utilised as event spaces. Between events, the extension could to be used for a small hard stand area
or for mast stepping etc.
The option could also provide a permanent home for Emirates Team New Zealand.
The option also provides an opportunity to accelerate other projects including replacement of the
Wynyard Crossing Bridge and the Wynyard Quarter ferry wharf.
The extension of Hobson Wharf may enable potential future redevelopment of the wharf and the Maritime
Museum.
Wynyard Wharf: No land space legacy has been identified but this does increase the likelihood of further
development on Wynyard Point occurring as planned or being brought forward.
Site 18: Panuku has a current redevelopment project planned for the site – it is likely that this would be
progressed following the event.

5.3.7

Option 3.3 – Dispersed central – Halsey Street Wharf and Captain Cook east

Summary: Combines parts of options 2.2 and 3.1 to provide an option with the smallest area of additional
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wharf construction. While this option presents a good use of existing assets, the event village is split between
two separate areas, and has a downside impact on POAL operations.
Table 23 Dispersed central - Halsey Street Wharf & Captain Cook east

Item

Discussion

Primary risk

Obtaining site from POAL and relocating port operations from the wharf by June 2018. POAL relocation is
unlikely to meet these time frames.

Delivery
Site ownership /
access

Captain Cook Wharf is currently under control of POAL – agreement would need to be reached to obtain
the site and relocate existing port activities off the wharf. The timeframe to achieve this is uncertain and it
may mean that the required infrastructure could not be delivered. The Halsey Street Wharf portion of the
site is currently owned by Auckland Council. Site access at this site is relatively simple.

Key construction
metrics

Captain Cook Wharf widening – approx. 1,850m2.
Halsey Street Wharf extension – 10,500m2
Hobson Wharf extension – 5,000m2
Wynyard Wharf infill / wharf construction – approx. 3,200m2
Approximate dredging volume (Viaduct) – 37,000m3

Wave attenuation

The new Halsey Street wharf extension would have wave attenuation / protection measures installed.
Wave attenuation panels beneath Hobson Wharf are also required, although this is a currently scheduled
/ funded activity under the LTP.
At Captain Cook Wharf, wave attenuation panels would be required on the eastern side of Captain Cook
Wharf, along with a breakwater extending east from the end of the wharf.

Delivery
programme &
staging

The expected delivery programme is relatively straightforward, and would allow initial bases to be
delivered early. Like option 2.2 (Captain Cook Wharf east), dredging is required to excavate and remove
the remaining part of Marsden Wharf, and the material beneath (indicatively understood to be a mix of
reclamation material and remnants of Point Britomart). Individual bases at Captain Cook cannot be fully
operational until all wave protection works are completed.
At Halsey Street Wharf, the smaller extension than the much larger extension of Option 1 is more easily
achievable in the required timeframe. It is also possible to stage construction depending on entry
numbers.

Event
Base layout &
associated
infrastructure

Halsey Street: Two double bases and 1 single base on the main Halsey Street Wharf extension, with 1
double base on Hobson Wharf extension. The existing Viaduct marina entrance is maintained. No
additional enclosed water space is created. Marina access control would be required to manage and
coordinate the movement of boats in and out of the marina. Floating infrastructure includes pontoons
around the entire inside of the extended wharf, with power and water provided dockside. Sufficient water
space is available at each base location for unloading and loading race boats, and for providing space for
support vessels
Captain Cook: Three double bases and 1 single base. All bases aligned north-south along the wharf,
facing eastwards towards the event basin. A new protected basin entry/egress point is constructed with a
breakwater extending eastwards from Captain Cook Wharf. Floating infrastructure, services, and
associated water space as above.
Official vessels and media boats could be potentially berthed outside the proposed media centre in the
Viaduct Events Centre or on the western side of Captain Cook Wharf opposite Queens Wharf.

Village location

Primary event village: Eastern Viaduct and Te Wero Island, Karanga Plaza, and Viaduct Events Centre.
Circulation could be provided around the bases to the ends of both Halsey Street and Hobson wharves this would be an ideal place to view boats arriving and leaving.
A secondary village or event space could be created on Queens Wharf, although this is likely to be less
desirable due to a clear disconnect between the village and the bases, with the bases having their back to
Queens Wharf. Existing facilities on Queens Wharf include The Cloud and Shed 10. Additionally, cruise
ship visits on event days would have an impact due to the establishment of temporary customs-controlled
areas (loss of useable space).

Ability to create
strong village feel

The village is dispersed over two distinct areas which will reduce event attractiveness for supporters and
sponsors. This also splits operational needs and costs of the event. There are existing significant food
and beverage offerings in Viaduct basin and North Wharf. There are limited facilities on Queens Wharf
although it is expected that pop-up facilities would be established (similar to existing events and the popup container village). The large open space on the northern end of Queens Wharf provides a great space
for a central stage for music and live events during the America’s Cup. There is an opportunity for eastwest activation along Quay Street to the Eastern Viaduct to connect the two areas.

Transport and

Excellent. Britomart Transport Centre is a short walk away on Quay Street. Good walking and cycling
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access

networks through the area.

Superyachts

Superyachts would be accommodated within the existing Viaduct Harbour and Silo Marina however this
option allows approximately 8 – 10 additional berths on the western side of Halsey Street Wharf with the
relocation of fishing vessels from these berths. This enables a limited number of superyachts to be a part
of the event village.

Impact on business as usual (BAU)
Delivery

This option has a significant impact on the operations of POAL which will be ongoing during the
construction phase and event phase. The use of berths on Bledisloe Wharf may be lost from the point at
which floating infrastructure and breakwater begin construction. This impact is un-costed.
Cruise operations on Queens Wharf can continue un-affected during the delivery phase.
Relocation of marine commercial tenants at Halsey Wharf, North Wharf, and Wynyard Wharf at start of
construction phase (including relocation of SeaLink and Sea Plane services). Some of these berths could
be offered back gradually as construction continues.
Relocation of William C Daldy and steam crane Rapaki on Hobson Wharf.
Construction phase impacts on Maritime Museum and Viaduct Events Centre to be managed.
Construction phase impacts on Wynyard Quarter generally – large volume of construction activity to be
coordinated.

Event

Cruise operations can continue on Queens Wharf. It is understood that the separate mooring dolphin
project will be progressed.
Impact on Sea Plane and SeaLink services (to be determined).
Potential impact on vessels using eastern side of Wynyard Wharf during event (to be determined).

Legacy
Overall

Any use of Captain Cook wharf for the event provides accelerated public access to additional waterfront
areas in downtown Auckland, and further opens up the ‘red fence area’ which currently forms a barrier
between the city and the sea.
An extension of Halsey Street Wharf is identified in the current Waterfront Plan. The plan envisages that
the wharf would support the growth of the marine industry through expanded facilities for fishing vessels,
additional berths for ferries and other working boats, providing additional space for refit of superyachts,
and expansion of event-based tourism.

Water space
legacy

Halsey Street: Although this option does not provide any additional enclosed water space as envisaged in
the Waterfront Plan, it does provide additional wharf space to support significant water-based events
including the Volvo Ocean Race, Auckland Boat Show, the Anniversary Day waka ama / dragon boat
races, major regattas, and others.
The wharf extension does also provide a very small amount of additional berth space for working vessels,
but this is insignificant in comparison to Option 1 and likely to be much less than what is required.
Captain Cook: The water space legacy is unclear. The relocation of cruise facilities from Queens Wharf to
Captain Cook Wharf proposed in Option 2.2 would likely not occur because the additional extension
would not have been constructed. A legacy outcome for a dedicated event basin for major events is
unlikely, as the use of Bledisloe Wharf would need to be re-established for POAL activities.

Land space legacy

Halsey Street: The option provides further public access to water front areas that could be activated for
further public use. During major water-based events it would provide an additional area of wharf space to
be utilised as event spaces. Between events, the extension could to be used for a small hard stand area
or for mast stepping etc.
The option could also provide a permanent home for Emirates Team New Zealand.
The option also provides an opportunity to accelerate other projects including replacement of the
Wynyard Crossing Bridge and the Wynyard Quarter ferry wharf.
The extension of Hobson Wharf may enable potential future redevelopment of the wharf and the Maritime
Museum.
Captain Cook: The Waterfront Plan envisages the opening up of the breastworks between Queens and
Captain Cook wharves, and Admiralty Steps – it is conceivable that this project would be accelerated as
part of a Captain Cook Wharf option. The land space for the wharf itself is unclear.
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Option 3.4 – Dispersed clustered – Halsey Street Wharf, Hobson Wharf, and Wynyard
Point east

Summary: Combines parts of options 1 and 3.2 to provide a ‘clustered’ zone of bases in the Halsey –
Hobson – Wynyard area. The Halsey Street Wharf extension is much smaller than that in Option 1. The option
introduces public access to Wynyard Point and would create a longer linear event precinct along the North
Wharf and Wynyard Quarter waterfront.
Table 24 Dispersed clustered – Halsey Street Wharf, Hobson Wharf, and Wynyard Point east

Item

Discussion

Primary risk

Construction and event occurring across multiple locations with multiple stakeholders involved. There is
also a potential challenge with proximity to the bulk liquids industry.

Delivery
Site ownership /
access

The Halsey Street Wharf portion of the site is currently owned by Auckland Council. Wynyard Wharf is
owned by Council and administered by POAL. Site access is expected to be relatively straight forward.
There are more complicated relocation / impact on business as usual considerations – see below.

Key construction
metrics

Halsey Street Wharf extension – 10,500m2
Hobson Wharf extension – 5,000m2
Wynyard Wharf infill / wharf construction – approx. 7,500m2
Approximate dredging volume (Viaduct) – 31,000m3

Wave attenuation

The new Halsey Street wharf extension would have wave attenuation / protection measures installed.
Wave attenuation panels beneath Hobson Wharf are also required, although this is a currently scheduled
/ funded activity under the LTP. Breakwaters would also be required to be installed in the Wynyard basin
between Halsey Street Wharf and Wynyard Wharf.

Delivery
programme &
staging

The smaller Halsey Street Wharf extension is shorter than the constrained delivery programme of Option
1 and is more easily achievable in the required timeframe.
The delivery programme for Wynyard Wharf assumes that the SeaLink and Sea Plane services can be
relocated in the timeframe required.
Base construction can overlap with wharf construction at Halsey Street and Wynyard Wharf and it is
envisaged that bases could be made available on a staged basis as work continues. Individual bases
cannot be fully operational until all dredging and wave protection works are completed. It is also possible
to stage construction depending on entry numbers.

Event
Base layout &
associated
infrastructure

Halsey Street: Two double bases and one single base on the main Halsey Street Wharf extension, with 1
double base on Hobson Wharf extension. The existing Viaduct marina entrance is maintained. No
additional enclosed water space is created. Marina access control would be required to manage and
coordinate the movement of boats in and out of the marina. Floating infrastructure includes pontoons
around the entire inside of the extended wharf, with power and water provided dockside. Sufficient water
space is available at each base location for unloading and loading race boats, and for providing space for
support vessels.
Wynyard Wharf: Two double bases and one single base and associated floating infrastructure with
services as above. A breakwater will be constructed between Wynyard Wharf and Halsey Street Wharf to
provide wave protection.
Official vessels and media boats could be potentially berthed outside the proposed media centre in the
Viaduct Events Centre.

Village location

Primary event village: Eastern Viaduct, Te Wero Island, Karanga Plaza, Viaduct Events Centre and along
North Wharf toward the bases at Wynyard Point. Circulation could be provided around the bases to the
ends of both Halsey Street and Hobson wharves - this would be an ideal place to view boats arriving and
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leaving.
Ability to create
strong village feel

The village is clustered over a wider area which may mean some duplication of operational needs and
costs of the event. There are existing significant food and beverage offerings in Viaduct basin and North
Wharf. The Viaduct Events Centre could be utilised as the media centre.

Transport and
access

Excellent. Britomart Transport Centre is a short walk away on Quay Street. Good walking and cycling
networks through the area.

Superyachts

Superyachts would be accommodated within the existing Viaduct Harbour and Silo Marina however this
option allows approximately 8 – 10 additional berths on the western side of Halsey Street Wharf with the
relocation of fishing vessels from these berths. This enables a limited number of superyachts to be a part
of the event village.

Impact on business as usual (BAU)
Delivery

Relocation of marine commercial tenants at Halsey Wharf, North Wharf, and Wynyard Wharf at start of
construction phase (including relocation of SeaLink and Sea Plane services). Some of these berths could
be offered back gradually as construction continues.
Relocation of William C Daldy and steam crane Rapaki on Hobson Wharf.
Construction phase impacts on Maritime Museum and Viaduct Events Centre to be managed.
Construction phase impacts on Wynyard Quarter generally – large volume of construction activity to be
coordinated.

Event

Impact on Sea Plane and SeaLink services (assuming they have been relocated)
Potential impact on vessels using eastern side of Wynyard Wharf during event (to be determined).

Legacy
Overall

An extension of Halsey Street Wharf is identified in the current Waterfront Plan. The plan envisages that
the wharf would support the growth of the marine industry through expanded facilities for fishing vessels,
additional berths for ferries and other working boats, providing additional space for refit of superyachts,
and expansion of event-based tourism. A significant advantage of this option is introducing public access
to parts of Wynyard Point for the first time.

Water space
legacy

Halsey Street: Although this option does not provide any additional enclosed water space as envisaged in
the Waterfront Plan, it does provide additional wharf space to support significant water-based events
including the Volvo Ocean Race, Auckland Boat Show, the Anniversary Day waka ama / dragon boat
races, major regattas, and others.
The wharf extension does also provide a very small amount of additional berth space for working vessels,
but this is insignificant in comparison to Option 1 and likely to be much less than what is required.
Wynyard Wharf: The waterspace legacy for this area is uncertain, and it is likely that the site would revert
to status quo (wharf space for various marine services), although if a decision was taken to retain the
breakwaters permanently then a new event basin could be created.

Land space legacy

Halsey Street: The option provides further public access to water front areas that could be activated for
further public use. During major water-based events it would provide an additional area of wharf space to
be utilised as event spaces. Between events, the extension could to be used for a small hard stand area
or for mast stepping etc.
The option could also provide a permanent home for Emirates Team New Zealand.
The option also provides an opportunity to accelerate other projects including replacement of the
Wynyard Crossing Bridge and the Wynyard Quarter ferry wharf.
The extension of Hobson Wharf may enable potential future redevelopment of the wharf and the Maritime
Museum.
Wynyard Wharf: No land space legacy has been identified but this does increase the likelihood of further
development on Wynyard Point occurring as planned or being brought forward.
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Option 3.5 – Dispersed clustered – Halsey Street Wharf, Hobson Wharf, and Wynyard
Point east

Summary: Combines parts of options 1 and 3.2 to provide a ‘clustered’ zone of bases in the Halsey –
Hobson – Wynyard area. The Halsey Street Wharf extension is reduced in size from Option 1 but is still a
significant wharf extension. Like Option 1, this provides an event basin mirroring the successful AC events of
2000 and 2003 in Auckland, with many of the strong legacy outcomes.
Table 25 Dispersed clustered – Halsey Street Wharf, Hobson Wharf, and Wynyard Point east

Item

Discussion

Primary risk

Potential public and political opposition to major wharf extension into Waitemata Harbour, impacting on
consenting process. There is also a potential challenge with proximity to the bulk liquids industry.

Delivery
Site ownership /
access

The Halsey Street Wharf portion of the site is currently owned by Auckland Council. Wynyard Wharf is
owned by Council and administered by POAL. Site access is expected to be relatively straight forward.
There are more complicated relocation / impact on business as usual considerations – see below.

Key construction
metrics

Halsey Street Wharf main extension – 20,000m2
Halsey Street Wharf south extension (refer Site 7 on the summary sheet) – 2,600m2
Hobson Wharf extension – 3,600m2
Wynyard Wharf infill / wharf construction – approx. 7,700m2
Approximate dredging volume – 40,000m3

Wave attenuation

The new wharf extension would have wave attenuation / protection measures installed. Wave attenuation
panels beneath Hobson Wharf are also required, although this is a currently scheduled / funded activity
under the LTP. Breakwaters would also be required to be installed in the Wynyard basin between Halsey
Street Wharf and Wynyard Wharf.

Delivery
programme &
staging

The delivery programme is challenging due to the large wharf extension. Technical assessments would
require an immediate start, with construction starting in June 2018 at the latest.
The delivery programme for Wynyard Wharf assumes that the SeaLink and Sea Plane services can be
relocated in the timeframe required.
Base construction can overlap with wharf construction at Halsey Street and Wynyard Wharf and it is
envisaged that bases could be made available on a staged basis as work continues. Individual bases
cannot be fully operational until all dredging and wave protection works are completed. It is also possible
to stage construction depending on entry numbers.

Event
Base layout &
associated
infrastructure

Five double bases and 3 single bases – 8 total. Proposed layout: 3 bases on the main Halsey Street
Wharf extension, 1 double base provided on the Halsey Street Wharf south extension, and 1 single base
provided on the Hobson Wharf extension. Three bases would be provided on Wynyard Point.
A new protected marina entry/egress point is constructed facing east towards Princes Wharf. The existing
Viaduct Harbour marina entrance would be largely unchanged. Marina access control would be required
to manage and coordinate the movement of boats in and out of the marina.
Floating infrastructure includes pontoons around the entire inside of the extended wharf, with power and
water provided dockside. Sufficient water space is available at each base location for unloading and
loading race boats, and for providing space for support vessels.
Official vessels and media boats could be potentially berthed outside the proposed media centre in the
Viaduct Events Centre.

Village location

Primary event village: Eastern Viaduct and Te Wero Island, Karanga Plaza, Viaduct Events Centre, along
North Wharf toward the bases at Wynyard Point.. Excellent circulation is provided around the bases and
past proposed superyacht berths to the end of the wharf extension – this would be an ideal place to view
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boats arriving and leaving.
Ability to create
strong village feel

The village is clustered over a wider area which may mean some duplication of operational needs and
costs of the event. There are existing significant food and beverage offerings in Viaduct basin and North
Wharf. The Viaduct Events Centre could be utilised as the media centre.

Transport and
access

Excellent. Britomart Transport Centre is a short walk away on Quay Street. Good walking and cycling
networks through the area.

Superyachts

Superyachts would be accommodated within the existing Viaduct Harbour and Silo Marina however this
option also allows up to 22 additional berths on the western side of Halsey Street Wharf with the
relocation of fishing vessels from these berths. This is a significant improvement over the status quo and
means that superyachts are very much part of the event village.

Impact on business as usual (BAU)
Delivery

Relocation of marine commercial tenants at Halsey Wharf and North Wharf at start of construction phase.
These berths could be offered back gradually as construction continues.
Relocation of William C Daldy and steam crane Rapaki on Hobson Wharf.
Construction phase impacts on Maritime Museum and Viaduct Events Centre to be managed.
Construction phase impacts on Wynyard Quarter generally – large volume of construction activity to be
coordinated.

Event

Impact on Sea Plane and SeaLink services (assuming they have been relocated)
Potential impact on vessels using eastern side of Wynyard Wharf during event (to be determined).

Legacy
Overall

An extension of Halsey Street Wharf is identified in the current Waterfront Plan. The plan envisages that
the wharf would support the growth of the marine industry through expanded facilities for fishing vessels,
additional berths for ferries and other working boats, providing additional space for refit of superyachts,
and expansion of event-based tourism. A significant advantage of this option is introducing public access
to parts of Wynyard Point for the first time.

Water space
legacy

Like option 1, this option has the potential to create a world-class water-based event location and a
protected basin that would be attractive for a range of events, including the Volvo Ocean Race, Auckland
Boat Show, the Anniversary Day waka ama / dragon boat races, major regattas, and others.
The wharf extension also provides enhanced wave protection for the existing Viaduct Harbour, and
creates much needed new wharf space for additional berths for ferries and other working vessels.
Wynyard Wharf: The waterspace legacy for this area is uncertain, and it is likely that the site would revert
to status quo (wharf space for various marine services), although if a decision was taken to retain the
breakwaters permanently then a new event basin could be created.

Land space legacy

The Halsey Street Wharf Extension provides further public access to water front areas that could be
activated for further public use. During major water-based events it would provide a large additional area
of wharf space to be utilised as event spaces.
Between events, the extension could to be used for a marine hard stand for refitting, mast stepping, and
supporting the superyacht industry. Alternatively, it provides an opportunity for a permanent Volvo Ocean
Race facility and/or a marine centre of excellence that could be used to support the marine industry or a
facility that encourages new employment in the industry.
The option could also provide a permanent home for Emirates Team New Zealand.
The option also provides an opportunity to accelerate other projects including replacement of the
Wynyard Crossing Bridge and the Wynyard Quarter ferry wharf.
The extension of Hobson Wharf may enable potential future redevelopment of the wharf and the Maritime
Museum.
Wynyard Wharf: No land space legacy has been identified but this does increase the likelihood of further
development on Wynyard Point occurring as planned or being brought forward.
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Cost estimates
WT Partnership have been engaged by Panuku to complete cost estimates for the options described above.
An engineering review was completed by Beca’s ports and coastal engineering team – this provided
commentary on the technical estimate assumptions and rates. Feedback from this review has been
incorporated into the option estimates.

5.4.1

Summary of costed items

The significant delivery construction items for each option includes but is not limited to:
·

Marine infrastructure: Wharf construction, headland reclamation, sea wall repair / replacement,
breakwater construction, wave protection, dredging, pontoons; and

·

Land based infrastructure: power and water services to dockside pontoons, and services to base
buildings including power, water, communications services, stormwater, and sewer connections).

As shown on the option estimates, each estimate comprises a:
·

Delivery estimate - core infrastructure construction required for AC36;

·

Event estimate - infrastructure construction required to support event such as support vessels and
superyachts; and

·

Legacy estimate – infrastructure construction required to utilise the space post-AC36.

It should be noted below that for option 3.1, three variants have been costed:
·

Option 3.1a – excluding the legacy headland reclamation identified in the Waterfront Plan;

·

Option 3.1b – including the legacy headland reclamation utilising dredged material; and

·

Option 3.1c – substituting the reclamation required reclamation for a wharf structure, and excluding the
legacy headland reclamation.

5.4.2

Delivery cost summary

The delivery estimate includes the core infrastructure construction required for AC36.
Table 26 Delivery cost estimates

Option

Description

Delivery
Total

1

Halsey Street Wharf Extension

$165,000,000

1.1

Halsey Street Wharf Extension (reduced)

$159,000,000

2.1

Captain Cook West

$140,000,000

2.2

Captain Cook East

$147,000,000

3.1a

Dispersed Central (Halsey Wharf and Westhaven) excludes headland reclamation

$142,000,000

3.1b

Dispersed Central (Halsey Wharf and Westhaven) Includes headland reclamation provided by
dredging from Ports of Auckland.

$147,000,000

3.1c

Dispersed Central (Halsey St Wharf and Westhaven)
- wharf in lieu of reclamation at Westhaven.
- excludes headland reclamation

$168,000,000

3.2

Dispersed Clustered (Halsey Wharf , Wynyard Point East & Site 18)

$128,000,000

3.3

Dispersed Central (Captain Cook East and Halsey Street Wharf)

$96,000,000

3.4

Dispersed clustered – Halsey Street Wharf, Hobson Wharf, and Wynyard Point east

$120,000,000

3.5

Dispersed clustered – Halsey Street Wharf, Hobson Wharf, and Wynyard Point east

$156,000,000
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Event cost summary

The event estimate includes infrastructure construction required to support event such as support vessels and
superyachts.
Table 27 Event cost estimates

Option

Description

Delivery Total

1

Halsey Street Wharf Extension

$12,900,000

1.1

Halsey Street Wharf Extension (reduced)

$10,400,000

2.1

Captain Cook West

$9,800,000

2.2

Captain Cook East

$9,800,000

3.1

Dispersed Central (Halsey St Wharf and Westhaven)

$6,800,000

3.2

Dispersed Clustered (Halsey Wharf , Wynyard Point East & Site 18)

$4,100,000

3.3

Dispersed Central (Captain Cook East and Halsey Street Wharf)

$7,200,000

3.4

Dispersed clustered – Halsey Street Wharf, Hobson Wharf, and Wynyard Point east

$4,100,000

3.5

Dispersed clustered – Halsey Street Wharf, Hobson Wharf, and Wynyard Point east

$11,600,000

5.4.4

Legacy cost summary

The legacy estimate includes infrastructure construction required to utilise the space post-AC36.
Table 28 Legacy cost estimates

Option

Description

Delivery
Total

Notes

2.1

Captain Cook
West

$21,800,000

Allows for Captain Cook to be utilised as a Cruise Ship Wharf requiring fendering to
east and west side, removal of Marsden wharf, new sea wall, and dredging .

2.2

Captain Cook
East

$12,900,000

Allows for Captain Cook to be utilised as a Cruise Ship Wharf requiring fendering to
east side and new section of west side.

5.4.5

Overall cost comparison

Table 29 Cost comparison

Option

Description

Delivery
Cost

Event Cost

Legacy
Cost

Total

1

Halsey Street Wharf Extension

$165,000,000

$12,900,000

N/A

$177,900,000

1.1

Halsey Street Wharf Extension (reduced)

$159,000,000

$10,400,000

N/A

$169,400,000

2.1

Captain Cook West

$140,000,000

$9,800,000

$21,800,000

$171,600,000

2.2

Captain Cook East

$147,000,000

$9,800,000

$12,900,000

$169,700,000

3.1a

Dispersed Central (Halsey Wharf and Westhaven)

$142,000,000

$6,800,000

N/A

$148,800,000

3.1b

Dispersed Central (Halsey Wharf and Westhaven)

$147,000,000

$6,800,000

N/A

$153,800,000

3.1c

Dispersed Central (Halsey Wharf and Westhaven)

$168,000,000

$6,800,000

N/A

$174,800,000

3.2

Dispersed Clustered (Halsey Wharf , Wynyard Point
East & Site 18)

$128,000,000

$4,100,000

N/A

$132,100,000

3.3

Dispersed Central (Captain Cook East and Halsey
Street Wharf)

$96,000,000

$7,200,000

N/A

$103,200,000

3.4

Dispersed clustered – Halsey Street Wharf, Hobson
Wharf, and Wynyard Point east

$123,000,000

$4,100,000

N/A

$127,100,000

3.5

Dispersed clustered – Halsey Street Wharf, Hobson
Wharf, and Wynyard Point east

$155,000,000

$11,600,000

N/A

$166,600,000
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Base building construction costs

A decision is still to be made on the responsibility of construction of the syndicate bases. Costs associated
with building the expected 5 double bases and 3 single bases are estimated as follows – they are not included
in the main estimates provided above.
Table 30 Base building construction costs

Base
building
option

Description

Cost

Notes

A

3 x Single Team base
buildings 16m high (Gross
floor area 1225m2 each).

$6,900,000

Based on designer shed including 100m2 office, 4 toilets, and
kitchenette. Concrete base and services excluded. $2,300,000
per base ($1,878 per m2).
Previously event buildings contained boat bay, loft, rigging area
and gym.

B

5 x Double Team base
buildings 16m high (Gross
floor area 2450m2 each)

$21,500,000

Based on designer shed including 100m2 office, 4 toilets, and
kitchenette. Concrete base and services excluded. $4,300,000
per base ($1,755 per m2).
Previously event buildings contained 2 boat bays, 2 lofts, 2 rigging
areas and gym.

5.4.7

Relocation of business as usual activities

Further work needs to be completed to provide an estimate of the costs associated with providing
infrastructure for the effected businesses which need to be relocated temporally or permanently depending on
the option. Some of the businesses affected include SeaLink and Sea Plane services, Sanford and Auckland
Fishing Ports Ltd, cruise ships, and Ports of Auckland Ltd.
SeaLink, Sea Plane, and fishing vessels could be relocated to a proposed marine precinct on the western side
of Wynyard Point. This would require construction of a breakwater and wharf, wave protection, dredging,
pontoon berthage, new and relocated buildings with associated services (this is not costed in these
estimates).
Impact on business as usual, both current and planned, and possible relocation options is further discussed in
section 7.4 below.

5.4.8

Assumptions

The following assumptions were made when preparing these estimates:
·

Dredging is in uncontaminated sediment (unless noted) and is disposed of offshore (outside the 12
nautical mile territorial sea limit);

·

Rates used come from:
o First principals build-up based on details provided;
o Previous projects;
o Suppliers; and
o Specialist Contractors.

·

The following allowances have been made (these percentages need to be reviewed once method of
procurement and full risk analysis is undertaken):
o Preliminary and General - 15%;
o Offsite Overhead and Margin - 12.5%;
o Contingency - 20%; and
o Professional Fees - 15%.

·

The estimate measurements are based on the GIS sketch plans provided
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Exclusions

No allowance has been made for the following:
·

Escalation;

·

Land costs;

·

Finance costs;

·

Goods and Services Tax (GST);

·

Relocating business as usual activities such as SeaLink, Sea Plan, fishing vessels, POAL operations;

·

Trucking contaminated dredging material to a licensed disposal facility tip site if not used in
reclamation (this applies to options utilising Site 18 as a base);

·

Operational costs for the AC36 event;

·

Removal of POAL operational equipment from existing wharves where required;

·

Team base building construction and removal; and

·

Items noted in estimate breakdown.
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Stakeholder feedback
Following agreement of the short list options, a series of meetings were held with key stakeholders including
ETNZ, POAL, and the Royal New Zealand Yacht Squadron. Their written feedback is presented below
(abbreviated where necessary):

ETNZ
·

Option 1 is ETNZ’s preferred option. ETNZ reiterated that the village feel is fundamental to the
success of the event and that it is felt that the Viaduct is the best suited location for the village. The
previous cups held in Auckland were seen as very successful cups because of the village feel created
in the Viaduct with good access for the public, teams, media and sponsors;

·

ETNZ are concerned with the wave conditions on the Captain Cook Wharf options and don’t believe
the conditions will be suitable for the event with the wave protection indicated;

·

ETNZ also believe that the dispersed/clustered model which includes Westhaven is not practical as it
provides a significant divide between the two different base areas. Also they were concerned about
access to the Westhaven bases; and

·

ETNZ reiterated that there is a strong desire that the AC36 leaves a legacy for Auckland and New
Zealand. An option is desired that the New Zealand public can get behind; and

·

ETNZ would like to explore further the option of having a permanent home as part of the
development.

POAL
6.2.1

Cruise impact on Captain Cook Wharf

·

This would significantly reduce Auckland’s cruise capacity and would leave Auckland with only one
cruise berth at Princes Wharf east, and have an economic flow-on impact nationally and a likely loss
of jobs in Auckland.

·

POAL would have to cancel a substantial number of existing bookings. There are currently 84
bookings at Queens Wharf for 2018/19, 46 for 20119/20, and 13 for 2020/21 and a number of other
bookings out to 2025. It may be possible to relocate a few of these booking to Princes Wharf
east. POAL would expect significant resistance from cruise lines to cancelling bookings, as they have
planned their global itineraries and started marketing campaigns. The NZ cruise industry and the
tourism sector would both strongly oppose this loss of capacity, in a way similar to the opposition to
the hotel rates levy;

·

Auckland would not be able to cater to ships longer than 320 metres for the foreseeable future.
Currently the Queens Wharf dolphin plans allow for ships up to 362 metres to be accommodated from
the 2019/20 season. 50% of new cruise ship builds are longer than 320m;

·

The Captain Cook wharf extension would need to be designed and built to a far higher standard than
required for AC events, if it were to be future proofed for cruise (it would need to be designed to
withstand the berthing and wind loads from 360m cruise ships). This would add cost and time.

6.2.2

Impact on operations

·

This would require the relocation of the entire vehicle import and associated project cargo trade from
Auckland because of the loss of all POAL vehicle ship berths and associated wharf space. This trade
is quite large, and includes the importation of light vehicles (~300,000 per year), heavy vehicles (e.g.
trucks, machinery, buses, trains, motor homes etc.) and project cargo (e.g. wind turbines, plant,
construction material, etc);

·

This trademight need to be diverted to either Northport or Tauranga. New infrastructure would need to
be provided at either of these locations The above might be able to be mitigated through the
accelerated consenting and construction of a new east-west berth on the north face of Bledisloe
Terminal and a multi-story car handling building but this needs to be explored further.
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RNZYS
·

Option 1 is the preferred option due mainly to the legacy opportunities identified below;

·

RNZYS believe there could be a fantastic multi-use space created - this wharf extension could create
Auckland’s “pathway to the sea”. By creating an area that accessed the harbour, the ability is created
for events to enter/exit the water at the same place as viewing events. This engages people directly
with the sea rather than just watching it, as is the case everywhere else except the steps at Karanga
Plaza.

·

This also accommodates the different events without the need to recreate the wheel for every event.
The 2011 Auckland Triathlon comes to mind with a very expensive pontoon/gangway created for the
one event and it was in an area not really ideal for that event.

·

There are a large number of events/sports that could utilise that space – both inside and outside the
new wharf space, including: ocean swim events, sailing dinghy nationals, triathlon, offshore power
boats, Waka ama, kayak/rowing 500m sprint series, extreme catamaran series/Volvo/World Match
Racing/Etchells Worlds etc; and SUP events

·

The repurposing of space after an event would come down to the design of the area and its ability to
be turned from lawn/parking/garden to flat concrete. The space requirement would probably be in the
vicinity of 8000m2 – 10000m2 for most of the regattas and events requiring space.

·

The majority of events seem to be “pop-up” in nature and vary only in their scale. Their requirement is
for open space and the ability to access the sea. We can see this area being an absolute asset to
Auckland as there doesn’t currently seem to be anywhere Aucklanders can actually sit with their feet
in the water looking into the harbour. From Home/Herne Bay right through to Okahu Bay there is
really only the steps currently available for people to get their feet wet.
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Discussion
Programme and Delivery
The timeframes to physically deliver the base infrastructure in all options is challenging due to the large
amount of area need for the bases and hardstand space (30,000m2+) with deep water access; along with the
associated design and consenting timeframes of these options.
The area requirement is similar to what was provided for the first Americas Cup held in Auckland in 1995 in
the Viaduct Harbour which has since been developed. This amount of land is not freely available in the
central city with the new space need to be adopted or created.
Having surety of obtaining the development site(s) and time frames for this is crucial as any significant
uncertainty could mean a failure to deliver the infrastructure in time.
All the options will have an impact on BAU activities and require relocation of existing users during the event
and also poetically during the construction phase. This may include substantial physical woks which needs to
be factored into the programme.

Staging
Entries for the event don't close until the 30th June 2018, this mean the design, consenting and procurement
needs to commence before confirmation on the number of teams and therefore number of bases. Additionally
ETNZ will also accept late entries until December 2018, which means construction is likely to have to
commence before final numbers are confirmed.
Because of this a flexible delivery methodology will need to be developed to be able to adjust the amount of
infrastructure being delivered depending on the number of entries. This will need to be factored into the
consenting and procurement strategy and also any funding agreements.

Key delivery risks
A risk based assessment is key in the options selection for the base infrastructure. Risks to be reviewed
include:
·

Site availability/access: Obtaining the site in sufficient time for construction, and relocation of any BAU
activities

·

Consenting: Certainty and ability to consent the scheme in sufficient time

·

Design: Parallel works streams

·

Stakeholders: Objection or lack of buy in to visual impact of options / surety of future development (as
previously happened)

·

Funding: Securing funding for infrastructure for a project which isn’t fully defined

·

Procurement: Non-standard process required, and time frame around

·

Governance: Rapid decoys and approval

·

Event: Uncertainty on the amount of infrastructure needing to be delivered

·

Construction resources

·

Agreement of legacy outcome

Impact on business as usual and relocation options
The options outlined in section 5 have varying impacts on other waterfront businesses, water space users,
and on existing development plans. This section outlines some of these impacts in more detail and discusses
various mitigation options.
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Cruise industry

Option 2.1 (Captain Cook Wharf west) will have a significant impact on the cruise industry. The New Zealand
Cruise Association’s summary report Cruise Tourism’s Contribution to the New Zealand Economy 2017 states
that in the 2016-2017 season, Auckland recorded over 244,000 passenger port days. This is estimated to
have added to the local economy to the value of $197 million while supporting employment of over 3,100
people within the Auckland region. These figures are estimated to grow to $245 million and 3,900 people
respectively for the 2017-2018 season, and to $281 million and 4,500 people for the 2018-2019 season.
Under Option 2.1, the eastern side of Queens Wharf would not be available for cruise ships for at least three
seasons (2018/19, 2019/20, 2020/21). Approximately 120 bookings for the first two seasons have already
been scheduled, with 24 two ship days scheduled to date. These impacts have not been costed but can be
inferred from the forecasts above. The loss of Queens Wharf reduces Auckland’s cruise ship offerings to a
single berth at Princes Wharf.
The construction of the proposed cruise berth mooring dolphin north of Queens Wharf would not be required
should Option 2.1 proceed, but would still proceed under Option 2.2 (Captain Cook Wharf east).
Feedback from POAL (refer section 6 above has also indicated that the proposed Captain Cook wharf
extension for Option 2.1 or 2.2 would need to be designed and built to a far higher standard than required for
AC events alone, if it were to be future proofed for cruise. The wharf needs to be designed to withstand the
berthing and wind loads from cruise ships of up to 360m in length which could add significant cost and time to
these options.

7.4.2

POAL

Option 1 has a potential impact on vessels using eastern side of Wynyard Point during event. This berth is
used primarily by the Seafuels vessel Awanuia. This impact needs to be explored further but it is likely that
these vessels would need to be provided berths elsewhere during the period of the event.
Option 2.1 and 2.2 has a major impact on port operations. The current use of Captain Cook Wharf is for the
vehicle import and associated project cargo trade. This trade is quite large, and includes the importation of
light vehicles (~300,000 per year), heavy vehicles (trucks, machinery, buses, trains, motor homes etc.) and
project cargo such as wind turbines, plant, construction material etc.). Under these options, all trade needs to
be removed from Captain Cook wharf in the time available. This activity could be diverted to either Northport
or Tauranga. However it is unlikely that new or expanded port infrastructure could be delivered in time.
Alternatively this might be able to be mitigated through the accelerated consenting and construction of a new
east-west berth on the north face of Bledisloe Terminal and a multi-story car handling building, but again it is
unlikely that this could be delivered in time.
Additionally, option 2.2 causes an operational impact on Bledisloe Wharf, with the main berth not being able to
be used for the duration of the event following construction of the breakwater. No mitigation is available.
The impacts for options 3.1 to 3.5 are similar to Option 1.

7.4.3

Auckland Transport & ferry operators

Options 2.1 and 2.2 (Captain Cook Wharf) are likely to have some impact on the proposed expansion of the
ferry terminal along the western edge of Queens Wharf due to the need to retain this wharf space as a cruise
berth.
Additionally, a bus interchange is planned for Quay Street and it is likely that this would be under construction
concurrently with the Captain Cook Wharf extension, requiring coordinated construction planning.

7.4.4

Commercial tenants in Wynyard

There are a number of commercial tenants in Wynyard that access the wharf and waterspace. The impacts of
these tenants have been considered as part of the location analysis, there is likely to be some form of
negotiation around relocation and impacts on businesses.
Due to commercial sensitives, the issues are not outlined any further in this report.
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Maritime Museum

The Maritime Museum currently occupies the major part of Hobson Wharf, east of the Viaduct and Halsey
Street Wharf. As part of Options 1, 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, a small extension of Hobson Wharf is proposed for a
single team base. Part of the water space required for an extension is occupied by the Maritime Museum
steam crane Rapaki (Figure 8). It is understood that the Rapaki is used as a static display vessel and also
acts as a breakwater for the museum's marina. It is also understood that the vessel is in a serious state of
disrepair.
Relocation options are limited primarily to moving the vessel further into the Maritime Museum basin. A berth
on the eastern side of the proposed Hobson Wharf extension could be offered back to the Museum for the
Rapaki after construction is completed. For the museum basin as whole, the Hobson Wharf extension could
potentially offer an improved quality of water space.
Options 1, 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 all describe a longer term redevelopment of Hobson Wharf as an aspirational
project to be led by Panuku although the scope and timeframe of this project is unclear.

7.4.6

William C Daldy

The William C Daldy is a historic steam engine tugboat operating on the Waitematā Harbour from a berth on
the northern edge of Hobson Wharf. As part of Options 1, 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, a small extension of Hobson
Wharf is proposed for a single team base. Part of the water space required for an extension is occupied by the
Daldy – the vessel would need to be relocated prior to construction commencing. Relocation options including
finding a new permanent home on the waterfront or at the previous berth in Devonport, or relocating
temporarily during construction with a berth offered back when wharf space is available. These options would
require further discussion with the Preservation Trust and the Maritime Museum.

Figure 8 Maritime Museum vessels and William C. Daldy
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Consenting
The timing of the AC36 event in 2021 requires a number of complex planning and RMA consenting
requirements to be secured. There are also a significant number of associated activities that require consent
and these are likely to be located near to, or included within the AC36 base facilities. Panuku has considered
the consenting pathways available, including:
·

Conventional two-step resource consent process (decision by Council and appeals to the
Environment Court);

·

Direct referral to the Environment Court; and

·

Board of Inquiry.

Additional consenting and plan making pathways under the Resource Legislation Amendment Act 2017:
·

Streamlined plan change process;

·

Deemed Permitted Marginal or Temporary Activities;

·

Regulations to specify fast track resource consent applications; and

·

Regulation to prescribe particular activities to be precluded from public/limited notification.

As part of its analysis, Panuku also considered special legislation which has been used in the past to enable
developments and events, and whether such legislation is required to meet AC36 deadlines. Special
legislation has the potential to reduce risks, uncertainties and delays and most of the examples investigated
achieved this by establishing an accelerated consenting process.
This consenting strategy analysis concluded that within the available timeframe, the most appropriate
consenting pathway for AC36 is a direct referral to the Environment Court.

7.5.1

Process

The process and level of detail required would necessarily differ depending on the consenting pathway
chosen but the following would be required for a general process:
·

Consenting Strategy/pathway, Communication and Engagement Strategy
o Development of Options and MCA processes to refine and select options
o Background studies to enable a risk-based approach to assessment and refinement of
options

·

Consenting risk and opportunity – including any road blocks in statutory planning policy

·

Targeted engagement including with Mana Whenua and key partners, plus major stakeholders

·

Select preferred option

·

Commence technical assessments and application preparation

·

Refine and finalise design

·

Final documentation and lodgement

·

Notification, expert evidence and hearing

·

Decision and Appeals

The proposed timeline for consenting through a direct referral process is shown in Table 31 below:
Table 31 Proposed consenting timeline

Proposed date

Key process steps

15 January 2018

Consent application lodged

February 2018

20 working day submission period

March 2018

Council staff reporting

5 April 2018

Application filed with the Environment Court

May-June 2018

Court processes, evidence exchange

Late June 2018

Hearing
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Strategic engagement is a critical part of any process, and a Communications Plan is essential as this
proposal will be high profile with a high degree of interest. Communication and engagement would likely be a
continued exercise throughout – as the preferred option is selected and then refined, and draft conditions (for
example) developed. This would include with the relevant consenting authority and in particular, with Mana
Whenua.

7.5.2

Technical assessments

The following assessments would likely be need as a minimum:
·

Statutory planning – including policy analysis, consideration of alternatives, coastal provisions

·

Social and community
o Maori / Mana Whenua values / Cultural Impact
o Cultural values
o Social Impact
o Recreation
o Business disruption – including fishing and boating industry, other commercial, bulk storage (if
relevant)
o Economic

·

Built Environment
o Traffic and transport
o Landscape and visual
o Heritage, cultural and archaeology
o Hazard and risk

·

Natural environment
o Coastal processes
o Ecology – marine, avifauna esp.
o Stormwater and water quality
o Contamination (e.g. sediment)

·

Construction (including disruption)
o Noise and vibration
o Traffic and transport
o Contamination
o Stormwater / water quality / Erosion and Sediment control

·

Off-site works
o Disposal site for dredging
o Other land based activities associated etc

·

Permanent – what happens after the event including legacy – urban design assessment

7.5.3

Other legislation

There is also other legislation that would need to be addressed including (but not limited to)
·

Marine and Coastal Area Act claims / Treaty Claims

·

Conservation Act requirements

·

Vesting of new land created by reclamation (if any)
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Design
Technical design will be on the critical path of the project. The initial design and technical reports for the
consent will need to be started in parallel with the decision making process and option selection to meet the
tight timeframes and may mean initially developing more than one concept option.

Procurement
The New Zealand wide construction market is generally heated, in both the buildings and infrastructure
sectors. In Auckland there are currently a number of large projects in construction which is putting pressure on
the construction industry and particularly sub-contractors ability to deliver.
Due to this and recent marketing conditions it has led to contractors being more selective in the projects that
they will take on and also what level of risk they will accept.
There are only likely to be 3-4 New Zealand based main contractors capable of delivering the base
infrastructure in the timeframes and this is also likely require potential joint venturing of some of these
companies to pool resources and expertise.
Due to the timeframes and delivery constraints a non-standard procurement methodology will be required
which will need early engagement with the contracting market to confirm capability and availability.
A procurement strategy needs to be developed to engage a contractor early in the process and likely before
the final base option is selected. The procurement model will need to provide flexibility in the delivered out
come and balance risk transfer to the contractor due to the uncertainties of the project.
A contractor will need to be engaged at least 3 to 6 months prior to construction starting to input into the
design through and ECI arrangement or poetically a Design & Build methodology, which would also allow a
mobilisation period and time to secure plant and resources.
The procurement strategy will also need to cover obtaining price certainty for the funder as this risk is unlikely
to be accepted by the contractor and a number of strategies undertaken to de-risk this.

Next steps
In summary, the following work will be required to progress the preferred option following a location decision
(proposed timeline mapped out in Figure 9).
·

Drafting of a detailed Stakeholder Engagement Plan;

·

Stakeholder engagement on the preferred option;

·

Drafting and agreement of a Consenting Strategy;

·

Commencement of design work and technical assessments;

·

Drafting and agreement of a Procurement Strategy followed by a Procurement Plan

·

Early engagement with the contractor market;

·

Challenging the base infrastructure assumptions with ETNZ;

·

Development and agreement of a relocation strategy and cost estimate; and

·

Development of a detailed delivery programme.
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Figure 9 Key upcoming project milestones
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Appendix 1 – AC36 emerging workstreams
Six work steams are emerging to progress further work on the AC36 opportunity. Definition of these work
streams is still occurring but they are outlined at a high level here. The agreed high level principles guiding the
work streams are as follows:
·
·
·
·
·
·

To take an integrated, cross-agency approach (central government and Auckland);
To ensure that infrastructure is fit for purpose and AC36 specific;
To take a whole of event lifecycle view, and a whole of programme view;
To align project structure, finance structure and delivery structure to enable a single / integrated enterprise
view that is maintained across multiple agencies;
To ensure clarity of roles and responsibilities, to avoid both duplication of effort or omission of deliverables
and outcomes; and
To consider impacts on business as usual.

Work stream

High level objective

Lead
officials

1- Location and
infrastructure

To develop a process for analysing all options for team bases and event overlay
(consider team bases, village overlay) and consider additional spatial needs for
super yachts. To review the critical success factors of other AC events; and
To recommend a short list of locations to decision makers. To develop a
programme for design, procurement and delivery of the preferred option.

Panuku,
MBIE,
Treasury

2 - Communications
and stakeholder
engagement

The purpose of this work stream is to co-ordinate whole of programme and AC36
event communications, including to:

MBIE,
ATEED

3 - Leverage and
legacy

To maximise the net economic, social and cultural benefit to Auckland and New
Zealand from hosting the 36th America's Cup through targeted leverage activity that
builds on learnings from previous events, and which is evaluated for effectiveness
against targets after the event.

ATEED,
MBIE, NZTE,
Tourism NZ

4 - Risk

To take an integrated, all agency/stakeholder, whole of programme overview to risk
management and contingency planning and reporting, ensuring an end to end
approach to managing risk is adopted in connection with AC36, while ensuring risk
management decision making and practices remain at the entity and level required
to effectively manage and mitigate risk.

MBIE,
Auckland
Council,
Treasury

4- Regulatory

To recommend a strategy for delivery of the preferred infrastructure option and
event overlay considering all risks and opportunities. Lead on the planning and
regulatory support to deliver on the preferred option.

Auckland
Council,
MFE

6 - Event overlay,
operations and
logistics

To take an integrated planning approach for the broader AC36 Event (land and
waterside), taking into account the requirements for:

ETNZ,
ATEED, AT,
Panuku

· Be a conduit for central government and Auckland Council messaging;
· Be a conduit for information sharing between central government, Auckland
Council and government agencies;
· Be a central point of contact for central government agencies AC36-related
communications;
· Co-ordinate communications response to AC36 event incidents;
· Ensure accurate and consistent messaging, including regular, proactive and
targeted briefings of and communications to stakeholders; and
· Coordinate the release of information under OIA and LGOIMA.

· Bases, race village and superyachts, and support vessels
· Water based activity such as police, Harbourmaster and port operations, air
space management / support (eg drones, helicopters) and their respective
proximity to each other
· Other BAU activity
· The respective roles and responsibilities across government, Auckland Council,
ETNZ, COR, Tile sponsor etc.
· To put in place a programme of work to operationalise the agreed event overlay
over the period 2018 – 2021, including cross agency operational planning and
coordination, and scenario planning and management.
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Appendix 2 – ILM participants
Facilitator – Sue Powell
Workshops held on the 5th and 11th of September
Attendees
·

Rod Marler – Panuku/ Investment Owner

·

Lewis Holden – State Services Commission

·

Heather Kirkham – Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment

·

Virginia Terpstra/Harvey Brooks- Auckland Tourism & Economic Development

·

Theunis Van Schalkwyk - Auckland Transport

·

Angela Bull CEO Tramco

·

Tony Skelton - RNZYS

·

Julie Stout - Stop Stealing our Harbour

·

John Coop - City Centre Advisory Board

Observers:
·

Michael Chatterley - Treasury:

·

Fiona Knox, Katelyn Orton - Panuku;

·

Ian Smallburn – Auckland Council

·

Simon Tran - Regional Facilities Auckland
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Appendix 3 – Investment Logic Map outputs
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Appendix 4 – Pairwise tool weighting of criteria
Sum

Weighting %

3

3

1

3

6

6

6

6

3

3

45

12

1

3

3

3

1

3

6

6

6

6

3

3

45

12

3

3

3

6

3

6

6

6

6

6

3
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15

1

1/3

1

1/3

6

1/3

1/3

3

1

1

15

4

1

1/6

1

3

1

1/3

3

1/6

1

13

4

1/6

1

3

1/3

1

3

1/6

3

17

5

6

6

6

6

6

6

6
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16

3

1

1

3

1/3

1

16

4

1/6

1/6

1/3

1/6

1/3

3

1

1

3

1/3

1

20

6

6

1/3

1

23

6

1/3

1/3

6

2

3

35

10

13

4

360

100

1

Land Space
Requirement

2

Water Space
Requirement

1

3

Delivery
Programme

1

1

4

Associated
Water Space
Infrastructure

1/3

1/3

1/3

5

Accessibility /
Event

1/3

1/3

1/3

1

6

Existing
Infrastructure
& Amenities

1/3

1/3

1/3

3

1

7

Environmental
& Statutory
Tests

1

1

1/6

1

6

6

8

Maximises
Existing Assets

1/3

1/3

1/3

3

1

1

1/6

9

Proximity

1/6

1/6

1/6

1/6

1/3

1/3

1/6

1/3

10

Legacy Water
Based Event
Location

1/6

1/6

1/6

3

1

3

1/6

1

6

11

Accelerate
Existing
Objectives

1/6

1/6

1/6

3

3

1

1/6

1

6

1

12

Impact on BAU

1/6

1/6

1/6

1/3

1/3

1/3

1/6

1/3

3

1/3

1/6

13

Cultural

1/3

1/3

1/6

1

6

6

1/6

3

6

3

3

3

14

Value Creation

1/3

1/3

1/3

1

1

1/3

1/6

1

3

1

1

3

1

Scoring Key

Value

Significantly preferred

6

Preferred

3

Equal preference

1

Not preferred

1/3

Significantly not preferred

1/6

1/3

Criteria 14

3

Criteria

Criteria 13

Criteria 12

Criteria 11

Criteria 10

Criteria 9

Criteria 8

Criteria 7

Criteria 6

Criteria 5

Criteria 4

Criteria 3

Criteria 2

Criteria 1

1

Ref
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Appendix 5 – America’s Cup events – lessons learnt
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Lessons Learnt
Event:
1.

Prepared by:

Project Name:

Date:

Version

Panuku Development Auckland

AC36

9 Oct 2017

Draft 1 – for feedback and
endorsement

35th AC – Bermuda, 2017

3.

Regatta Overview

Main Infrastructure
Defender

Challenger of Record

Other challengers (Qualifying races)

Golden Gate Yacht Club

Royal New Zealand Yacht Squadron

6 Challengers (2 additional challengers
withdrew during lead up)

Boat Type

# of Races

originally announced as 62-foot-long foiling catamarans
(AC62) then changed to 50-foot-long (AC50) foiling
catamarans

Four races:

Ancillary Events (related to AC)


2015-16 America’s Cup World Series



America’s Cup Endeavour Junior Regattas



America's Cup Superyacht Regatta



America’s Cup J Class Regatta



Red Bull Youth America’s Cup



Louis Vuitton Qualifiers: Rounds Robin (26 May – 3 June



Louis Vuitton Challenger Playoff: Semi-Finals (4 June – 8
June)



Louis Vuitton Challenger Playoff: Final (10-12 June)



America’s Cup Match (17-26 June)

Ancillary Events (other in area)
Concerts on the Island during / between the challenger and
defender event(s) (anecdotally these were original intended
to be big name acts but ended up being local acts because
of ACEA budget cuts.)

Interesting rules/facts
2.

Overall Highlights

Factors contributing to success


The island was essentially a clean venue with no adjacent competing commercial parties, making the sale and
protection of commercial rights easy.



Ticket sales to the island village contributed to a small operating profit.



Bermuda was the best venue for sailing



Defender participated in the challenger series



The rules specified the combined weight of the crew could not exceed 525 kg.



The neutral International adjudicating yachting panel was dropped in favour of a three-man panel appointed by the
defender.



Defender could build two boats while challengers could only build one



Lifeline use continued but Intel (from ACEA) is that it hadn’t been invested in since 2013 and was at the end of its useful
life as a race management tool.

Failure of cup hosting
The village was poor as it was hard for people to get to as it was a long way from the centres.
Super yachts did not like being based at the AC village as there were no local amenities.
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4.

US$77 million, a $15 million
sponsorship fee, $25 million
for infrastructure
improvements, $12 million
operating costs and a $25
million guarantee against
commercial sponsorships

Date:

Version

Panuku Development Auckland

AC36

9 Oct 2017

Draft 1 – for feedback and
endorsement

6.

Forecast economic benefit

Potential Economic Impact
(PEI) estimated at $242M
direct spending on-island in
the 3 year run-up and during
AC35:
https://docs.google.com/vie
wer?url=http://www.acbda.
bm/pdf/BERMUDA-AC35Potential-Economic-ImpactAssessment.pdf

Actual economic benefit

PricewaterhouseCoopers to
conduct an independent
economic impact study for
completion by October 2017

Legacy assets – continuing
value

Facilities

Maps

Team bases – details

Marina docks and building
enhancements ($2.5M
estimated cost), also
infrastructure including IT
water, drainage, electricity
and sewage.
Possibly too early to tell on
continuing value. It was the
biggest sporting event ever
held in Bermuda and is
assumed it will allow them to
be able to host other similar
sized events in the future.



The teams built their own bases
and reported that they have
spent over US$22 million on their
team base operations in 2016.



ENTZ said building their base was
a challenge as all materials had
to be imported into Bermuda and
local trade was expensive. They
were provided with a hard stand
and services for the construction
of their base. They had to remove
it at the end of the regatta. ETNZ’s
base was on an island which
made it more difficult to build but
it was right next to the spectator
zone.

Broadcasting /Media

Provided by host city


Project Name:

Financial

Finance Package provided
by host city

5.

Prepared by:

Bermuda Broadcasting company
was one official partner

Broadcasting rights


NZ: Sky Sports held exclusive rights
(some delayed free to air coverage
aired daily on Prime)



USA: NBC (free to air)



UK: BT Sport

Other media/online coverage


Live online coverage and via the
America’s Cup App available by
subscription – the app live
coverage was NOT available in
countries where there was a
broadcast provider in place
(including USA, NZ, UK, etc.)

http://www.pacificattitude.com/americas-cup-2017/files/Bermuda-map.pdf

Facilities available to teams

Superyacht access

NA



Superyachts managed by ACEA. Options for being next to team bases, or front
row access to the race course. Received VIP access to special events and
celebrations throughout AC venues.



Estimated 80 superyachts registered with ACEA. Anecdotally, many left early
because:



The front row sites were very exposed and the weather experience required a
temporary departure; many did not return.



Those on the front row were isolated from the public and felt cut off from the
event.

Team members/staff


There were 300 America’s Cup
Event Authority (ACEA) and
America’s Cup teams’ members
along with over 300 of their family
members

Village details (incl # of visitors)


Estimates of 100,000 visitors over 22 days. 2,000 boats were registered as
spectators. 460 visiting boats and 80 superyachts



The island village was a chargeable venue, with a daily ticket price or a
“season pass” to access it.



As a green field venue, all public refreshment and corporate hospitality
facilities needed to built/provided.
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Prepared by:

Project Name:

Date:

Version

Panuku Development Auckland

AC36

9 Oct 2017

Draft 1 – for feedback and
endorsement

34th AC – San Francisco, 2013

3.

Regatta Overview

Main Infrastructure
Defender

Challenger of Record

Other challengers (Qualifying races)

Golden Gate Yacht Club

Royal New Zealand Yacht Squadron

3 Challengers (9 additional challengers
withdrew or failed to meet eligibility
criteria)

Boat Type

# of Races

AC72 wing-sail catamarans. AC45 class were used for
preliminary training and racing until the AC72 rules became
available in February 2011.

Four races:

Ancillary Events (related to AC)
2.

Overall Highlights

Louis Vuitton Qualifiers: Rounds Robin (July 7-August 1)



Louis Vuitton Challenger Playoff: Semi-Finals August 6 –
August 10)



Louis Vuitton Challenger Playoff: Final (August 17 – August
25)



America’s Cup Match September 7 – September 25)

Ancillary Events (other in area)



2011-13 America’s Cup World Series



SF Giants Baseball games (19-20 Sept)



Youth America’s Cup



SF 49ers Football Games (8 and 22 Sept)



Various music concerts (Tom Jones, Mary J Blige, Harry
Stiles)



Polk St Blues Festival



Oktoberfest

Factors contributing to success




A good sailing venue

Failure of cup hosting
Initial estimates accounted for 15 teams competing in qualifying races. Only 4 ended up competing
High cost of competing and recent death of Andrew Simpson (Artemis Racing) likely deterred some teams
Village was not a success as it did not create a village feel or buzz

Interesting rules/facts


Cost reduction rules: no-sail periods; limit to 11 crew members; rules to limit the number of boats, sails, equipment, and
support boats that each team may use to two AC72 boats



Longest ever cup by number of days (19) and races (19)



Use of Live Line - an Oracle owned and developed programme for race management. The system inserted graphics into
live shots from helicopters, used to show distance between boats, boat speed, course boundaries and marks, boat paths,
wind speed and ocean current direction. Race yachts carried military grade GPS tracking and telemetry systems to
enhance the accuracy of measurements.
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Prepared by:

Project Name:

Date:

Version

Panuku Development Auckland

AC36

9 Oct 2017

Draft 1 – for feedback and
endorsement

Financial
6.

Finance Package provided
by host city


$20.7M (plus $180M spent
on upgrading piers and
future planned waterfront
improvements such as a
new cruise ship terminal)

Forecast economic benefit



Initial forecast of $1,372B
economic impact to city
and residents. Reforecast in 2013 was
$901.8M

Actual economic benefit



Actual economic
benefits were 27% of
forecast and the city
incurred $11.5M in net
costs to host to 34th
America’s Cup.



See Policy Analysis [impact]
Report from the City and
County of San Francisco
Board of Supervisors.





5.

The event did result in an
event that drew more
than 700,000 people to
the waterfront over
roughly three months of
sailing and generated at
least $364 million in total
economic impact. That
figure rises to more than
$550 million if the longplanned construction of
a new cruise ship
terminal, which the
regatta served as a
catalyst to finally get
built, is factored in. –
including $280M
estimated spending by
teams

Legacy assets – continuing
value


The city moved forward a
construction project to
upgrade a cruise ship
terminal in order to also
serve as the main
spectator area for the
Am Cup 2013.



Continuing values?: Yes,
though the project was
already planned, but
moved forward and has
provided a needed
upgraded cruise ship
terminal

The America’s Cup:
Economic Impacts of a
Match in San Francisco Bay

Maps

Broadcasting rights

NA





In the US: NBC Sports (network
broadcast), 1,000,000 viewers for
first two days. Moved to
subscription-based NBCSN approx.
in the middle of the races. Viewers
dropped to 1110,000 and then to
250,000 towards the end

Event plans
Race area boundary maps

Facilities available to teams


In NZ: TVNZ; up to 700,000 viewers
per race (ave. of 670,000), with
about 250,000 of those watching
online or via mobile devices

Other media/online coverage


Official America’s Cup YouTube
Channel live streaming broadcast.



320,000 downloads of the Official
America’s Cup app – developed by
NZ company Animation Research
Ltd. (according to NZTE)

Team bases – details
NA

Broadcasting /Media

Provided by host city

Facilities

There was some controversy
around changes to the team base
area prior to start of racing –
removal of a hospitality area. Teams
were potentially required to lease
additional space within/near the
AC village to engage with
spectators, etc. reference to teams
also needing to directly pay for
equipment and support needed in
the base area.

Superyacht access


Very close to AC Village and main race course. There was also a Superyacht
Regatta held during the final race lay days

Team members/staff

Village details (incl # of visitors)

NA



Various areas along SF waterfront and historic piers – village and spectator
areas managed by city of SF, including a large number of existing bars, cafes
and restaurants.



No charge to come down to the Cup Village and be part of the action.
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Prepared by:

Project Name:

Date:

Version

Panuku Development Auckland

AC36

9 Oct 2017

Draft 1 – for feedback and
endorsement

32nd AC – Valencia, 2007

Failure of cup hosting

Main Infrastructure

The sailing was not visible from base locations so people used to go to the local bars to watch the racing – ETNZ
comment.
ENTZ thought the organiser didn’t fully capitalise on the great village set up.
The village was located some distance from the city centre with transport challenges for both syndicate team members
and the public during the event.

3.

Regatta Overview

Defender

Challenger of Record

Other challengers (Qualifying races)

Société Nautique de Genève (Alinghi)

Royal New Zealand Yacht Squadron

11 Challengers

Boat Type

# of Races

International Americas Cup Class – 12 meter mono hull

Four races:

Ancillary Events (related to AC)

2.

Overall Highlights



There were 8 Louis Vuitton Cup races in Valencia that
were pre-emptive races to the Louis Vuitton challenge
series.



Louis Vuitton Acts – a series of international America’s
Cup Class regattas leading up to the 2017 Louis Vuitton
Cup. 13 regattas held involving 11 challengers and the
defender (Alinghi) running from 2004 – 2007 (first time a
series held prior)

Factors contributing to success



Four years of sailing in the Louis Vuitton Acts. The public could enjoy AC racing between the 2 AC matches. The AC
trophy travelled to 18 other cities
Purpose built venue in Valencia – Port America – a modern sailing facility. It had room for 12 team bases, superyacht
facilities around a central basin, a Marina for over 600 boats and the AC park (23 restaurants, bars and cafes, over 30
interactive area, three historical exhibitions, three giant screens areas to watch the race and a concert facility



The event organiser made a profit



According to ETNZ the large number of challengers and close proximity to the bases made for a great village feel.



Louis Vuitton Qualifiers: Rounds Robin (2) (April 20 – May 9)



Louis Vuitton Challenger Playoff: Semi-Finals (May 14-May
23)



Louis Vuitton Challenger Playoff: Final (June 1 – June 6)



America’s Cup Match (June 23 – July 3)

Ancillary Events (other in area)
NA

Interesting rules/facts


Yacht has to be constructed in country of entry. This was the only nationality requirement
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Project Name:

Date:

Version

Panuku Development Auckland

AC36

9 Oct 2017

Draft 1 – for feedback and
endorsement

6.

Financial

Finance Package provided
by host city


Prepared by:

Total direct spend by the
government and local
authorities was €1.3bn the
majority of which was
spent on infrastructure
(development of the
Valencia Port) and
transport (highways)

Forecast economic benefit

Actual economic benefit

NA





Creation and
maintenance of 73,859
jobs from 2004 to 2007.



Cumulative impact for
the period 2004-2007
represented 2.67% of
GDP and 3.29% of
employment for the
Valencia region



5.

Estimated €2,274m of
total value added to the
Valencian economy.

AC Management was an
independent company
established to manage
the 32nd AC. It is
estimated that it made a
€15m profit on operating
the cup.

Legacy assets – continuing
value


Facilities

Maps

Team bases – details

General improvements in
highways and rail
networks, the restoration
of bridges and
monuments and the
construction of gardens,
parks and libraries.



Development of port into
a modern marina next to
the historic city centre.



The harbour rejuvenation
also attracted private
investment to build luxury
hotels and advance the
seafront with restaurants,
shops and entertainment
facilities.



The bases were provided to the
competitors



Team bases all co -located. AC
Management responsible for
organising and running the Cup.
They were responsible for the
construction of the outer structure
of each team’s base. The
expense of finishing and
maintaining them was borne by
the syndicates.

Broadcasting /Media

Provided by host city

Broadcasting rights

NA



Over 4bn TV viewers, broadcast
hours 4,500 hours (since 2004), over
100 networks to over 150 countries.

Other media/online coverage
Na

http://www.ivie.es/downloads/docs/mono/mono2007-02.pdf

Facilities available to teams

Superyacht access

NA



The super-yachts were 15 minutes away from race course



90 super-yachts visited Valencia during the various AC regattas. Approximately
25 remained in Valencia for the season. 40 super-yachts attended the
America’s Cup event while 32 attended the Louis Vuitton Cup.



Total estimated expenditure of superyachts was €25.14m

Team members/staff

Village details (incl # of visitors)

NA



The village was purpose built for the AC – it was a sailing stadium. The 12 team
bases lined the perimeter of the inner harbour, divided by the super-yacht pier.
Lining both side of the canal were AC Park North and AC Park South with
public entertainment areas, restaurants, bars, cafes and exhibitions.



No charge to come down to the Cup village and be part of the action (TBC).



Close to the sea entrance of the canal was the Port of America’s Cup Marina,
offering 636 berths for yachts to 30 meters.
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Lessons Learnt
Event:
1.

Prepared by:

Project Name:

Date:

Version

Panuku Development Auckland

AC36

9 Oct 2017

Draft 1 – for feedback and
endorsement

31th AC –Auckland, 2003

Main Infrastructure

3.

Regatta Overview

Defender


Royal New Zealand Yacht Squadron

Challenger of Record


Yacht Club Punta Ala (Prada
Challenge) challenger of record for
Louis Vuitton. Alinghi was the AC
Challenger after winning the LV cup

Boat Type


International Americas Cup Class - 12 meter mono hull

Ancillary Events (related to AC)


2.

Millennium Cup regatta for visiting superyachts

Overall Highlights

Other challengers (Qualifying races)


9 Challengers

# of Races
Five races: Louis Vuitton Series (1 October 2002 – 19 January
2003)


Louis Vuitton Qualifiers: Rounds Robin



Louis Vuitton Qualifiers: Quarter Finals



Louis Vuitton Challenger Playoff: Semi-Finals



Louis Vuitton Challenger Playoff: Final



America’s Cup Match (5 February – 2 March 2003

Ancillary Events (other in area)


17 cruise liners visited Auckland during the regatta
including 3 which visited specifically for the AC.



Italian “Tall Ship” Amerigo Vespucci spent nearly 4
months in NZ



Concert at Eastern Viaduct or Te Wero



Christmas in the Park



Starlight Symphony

Factors contributing to success


Great atmosphere in the Viaduct and good crowds.



Great village feel and great access for public and local amenities



ETNZ said it was very special with crowds of people being able to cheer them and other syndicates on as they left their
base every day.

Failure of cup hosting

Interesting rules/facts


Due to sponsorship rules the boats were not allowed to be named after their sponsors.



Louis Vuitton Cup held in the Hauraki Gulf saw 9 teams competing from 6 countries staging 120 races over 4 months



There was not nationality clause on crew. The nationality clause was lifted after the 30th America’s Cup

NA
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Lessons Learnt
4.

Project Name:

Date:

Version

Panuku Development Auckland

AC36

9 Oct 2017

Draft 1 – for feedback and
endorsement

6.

Financial

Finance Package provided
by host city


Prepared by:

The AC was held in the
Viaduct Harbour and as
a result of 2000 facilities
the infrastructure spend
was limited to additional
drainage.



The NZ government
invested $5.6m in Team
NZ.



Auckland Council
invested a further $5m in
Viaduct Harbour
infrastructure



Syndicate base rental
was ACVL and VHHL
revenue

Forecast economic benefit

NA

Actual economic benefit





Estimated $529m of total
value added to the New
Zealand economy.
There were 9,360 FTEs
created at the national
level and 8,810 FTEs in
Auckland

Legacy assets – continuing
value




Maps

Turned into a
development of mostly
upscale apartments,
office space and
restaurants.



Facilities available to teams

Broadcasting /Media

Provided by host city


Louis Vuitton was the organiser of
the media centre and media
coverage

Team bases – details

Viaduct Harbour again
provided the focus for a
wide range of Cup
related activity.


5.

Facilities

Broadcasting rights


TWI was the host broadcaster while
TVNZ was contracted to produce
images of the event for
international television services.

Other media/online coverage


Virtual Spectator services in the
internet.



1,297 media personnel were
registered. This included 855 from
overseas.



995 registered on line.

Bases were leased and equipped,
yacht lifting and other marine
services were used, many
purchased NZ made boats for work
as tenders and leased motor vessels
for crew and supporters.

Team members/staff


There were 930 syndicate team
members in Auckland. ME
estimated that there were 1,020
resident family members and
approximately 780 visiting friends
and family of the team members.



Teams re-occupied bases built by Teams
for AC30.



At the conclusion, not all team bases
were removed. Some were bought by
ACVL / Auckland City and some were
donated in lieu of cost removal.



The Team NZ, Alinghi, One World and
Oracle bases were left on site and
utilised for major events (starting with
Fashion Week in 2004), marine refit and
servicing, and as TNZ’s base (TNZ moved
from their old base into the One Word
base).

Superyacht access


104 superyachts visited NZ. Most found berth space in and around the Viaduct
Harbour with additional space at Bayswater Marina, Gulf Harbour and
Westhaven. Average stay was 118 days



612 offshore boats (not superyachts) visited Auckland during the America’s
Cup.



Superyachts and other visiting yachts spent $155m in the NZ economy.

Village details (incl # of visitors)


The team were all co -located



3.26m visitors visited the Viaduct Harbour between October 2002-March 2003
of which 1.66m were Auckland residents, 1.02m were international visitors and
0.55m were domestic visitors to Auckland.



29,200 international visitors came to NZ for the event.
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America’s Cup 36
Lessons Learnt
Event:
1.

Prepared by:

Project Name:

Date:

Version

Panuku Development Auckland

AC36

9 Oct 2017

Draft 1 – for feedback and
endorsement

30th AC –Auckland, 2000

Main Infrastructure

3.

Regatta Overview

Defender


Royal New Zealand Yacht Squadron

Challenger of Record


New York Yacht Club



NYYC Challenge of record for Louis
Vuitton.
Yacht Club Punta Ala (Prada
Challenge) America’s Cup
Challenger

Boat Type


Other challengers (Qualifying races)

International Americas Cup Class - 12 meter mono hull



11 Challengers

# of Races
Four races: Louis Vuitton Series (18 October, 1999 – 6 February
2000)


Louis Vuitton Qualifiers: Rounds Robin



Louis Vuitton Challenger Playoff: Semi-Finals



Louis Vuitton Challenger Playoff: Final



America’s Cup Match 20 February – 2 March



Ancillary Events (related to AC)


2.

Millennium Cup regatta for visiting superyachts

Overall Highlights

Factors contributing to success


Great atmosphere in the Viaduct and good crowds.



Great village feel and great access for public and local amenities



ETNZ said it was very special with crowds of people being able to cheer them and other syndicates on as they left their
base every day

Failure of cup hosting

Ancillary Events (other in area)


APEC conference 1999



1999/2000 public concert on Waitemata Plaza



Starlight Symphony featuring the ‘dancing diggers’



Christmas in the Park



Central Government had an Expo pavilion on Vodafone
corner

Interesting rules/facts


ETNZ delayed start of cup to avoid conflict with 97/98 Whitbread Round the World Race & to give Auckland time to build
the necessary infrastructure for the cup

NA
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Lessons Learnt
4.

Substantial local
government investment
in infrastructure in and
around the Viaduct Basin
and the America’s Cup
Village to create Viaduct
Harbour, Te Wero,
Waitemata Plaza.



Declamation of log farm



Total expenditure by
local and central
government was in
excess of $130m.
Expenditure by the
central government was
$10m+ and related to the
Auckland Viaduct
development

5.



Date:

Version

Panuku Development Auckland

AC36

9 Oct 2017

Draft 1 – for feedback and
endorsement

6.

Forecast economic benefit

NA

Actual economic benefit



$473m added to regional
GDP and $640m added
to national GDP.



8,070 jobs were created
equivalent to around
1.5% employment in the
Auckland region in that
year and 10,620 ETFs
nationally

Legacy assets – continuing
value




Facilities

Maps

Team bases – details

The development of the
Viaduct Basin and
spending for the AC
event acted as a catalyst
for further development.
Apartment development
and office development
proceeded. Developers
based their investment
not on the Cup but on
the fundamentals of the
area as an attractive
water side location
blocks.



Teams built their own bases.



Team bases on the Lighter basin
sites (bases 8-11) were removed as
the site area was always going to
be developed for apartments at
the conclusion of the defence in
2000.



Team bases on sites 1 – 7 were
retained for the following defence.

The redevelopment of
the old Farmers building
and Princes Wharf all
occurred during the build
up to the America’s Cup.

Broadcasting /Media

Provided by host city


Project Name:

Financial

Finance Package provided
by host city


Prepared by:

Louis Vuitton was the organiser of
the media centre and media
coverage
The media centre is in the maritime
museum on Hobson Wharf

Broadcasting rights


TVNZ was the host broadcaster
providing the images of the event
for international television services

Other media/online coverage
Facilities available to teams


ESPN (USA), TFI (France), and RAI
(Italy) established a local presence.



Over 1,500 media were registered
with the Louis Vuitton Media Centre
(2/3 were from overseas).



Bases were leased and equipped,
yacht lifting and other marine
services were used, many
purchased NZ made boats for work
as tenders and leased motor vessels
for crew ad supporters.

Team members/staff


720 syndicate team members in
Auckland

Superyacht access


80 superyachts were in Auckland for some or all of the summer of the AC



Most found berth space in and around the Viaduct Harbour.



Super yachts spend $118.7m in New Zealand economy

Village details (incl # of visitors)


The Lighter Basin and inner Viaduct was redeveloped to become the
America’s Cup Harbour which was within easy walking distance to downtown
Auckland.



The team were all co-located.



8,200 international supporters attended and 27,000 international FIT visitors were
influenced to come to the event



The public village spaces are Waitemata Plaza, Eastern Viaduct and Te Wero
Island
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Location and Infrastructure work stream

Appendix 6 – America’s Cup functional assumptions
The following functional requirements have been assumed in completing the options assessment process.
·

Bases progressively operate from mid-2019 to early 2021; anticipate a small reduction in the number
occupied as the challenger series progreses and concludes (early exit teams).

·

Superyachts – progressively operate from the summer of 2019/2020 (October – April), peaking in
summer of 2020/2021.

·

Village – progressively operates for the summer of 2020/2021: pre-Regatta December 2020;
Challenger series Jan - Feb 2021, AC36 March 2021.

Function / activity

Land side

Water side

Syndicates /
teams base

Single base

· Depth – 5.5 – 6m
· Single – 35m water edge; double 70m
water edge
Floating structures:
· 35m at right angle to waterside
Berthage for 5 – 6 boats per team:
· 1 race boat
· 2 x weather boats (10 – 12m)
· 2 x chase boats (10 – 12m)
· Sponsor boat (10 – 12m)

35m x 35m building; 35m x 35m hardstand with 35m
water edge, tower crane on one edge
Double base
35m x 70m building; 35m x 70m hardstand with 70m
water edge; tower crane centre pivot
Building
Height – 15m to 16m
Accommodates: boatshed(s); rigging area, sail loft,
admin and team services; team hospitality if required
Power
Sewerage
Water
Access road (servicing and public): 10 – 12m
Located on opposite side to water space

Services
· Power and water on pontoon.
· No waste water / sewerage
Vehicle servicing via team base.
Total water space width required – 35m

Minimum total land width required for base and access =
80m – 82m
Syndicates /
teams - owners /
sponsors

Assume land side requirements covered within team
bases (above) or in village - sponsors (below)

Syndicates /
teams Team members
and families

Approx. 100 personnel per team travelling to and from
the base on a daily basis.
Cycle and PT access to bases important and/or proximity
to city centre.
Plus approx. 150 family members living, schooling and
recreating in Auckland. Accommodation and schooling
located in proximity to bases.

Owner / sponsor vessels on or near team
base. [In Bermuda ETNZ and BAR had 5
each.].
Assume water space requirements covered
within superyachts below.

Therefore, each team a total of 250 pax.
Superyachts

Service access for contractors and suppliers (daily)
alongside berths
Contractor and crew parking (10 – 60 pax)
[Crew parking is for a captain car, crew cars and a van.]
Owner and guest drop off vehicle access (limited
parking?)
Strong preference to be co-located in village with public
and teams.

Sheltered water protected from tidal, wave /
wake and wash.
Alongside – allow 10m each end for securing
lines (ie need 80m for every 60m of boat).
(Stern in - tie to pontoon so pontoon length
required to match).
Depth – average 4.5m. Vessel dependent:
assume larger/longer vessels require greater
depth.
Turning circle - 168m for a 60m boat
Berthage x 100 vessels: assume
10 at 100m+
30 – 50 at 65 – 100m
40 at under 65m
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Location and Infrastructure work stream

Land side

Water side
Power
50 – 100m vessels require 1,000 amps
100m+ vessels require 1,500 amps
Water
Sewage and holding tanks
Fibre
Customs clearance facilities – assume
continued use of POAL facilities eg Admiral
Steps.
Piloting services – via POAL.
Self-piloting via Harbourmaster?

Village - public

Public viewing along water edges for departures and
arrivals. Length as long a possible as optimal viewing is 3
-4 people deep. Inclusive of grandstands (to seat 500 1,000) – 2,000 lineal meters.
Infrastructure:

Access to charter fleet for on water
spectating.
Vessels require accessible berths / pontoons
for public pick-up (in village) and access to
channels to race course.

Screens – village centre, plus arrival pontoons
Stage – concertsArrival pontoons and podiums/platforms
Merchandise outlets – 30m x 5m = 150m
Bar and cafes – 3,000m2
Toilets (connected to boat sewage system on wharf).
Water filling stations / fountains
Waste services

Village - Sponsors

Racing cats (youth series) x 10
(Takes place between challenger and defender race
series so can probably utilise base vacated by early exit
team.

Racing cats x 10

Exhibition / promotion / experience
Assume 4 syndicate sponsors @ 20m2 each = 80m2

Access to super yachts or charter fleet for on
water hosting on race days.

Pontoon
Need access to crane.

Hospitality (outside team bases)
Assume 4 sponsors @10m2 each = 40m2
Race management
/ operations

Event management compound - 20m x 10m = 200m2.
Includes porta cabins x 5, toilets.

RNZYS (and/or host yacht club for Challenger
series)

Radio frequencies
Volunteer centre - 20m x 10m = 200m2. Toilets

Harbourmaster
NZ Police maritime unit – could be based at
Mechanics Bay?
Number of courses – assume 3.
Umpire boats - 2 per course
Committee boats x 2
Jury boat x 1
Assume berthed at RNZYS (or alternate host
yacht club for Challenger series).
Radio channels

Media

Media centre
25 x 25 = 500m2
Studio space

Media boats require berthage / pontoon
access in close proximity to media centre.
Minimum of 3, assume 4 – 5 vessels

Press conference facilities
Fibre, power
Camera platforms at:
Bases for boat departures and arrivals.
Arrival pontoon / public viewing area.
Broadcast frequencies (band width)

Additional notes relating to Superyachts
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Existing and planned capacity at Viaduct Harbour and Wynyard Quarter
Water edge length

Location

Can accommodate

Orientation

(# x length)
84m

Inside new Halsey Eastern return

1 x up to 80m

Alongside

174m

Outside new Halsey Eastern return

2 x up to 80m

Alongside

455m

Western new Halsey Extension

28 x 60m

Stern to

40m

Halsey Wharf extension inner

5 x 30

Stern to

Eastern Hobson extension

1 x up to 66m

Alongside

Hobson West

8 x 40m

Stern to

Te Wero western end

2 x 30 – 40

Alongside

Te Wero South

14 x 35

Stern to

Te Wero North

2 x 40m
13 x 35m

Stern to

Hyatt

12 x 28m

Stern to

VEC

2 x 50m

Alongside

Wynyard Wharf

1 x 200m

Alongside

(relocate AFP fishing boats)
70m

40m x 2

35m

400m

(note: fuel here)
Silo Marina

2 x 140m
8 x 95m
3 x 50m

Silo additional finger berths x 3

6 x 95m

Stern to
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Appendix 7 – Long list information sheets
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America’s Cup 36
Base Option Sheet
1

Option:

Bayswater

Date:

Revision

15 September 2017

Revision 3 – Option evaluation stage

Proposal details

3

Key metrics

Distance to CBD

Population within
5km

Distance to
Auckland Airport

Proximity to
visitor
accommodation

Public transport
options

Site ownership

Proximity to
other marine
services

Proximity to
other event
facilities

Current
draught

14km

~65,000

34km

Poor

Poor

Mixed

Poor

Poor

0 – 2m

4

Strategic fit
Delivery Programme

Delivery
AC owns heritage wharf which isn't suitable for base locations. Empire Capital owns remainder of the land and

§

has development plans

Loss of existing
carpark

§

Significant amount of dredging required which will need to be disposed of elsewhere

§

Impact on existing boat ramp, and would need to be re-aligned or relocated

Environmental &

1.9

Statutory Tests

Maximises Existing Assets

1.2

Land Space Requirement

0.3

§

Only capable of providing one to two bases

Water Space

§

No associated water space readily available

Requirement (Pass/Fail)

§

Good ferry service but other public transport services limited. No access to RTN/FTN network

§

Main vehicular access by Lake Road which is frequently congested

§

Can't provide for village as no suitable event venues or spaces in the proximity. Could contribute to a disbursed
model or overflow

Breakwater

§

Proposal doesn't fit with any existing council / Government plan

§

No legacy outcomes

§

Could be used for future AC event, but would impact on future development

Impact on Business As Usual

Significant
dredging
required

§

Potential impact on current ferry service

Score

BAU

Legacy

Legacy

New seawall

BAU impact on
ferry service

1.1

Amenities

(Pass/Fail)

Relocation of
existing boat ramp

Floating infrastructure

Existing Infrastructure &

0.2

(Pass/Fail)

Event

2
1

Likely to be difficult to obtain land which would mean infrastructure could not be delivered

Event

Road / service access

§

Delivery

(Pass/Fail)

Associated Water Space

1.1
0.4

Infrastructure
Accessibility

1.1

Proximity to Race Course

2.5

Legacy Water Based Event

1.3

Location
Post Event Legacy

0.5

Cultural

2.5

Impact on BAU

Total Score

1.8

21.3

Indicative bases shown

2

5

Key programme milestones
Estimated Durations (months)

Key Activities
Obtain Site
Relocate boat ramp
Sea wall construction
Dredging
Breakwater
Base construction

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

Unknown duration

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Top risks

Risk

Risk rating

Land for bases owned by other parties would need to be procured

Very high

Dredging and disposal (large volume)

Moderate

Existing infrastructure in disrepair

Moderate

Obtain site
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Base Option Sheet
1

Option:

Captain Cook Wharf

Date:

Revision

15 September 2017

Revision 3 – Option evaluation stage

Proposal details

3

Superyacht
berths
elsewhere

Key metrics

Breakwater
Northwards
wharf
extension

BAU impact on cruise
ships - loss of facility for
~18 months

Distance to CBD

Population within
5km

Distance to
Auckland Airport

Proximity to
visitor
accommodation

Public transport
options

Site ownership

Proximity to
other marine
services

Proximity to
other event
facilities

Current
draught

<500m

~200,000

22km

Excellent

Excellent

POAL

Excellent

Good

10.5m

4

Strategic fit

1

Delivery Programme

Delivery

(Pass/Fail)

Queens Wharf
event spaces /
media centre etc.

§

Wave
attenuation
required

3

Wharf is in POAL's control so agreement would be need to obtain access. Timeframe to achieve this is

Existing Infrastructure &

uncertain and may mean failure to deliver infrastructure

Amenities

Construction is straight forward. Existing wharf would allow initial bases to be delivered early. No dredging

§

would be required, but significant wave attenuation measures required. Possible to stage construction
depending on entry numbers

4
5

Already highly modified area so statutory tests should be met

§

Opposition would be expected to extending the wharf into the harbour

§

Consideration required on working inside/adjacent to customs-controlled area

§

Good use of existing assets

Event

Road / service access

6

§

Delivery

2

3.6

Environmental &
Statutory Tests

3.9

(Pass/Fail)

Maximises Existing Assets

3.9

Land Space Requirement

4.0

(Pass/Fail)

§

Meets land space and water space requirements

Water Space

§

Some associated water space for smaller associated boats on the eastern side of Queens Wharf but not

Requirement (Pass/Fail)

suitable for super yachts

8

§

Can provide village feel and utilise Queens Wharf as an event space/village and media centre

§

Good access to RTN and FTN networks, and excellent access to walking and cycling networks

Event

7
Eastwards wharf
extension & wave
protection

Floating
infrastructure

§

Wharf extension would cater for expansion of cruise and provide additional berthage

§

Future provision for Cruise isn't a complementary activity to providing a legacy water based event location

§

Opening up the red gate

Associated Water Space
Infrastructure

Proximity to Race Course

2.5

Location

Significant impact on cruise operation during team establishment and event circa 18 months, no cruise ships

Indicative base module shown

2.5

Post Event Legacy

2.5

Cultural

3.5
0.4

BAU

Site acquisition may impact on POAL operations

§

2.0
4.6

Impact on Business As Usual
§

4.0

Accessibility

Legacy Water Based Event

Legacy

Legacy

2

2.8

Impact on BAU

could berth on the eastern side of Queens Wharf

Score

Key programme milestones

Total Score

67.2

Estimated Durations (months)
Key Activities

-6

Obtain Site
Relocate port operations
Wharf extension / widening
Breakwater and wave protection
Base construction

Unknown duration

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

5

Top risks

Unknown duration

Obtain site

Risk

Risk rating

Obtaining POAL agreement to access Captain Cook Wharf and relocate existing port facilities

Very High

Significant impact on cruise and port operation

Very High

Opposition to extending wharf into the harbour

Moderate
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Base Option Sheet
1

Option:

Devonport

Date:

Revision

15 September 2017

Revision 3 – Option evaluation stage

Proposal details

3

Key metrics

Road / service access

Northwards wharf
extension

Distance to CBD

Population within
5km

Distance to
Auckland Airport

Proximity to
visitor
accommodation

Public transport
options

Site ownership

Proximity to
other marine
services

Proximity to
other event
facilities

Current
draught

15km

~60,000

34km

Poor

Moderate

Public

Moderate

Poor

~10m

4

Strategic fit

10
9

Delivery Programme

Delivery

(Pass/Fail)

7

§

Site not available for construction while RNZN occupying site

§

Significant construction would be required to facilitate event and would not be possible to relocate naval facilities
in the timeframe before event

6

Existing Infrastructure &

Delivery

8

Amenities

0.5
1.8

Environmental &
Statutory Tests

3.9

(Pass/Fail)
Maximises Existing
Assets

Road / service access

2

Land Space

Event

Requirement

3

Does not meet the land space or water space requirement (only provides for single bases, no double bases)

§

4

5

Relocation of naval
vessels, wharf
infrastructure and other
facilities

Water Space
Requirement

Southwards wharf
extension

Associated Water Space

Accessibility

Course

Key programme milestones
Estimated Durations (months)
-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Not a legacy objective

§

Post event legacy assumes that the dry dock remains and that long term the area is opened up for development

Site not obtainable in time frame

Impact on Business As Usual
Scoring assumes RNZN has relocated.

§

Score

5

BAU

Obtain Site

-6

§

Legacy Water Based

Legacy

Legacy

Key Activities

0.8
1.1

Indicative base module shown
Proximity to Race

2

2.4

(Pass/Fail)

Infrastructure

Significant wave
attenuation required

1.6

(Pass/Fail)

Event

1

Breakwater

2.6

Event Location

2.5
1.8

Post Event Legacy

1.8

Cultural

2.5

Impact on BAU

Total Score

2.5

40.2

Top risks

Risk

Risk rating

Providing access and space for construction within event timeframe

Very high
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1

Option:

Date:

Revision

Gulf Harbour

15 September 2017

Revision 3 – Option evaluation stage

Proposal details

3

Key metrics

Distance to CBD

Population within
5km

Distance to
Auckland Airport

Proximity to
visitor
accommodation

Public transport
options

Site ownership

Proximity to
other marine
services

Proximity to
other event
facilities

Current
draught

47km

~25,000

72km

Poor

Poor

Mixed

Poor

Poor

1 – 3m

4

Strategic fit

(Pass/Fail)

§
Strengthen seawall

AC owns Hammerhead Peninsula but developer has first rights on lease and has development plans. Likely to

Existing Infrastructure &

be difficult to obtain land which would mean infrastructure couldn't be delivered

Amenities

Significant amount of dredging required which will need to be disposed of elsewhere. Ground conditions also

§

means dredging is difficult
Requires relocation of ~100 existing berth holders (berths are owned on a debenture basis and unlikely to get

§

Site leveling
require

Indicative
dredging
required

Delivery Programme

Delivery

7

Delivery

America’s Cup 36
Base Option Sheet

Removal
of A Pier

Site 7 would require levelling

§

Existing marine based infrastructure could be utilised

Environmental &
Statutory Tests

Maximises Existing
Assets

3

2

Relocation of
existing yacht
berths

1

Only capable of providing 7 modules

(Pass/Fail)

§

No associated water space readily available and no space for super yachts

Water Space

§

Existing ferry service but other public transport services limited

Requirement

§

Main vehicular access via Whangaparaoa Road which is often congested

§

No access to public transport RTN/FTN services

§

Difficult to provide for village as no suitable event venues or spaces in the proximity. Existing green space could

Site could be used for
future YNZ High
Performance Centre

§

This option could contribute to a disbursed model or overflow

§

Closest proximity to expected race course location of any of the options

Road / service access

Legacy Water Based

Proposal doesn't fit with any existing council / Government plans

§

Site could be used for future YNZ High Performance Sailing Centre

§

Could be used for future AC event, but would impact on future development

§

Penlink project could be progressed more quickly as part of the development

§

Potentially positive outcomes for Wananga o Aotearoa

§
§
Estimated Durations (months)

-2

-1

0

1

Event Location

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Impact on existing ferry

0.0

1.8

0.9
0.8
5.0
2.4

Post Event Legacy

1.6

Cultural

3.0

Indicative base module shown

Key programme milestones
-6
-5
-4
-3
Unknown duration

Proximity to Race

Legacy

§

Impact on Business As Usual

Key Activities

Accessibility

Legacy

Relocation of
parking /
event space

Obtain Site
Relocate berth holders
Sea wall construction
Dredging
Relocate carpark
Base construction

Associated Water Space

Course

BAU impact on
ferry service

2.5

(Pass/Fail)

Infrastructure

be utilised

Removal of carpark /
park'n'ride

2

Event

4

§

BAU

5

3.3

Land Space

Event

Requirement

6

2.7

(Pass/Fail)

agreement from all berth holders)
§

0.0

1.3
Impact on BAU

Significant impact on existing berth holders mentioned above

Score

Total Score

33.4

Unknown duration

5

Obtain site

Top risks

Risk

Risk rating

Land for bases not in Council control and lease would need to be bought out

Very high

Large volume of dredging with no means of disposal

Moderate

Ability to relocate existing ~100 berth holders

Very high
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1

Option:

Date:

Revision

Halsey Street / Do Minimum

15 September 2017

Revision 3 – Option evaluation stage

Proposal details

3

Key metrics

Relocate fishing boats
Indicative
dredging
(contaminated)

Population within
5km

Distance to
Auckland Airport

Proximity to
visitor
accommodation

Public transport
options

Site ownership

Proximity to
other marine
services

Proximity to
other event
facilities

Current
draught

1–2 km

~200,000

22km

Excellent

Excellent

Mixed

Excellent

Excellent

2 – 4m

Road /
service
access

Wharf extension
Site 18 - seawall
strengthening /
replacement

Distance to CBD

Extension of
wharf north of
Maritime
Museum

Breakwater

4

Strategic fit
Delivery Programme

Delivery

(Pass/Fail)

§

Potential
superyacht
berths

3

4

2

7

1

Viaduct Events Centre

Wharf is owned by AC but fishing operators have lease of western and northern edge and would need to agree to

Existing Infrastructure &

relocation (or partial relocation). Te Wero Island, eastern Viaduct and site 18 in AC ownership

Amenities

§

Site 18 sea wall would need to be strengthened, but is already operational and being used by ETNZ

§

Te Wero Island may require sea wall strengthening, and provision of a new link bridge to the island for access

§

Dredging of the outer viaduct would be required which would need to be disposed of elsewhere

§

Possible to stage construction depending on entry numbers

§

Highly modified area - statutory tests should be met. Buildings on Te Wero and Eastern Viaduct would be over-height.

§

Opposition would be expected to extending the wharf into the harbour

§

Construction will have some impact on fishing operations.

§

Major impact on accessibility of Te Wero Island and Eastern Viaduct, loss of event space and parking for VHHL berths

Delivery

America’s Cup 36
Base Option Sheet

Event

Loss of existing
VHHL yacht
berths

Key programme milestones
Estimated Durations (months)
-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

4.4

Land Space Requirement

2.5

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

§

Clustering of bases and use of key event space for bases makes it more difficult to create village feel

§

Good access to RTN and FTN networks, and excellent access to walking and cycling networks. Loss of walking access
around Te Wero and Eastern Viaduct.
Jellicoe Street carpark could be used as an event space

§

Legacy
§

Wharf extension is part of the long term waterfront plan and would provide a legacy water based event location.

§

Would provide enhanced wave protection in the Viaduct which is currently being planned

§

A link bridge between Te Wero Island and the eastern viaduct is part of the long term plan

Associated Water Space
Infrastructure

23

Impact on the operation of the VEC and existing event / public spaces on Te Wero and Eastern Viaduct

§

Loss of berthage for superyachts and in VHHL berth areas.

§

Also impact or relocation on fishing operation

Score

2.5
2.5

Proximity to Race Course

2.5

Legacy Water Based Event
Location

2.5

Post Event Legacy

1.5

Cultural

2.5
0.5

BAU

§

4.0

Accessibility

Impact on Business As Usual

Indicative base module shown

-6

Maximises Existing Assets

(Pass/Fail)

Limited water space on the western side of HSW could be provided for super yachts as well as the Viaduct Harbour

§

New bridge

Key Activities

4.2

(Pass/Fail)

Water Space Requirement

itself. Outcome is moderate as option detracts from existing facilities present.

Loss of existing
public amenity

Obtain Site
Relocate Viaduct berths
Wharf extension
Te Wero/ EV strengthening / reclamation
Te Wero link bridge
Dredging (Viaduct)
Breakwater
Site 18 Sea wall Strengthening
Dredging (Site 18)
Base construction

Statutory Tests

as shown, or 3 double bases and 5 single bases to provide 8.

Legacy

6

Seawall strengthening
/ reclamation required

2

Environmental &

Broadly meets land space and water space requirements. Configuration could allow for 4 double bases and 3 singles

Event

§

Road /
service
access

Jellicoe St carpark possible events space

3.9

(Pass/Fail)

5

Dredging required

3.7

Impact on BAU

Total Score

61.8

Ac in control

5

Top risks

Risk

Risk rating

Agreement on relocation of fishing leases on wharf

Moderate

Opposition to extending wharf into the harbour

Moderate

Loss of existing public amenity areas on Te Wero Island and the eastern viaduct

High

Obtain site

Beca // 1 September 2017 // Page 5
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America’s Cup 36
Base Option Sheet
1

Option:

Halsey Street Wharf Extension

Date:

Revision

15 September 2017

Revision 3 – Option evaluation stage

Proposal details

3

Impact on
BAU for fuel
bunker dock

Key metrics

Breakwater
Distance to CBD

Population within
5km

Distance to
Auckland Airport

Proximity to
visitor
accommodation

Public transport
options

Site ownership

Proximity to
other marine
services

Proximity to
other event
facilities

Current
draught

~750m

~200,000

22km

Excellent

Excellent

Mixed

Excellent

Excellent

2 – 4m

Floating infrastructure

4

Potential
superyacht
berths
Road / service access

(Pass/Fail)

§

1

4

6
Dredging required

8

Wharf
extension

§

Possible to stage construction depending on entry numbers

§

Already highly modified area so statutory tests should be met.

Maximises Existing

§

Opposition would be expected to extending the wharf into the harbour

Assets

§

Construction will have some impact on marine and fishing operations, including Sealink and the sea plane

(Pass/Fail)

§

Associated water space on the western side of Halsey Wharf could be provide for super yachts as well as the

Water Space

Viaduct Harbour itself

Requirement

operations

Relocate marine leases

§

Good access to RTN and FTN networks, and excellent access to walking and cycling networks

§

Some impact on Wynyard Wharf berthage

§

There will be an impact on Sealink and seaplane services during the event

Infrastructure
Accessibility

Legacy Water Based

Would provide enhanced wave protection in the Viaduct which is currently being planned

§

The western side of HSW could be used for increased marine leases and berths for fishing boats

§

Opens up increased areas of the waterfront for public access

Impact on Business As Usual

BAU

Wharf extension is part of the long term waterfront plan and would provide a legacy water based event location

§

Legacy

Legacy

Indicative base module shown

2

Associated Water Space

Course

§

4.3

4.5

4.3

(Pass/Fail)

Proximity to Race

Eastern Viaduct
events space

4.0

Land Space

Meets land space and water space requirements

Can provide village feel and utilise the Viaduct as an event space/village. VEC could be used for the event or

3.8

(Pass/Fail)

§

§

Te Wero Island
events space

Statutory Tests

Dredging and wave attenuation measures would be required. Dredging would need to be disposed of elsewhere

Requirement

Extension of wharf
north of Maritime
Museum

3.8

Environmental &

§

Event

Relocate fishing boats
Viaduct
Events
Centre

Amenities

bases

5

7

Existing Infrastructure &

relocation (or partial relocation)
Construction is straight forward. Wharf construction can overlap with base construction to allow staged delivery of

§

New wharf extension

Wharf is owned by AC but fishing operators have lease of western and northern edge and would need to agree to

Delivery

2

3

Delivery Programme

Delivery

Event

Impact on
Sealink /
SeaPlane

Strategic fit

Event Location

4.6
4.8
2.5
4.8

Post Event Legacy

4.5

Cultural

2.5

Impact on BAU

2.5

Key programme milestones
Score

Estimated Durations (months)
Key Activities
Obtain Site

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Total Score

82.2

23

Ac in control

Relocate Viaduct berths

5

Wharf extension

Top risks

Dredging
Temporary breakwater

Risk

Risk rating

Base construction

Agreement on relocation of fishing / marine leases on wharf

Moderate

Opposition to extending wharf into the harbour

Moderate

Duration of construction requires early decision on base location.

High

Obtain site
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America’s Cup 36
Base Option Sheet
1

Option:

Date:

Revision

Hobsonville Point

15 September 2017

Revision 3 – Option evaluation stage

Proposal details

3

Key metrics

Distance to CBD

Population within
5km

Distance to
Auckland Airport

Proximity to
visitor
accommodation

Public transport
options

Site ownership

Proximity to
other marine
services

Proximity to
other event
facilities

Current
draught

26km

~80,000

38km

Poor

Poor

Mixed

Moderate

Poor

1 – 5m

4

Strategic fit
Delivery Programme

Delivery

(Pass/Fail)

Land is not in AC control and is being developed by Willis Bond

Existing Infrastructure &

Delivery

§

Amenities

0.0
0.8

Environmental &
Statutory Tests

1.0

(Pass/Fail)
Maximises Existing
Assets
Land Space

Event

Requirement

Not sufficient space for bases

(Pass/Fail)

§

ETNZ advises that sufficient water access and water space is not available

Water Space

§

Significant tow time to race course

Requirement

§

No easy access to RTN/FTN services

Event

§

Associated Water Space

Accessibility
Proximity to Race
Course
Legacy Water Based

Legacy

Key programme milestones

Obtain Site

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Score
13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Legacy

No legacy outcomes

Impact on Business As Usual
Estimated Durations (months)

Key Activities

§

Event Location

BAU

2

Proposal doesn't fit with any existing council / Government plans

0.0

0.0

(Pass/Fail)

Infrastructure

§

0.9

0,0
0.7
1.0
0.8

Post Event Legacy

0.7

Cultural

1.5

Impact on BAU

Total Score

0.6

10.7

23

Site not obtainable

5

Top risks

Risk

Risk rating

Land not obtainable

Very high
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America’s Cup 36
Base Option Sheet
1

Option:

Date:

Revision

Okahu Bay

15 September 2017

Revision 3 – Option evaluation stage

Proposal details

3

Key metrics

Distance to CBD

Population within
5km

Distance to
Auckland Airport

Proximity to
visitor
accommodation

Public transport
options

Site ownership

Proximity to
other marine
services

Proximity to
other event
facilities

Current
draught

4km

~125,000

22km

Moderate

Poor

Mixed

Poor

Poor

~3m

4

Strategic fit
Delivery Programme

Delivery

(Pass/Fail)

Marina not in AC control and unsure if access can be negotiated

§

Not possible to extend the marina as unlikely to meet statutory tests. Height restrictions on any structures would
need to be examined.

Strengthening
of wharf for
crane usage

Indicative
dredging
required

Existing Infrastructure &

Delivery

§

Amenities

Existing yacht club and marine infrastructure is limited but could be utilised

§

Large amount of dredging required which will need to be disposed of elsewhere

§

Loss of marina parking

Maximises Existing

§

Site 3 is potentially sited over subsurface fuel tanks (unknown)

Assets

Statutory Tests

Only 2 or 3 bases can be provided within the existing marina – this does not meet the land space or water space

(Pass/Fail)

requirements but could be part of a disbursed model / overflow

Water Space

§

Would require relocation of a significant number of existing berth holders

Requirement

§

Access to waterfront FTN services and good access to walking and cycling, but no access to high quality RTN
services

Event

3

Associated Water Space

Accessibility
Proximity to Race
Course
Legacy Water Based

Legacy

2

-6
-5
-4
-3
Unknown duration

-2

-1

0

§

Potentially significant cultural outcomes

1

2

3

4

5

6

Estimated Durations (months)
7
8
9
10
11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Legacy

No legacy outcomes

Score

Unknown duration

Obtain site

§

Impact on Business As Usual

Key programme milestones

Key Activities
Obtain Site
Relocate berths
Wharf strengthening
Dredging
Base construction

Proposal doesn't fit with any existing council / Government plans

Event Location

BAU

Indicative base module shown

§

0.0

1.1

(Pass/Fail)

Infrastructure

Fuel tanks
beneath
(potentially)

Removal of
marina parking

2.0

Land Space
Requirement

2

2.3

(Pass/Fail)

Event

1

1.9

Environmental &

§

§

0.9

0.9
1.7
2.5
1.6

Post Event Legacy

1.2

Cultural

3.5

Impact on BAU

Total Score

1.1

29.3

23

5

Top risks

Risk

Risk rating

Ability to obtain access to land

Very high

Culturally sensitive area

High
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America’s Cup 36
Base Option Sheet
1

Option:

Date:

Revision

Westhaven

15 September 2017

Revision 3 – Option evaluation stage

Proposal details

3

Key metrics

Restricted access
(narrow) past RNZYS
Road / service access
Distance to CBD

Population within
5km

Distance to
Auckland Airport

Proximity to
visitor
accommodation

Public transport
options

Site ownership

Proximity to
other marine
services

Proximity to
other event
facilities

Current
draught

4.5km

~200,000

23km

Moderate

Poor

Public

Excellent

Moderate

2 – 3m

Reclamation

4

Strategic fit
Delivery Programme

Delivery

4

3

2

§

1
New wharf

Land controlled by Westhaven marina trust and negotiations required to get access on northern reclamation and

Existing Infrastructure &

Westhaven drive

Amenities

§

Dredging would be required, but can be offset into the reclamation

§

Possible to stage construction depending on entry numbers (only build enough wharf for bases)

§

A number of consents already in place and already highly modified area so remaining statutory tests should be

Delivery

5

(Pass/Fail)

3.3
2.7

Environmental &
Statutory Tests

3.5

(Pass/Fail)

met
Loss of existing
yacht berths

§

Construction will impact on marina operations

Maximises Existing

§

Access via Westhaven Drive and past the yacht clubs is very restricted

Assets

§

A large number of current berth holders will need to be relocated (all current pile mooring users)
Land Space

Event

Requirement

§

Obtain Site

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

Ac in control

Relocate berths
Reclamation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Close but remote location and lack of adjacent event space makes it harder to a create village feel

§

Access to the site is very restricted along Westhaven Drive and past existing yacht club buildings

§

Transport options are relatively poor with no direct access to RTN/FTN services

§

Potential interface with Sky Path and Meola Cycleway

§

Significant impact in the operation of marina activities

Proximity to Race

§

Existing yacht clubs could be used as event spaces / media centre etc.

Course

§

Aligns with proposed development of Westhaven but reclamation for bases is greater than proposed

§

Enhance marina offering after the race, and offer to the public with increased reclaimed space

§

There may be opposition to longer term structures on the reclamation (support may be gained for temporary
structures during event only). Therefore this is limited legacy value in a marine based events venue

23

§

Option may be a catalyst for further development (e.g. learn to sail centre / new Westhaven Bridge)

§

Potential legacy outcome for yacht clubs on Westhaven Drive

Impact on Business As Usual

Wharf construction

2.0

3.4

(Pass/Fail)

§

Associated Water Space
Infrastructure
Accessibility

Legacy Water Based
Event Location

Legacy

Estimated Durations (months)
-6

Requirement

Legacy

Key programme milestones

Key Activities

Water Space

Associated water space on the western side of Wynyard wharf could be used for super yachts but would require
significant development, and existing silo marina. Otherwise located in the Viaduct Harbour

Indicative base module shown

2

(Pass/Fail)

single bases. Site 18 might be able to be used as an overflow

BAU

Floating
infrastructure

Partly meets land space and water space requirements. Space for 8 single modules, or 3 double bases and 2

Event

§
Approx. area of
dredging required

2.4

3.1
1.5
2.5
2.5

Post Event Legacy

2.5

Cultural

3.5

Impact on BAU

1.5

Dredging
Base construction

Score

Total Score

56.3

Obtain site

5

Top risks

Risk

Risk rating

Impact on marina operation and ability to relocate yachts occupying current pile moorings

High

Accessibility issues along Westhaven Drive and past existing yacht club buildings

High
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1

Option:

Date:

Revision

Wynyard Point / Site 18

15 September 2017

Revision 3 – Option evaluation stage

Proposal details

3
Temporary
extension

Key metrics

Impact on operations
during event

Breakwater as per
Waterfront Plan

Distance to CBD

Population within
5km

Distance to
Auckland Airport

Proximity to
visitor
accommodation

Public transport
options

Site ownership

Proximity to
other marine
services

Proximity to
other event
facilities

Current
draught

~1.5km

~200,000

22km

Excellent

Good

Mixed

Excellent

Good

0 – 6m

Floating infrastructure

4
Dredging
required

Delivery Programme

Delivery

1

(Pass/Fail)

Publicly owned land but extensive lease arrangements in place – will be difficult to obtain access earlier

§

2
Reclamation and
new sea wall

Strategic fit

Contaminated land requiring
remediation. Cap and cover buildings on site would require
piling

3
4

o

Stolthaven (2022), Firth (2024) and Sanfords 2024 (water space) and 2034 (land space).

o

Sealink license (2024) and sea plane license (2024)

o

POAL usage of eastern side of Wynyward Wharf (lapses if Stolthaven lease ends)

§

Site 18 is already operational and being used by ETNZ but sea wall would need to be strengthened / replaced

§

Dredging would be required but this could be partially offset in the reclamation. Dredged material from area

Existing Infrastructure &

Delivery

America’s Cup 36
Base Option Sheet

adjacent to Site 18 is contaminated and would need to be removed to a remote facility
Possible
additional
site

Existing
superyacht
berths

Temporary
breakwater

7

§

Already highly modified area so statutory tests should be met

§

Construction will impact on Stolthaven operations and the concrete batching plant

Event

Amenities

0.5
3.4

Environmental &
Statutory Tests

4.1

(Pass/Fail)

Maximises Existing Assets

3.1

Land Space Requirement

3.1

(Pass/Fail)

Viaduct
Events
Centre

Impact on
Sealink /
SeaPlane

Existing associated water space is available for superyachts at Silo Marina and in the Viaduct Harbour

Associated Water Space

§

Western side of Halsey Street Wharf and North Wharf could potentially be utilised for other smaller vessels

§

Clustering of bases makes it harder to create village feel.

§

Access to RTN and FTN networks, and good access to walking and cycling networks

§

Site 18 could not be expanded southwards for another base because of the presence of the Southern Spars

Southern Spars site
(to remain if possible)

Te Wero Island &
Eastern Viaduct
events space

Jellicoe St carpark possible events space

site

-3

-2

Unknown duration

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Beak water on Wynyard Point is part of the waterfront plan and would be a legacy outcome

§

Would not provide a legacy water based event location as would be a conflict with future development plans
Keeping base for future events would sterilise development of Wynyard Point

§

Some impact on fishing vessels berthed adjacent to Viaduct Events Centre and North Wharf

§

Impact on Wynyard Point fuel berths during event (to be determined)

3.7

Proximity to Race Course

2.5

Legacy Water Based Event
Location

§

Potential impact on Sea Link and Sea Plane services during construction and event (to be determined)

Score

1.5

Post Event Legacy

3.5

Cultural

1.5
1.5

Impact on BAU

23

5

Total Score

54.2

Top risks

Site 18 works could
start earlier if required

Obtain site

3.3

Accessibility

Impact on Business As Usual

Estimated Durations (months)
-4

§

and expected revenues

Key programme milestones
-5

Infrastructure

3.5

Jellicoe Street carpark could be used as an event space

§

§
Indicative base module shown

-6

Event

§

Legacy

Site 18 - seawall
strengthening /
replacement required

Key Activities
Obtain Site
Relocate Seaplane / Sea Link
Breakwater
Wynyard point sea wall
Wynyard point reclamation
Wynyard point wharf infill
Dredging (Wynyard point)
Site 18 Sea wall Strengthening
Dredging (Site 18)
Base construction

Requirement (Pass/Fail)

Legacy

5
6

2

Water Space

or 3 double bases and 3 single bases (as shown) . Possible 2x additional single sites potentially available.

BAU

Indicative
dredging
(contaminated)

Does not meet land space and water space requirements - could provide for 7 single bases and 1 double base,

§

8

Eastern wall - infill
between existing
wharf and land

Risk

Risk rating

Obtaining land currently occupied by leasehold tenants (oil / gas etc.)

Very High

High risk explosion area

High

Construction challenges & programme given timeline of land acquisition

Very high
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America’s Cup 36 Base Options

High Risk

LOW R i s k

Medium Risk

O P T I O N 1: H a ls e y St W h a r f E x t e n s ion
D e l iv e r y

Ev e nt

L e g acy
26

Delivery
1

2

21

4

s2

22 29 31

s1

26

s3

10
6

6

19

7

2

8

20

5

s8

24

16

33
18
30

14

Primary risk

Village

Potential public and political opposition to a major wharf extension into Waitemata
Harbour, impacting on consenting process.

Construction
2
•

Extension of Hobson and Halsey Street wharves (39,000m2) – approx. 18 months
construction duration. Wharf extension for Base 7 requires negotiation with VHHL.

3
•

Dredging material (47,000m ) needs to be removed – limited disposal options.

•
4

Construction programme is longest of all options. Technical assessments required
to start immediately, with construction starting in June 2018 latest.

•
5

Wave protection beneath Hobson Wharf is already funded / scheduled in the LTP.

3

Impact on business as usual
Relocation of commercial (marine) tenants at Halsey Wharf and North Wharf
at start of construction phase. These berths could be offered back gradually as
construction continues, up until the event phase.

7•

Relocation of William C Daldy and steam crane Rapaki on Hobson Wharf.

•
8

Construction phase impacts on Maritime Museum and Viaduct Events Centre to
be managed.

•
9

Construction phase impacts on Wynyard Quarter generally – large volume of
construction activity to be coordinated.

Staging
•
10

Base construction can overlap with wharf construction, however bases cannot be
fully operational until all dredging and wave protection works are completed.

•
11

Possible to stage construction depending on entry numbers. Provides a
construction lay-down facility once the initial wharf extension has been
constructed.

32

20

8

Delivery Construction Cost: $ 165,000,000
Relocation and contractual negotiation costs $TBA

23

s7

9

•
6

28

s6

7

3 required

•1

12 18

s5

2
Dredging

26

17

Dredging
required

3

6

15

s4

11

27

13

13

denotes public access

25

30

14

Water space legacy
•
22

A wharf structure in this location consistent with the intent of the Waterfront
Plan 2012. Delivers the new opportunity of sheltered water space to provide for
the growth of the marine and major events sector, (including AC37, Volvo) and an
attractive space for locally driven events and activities (waka ama, dragon boats,
pop up festivals), increasing public access to and on the water.

Existing significant F&B offerings in Viaduct Harbour and North Wharf.

24•

Could provide for a permanent home for ETNZ.

15
•

Public walkway around bases to end of Halsey Street Wharf – close
connections for people to boats, bases and events. Excellent opportunities
for sponsor exposure. Most simliar to 2000 and 2003 AC events.

•
25

Provides enhanced wave protection in the Viaduct Harbour and supports growth
in existing tourist activities, charter boat activity, and on-water events.

16
•

•
26

Viaduct Events Centre able to be utilised as media centre or other event
space (e.g. sponsor activation) . Impact on BAU during pre-event period.

Additional wharf space could provide much needed additional berths for ferries,
and other working vessels.

27•

This option enables business as usual for other waterfront operations (cruise,
ferries, freight) on other central wharves.

•
28

Halsey Street Wharf could be potentially utilised as a cruise ship berth however
this would involve significant additional works such as strengthening of the
wharf, fendering and dredging (not costed). It is acknowledged that servicing of
cruise vessels here would have an impact on the wider Wynyard Quarter.

•
12

Village agglomerated in one place. Assists with operational needs. Public
‘fan-zone’ in close proximity providing for a village atmosphere.

•
13

Event spaces provided on Te Wero Island and Eastern Viaduct (carpark is
removed in February 2018).

14
•

Base configuration
17
•

Meets land-space and water-space requirement of 5 double bases and 3
single bases.

Water space for support vessels
•
18

Sufficient space for support, media, and official vessels within extension
and in surrounding area (costed below).

Superyachts
19
•

Berths for an additional 28 superyachts provided within village on western
side of Halsey Street Wharf and along North Wharf (costed below). In
addition, 10 extra berths could be made available within the Viaduct.

Impact on business as usual
•
20

Impact on Sea Plane and Sea Link services but may be possible to keep
operational without relocation.

•
21

Potential impact on vessels using eastern side of Wynyard Point during
event (to be determined).

Event Construction Cost: $ 12,900,000

Land space legacy
•
29

Provides public access to additional water front areas that could be activated.

•
30

Increased pedestrian activity provides an opportunity to accelerate other
projects as part of the downtown programme.

31•

Between events, the extension could to be used for a marine hard stand for
refitting, mast stepping, and supporting the superyacht refit industry.

32
•

Provides an opportunity for a permanent Volvo Ocean Race boat yard and/or
marine centre of excellence.

33
•

Potential future commercial redevelopment of Hobson Wharf.

Legacy Construction Cost: $ TBC

America’s Cup 36 Base Options

High Risk

LOW R i s k

Medium Risk

O P T I O N 1.1: H a ls e y St W h a r f E x t e n s ion
D e l iv e r y

Ev e nt

L e g acy
21
24

1

2

4

s5
17s4

11
6

10

s6

Dredging
required

s7
27

s8

s2

7

7

30

s3

19

22 28

24

12 18

3
6

15

25

26

s1
20

3

9

6

Dredging
required

16

5

24

8

14

Village

Primary risk
Likely public opposition to major wharf extension into Waitemata Harbour,
impacting on consenting. This option has the longest construction timeframe.

Construction
2
•

Wharf extension of 217m (38,000m ). New length 377m. Approx. 18 months
construction duration.

3
•

Requires dredging (40,000m ) limited disposal options.

•
4

Construction programme is longest of all options. Technical assessments required
to start immediately, with construction starting in June 2018 latest.

•
5

Wave protection beneath Hobson Wharf is already funded / scheduled in the LTP.
Relocation of commercial (marine) tenants at Halsey Wharf and North Wharf
at start of construction phase. These berths could be offered back gradually as
construction continues. Relocation of William C Daldy and steam crane Rapaki on
Hobson Wharf.

7•

Complicated waterspace agreements to negotiate around construction/
occupation. Requires negotiation with VHHL.

•
8

Construction phase impacts on Maritime Museum and Viaduct Events Centre to
be managed.

9
•

Construction phase impacts on Wynyard Quarter generally – large volume of
construction activity to be coordinated.

Staging
10
•

Base construction can overlap with wharf construction, however bases cannot be
fully operational until all dredging and wave protection works are completed.

•
11

Possible to stage construction depending on entry numbers.

Delivery Construction Cost: $ 159,000,000
16-18m
Relocation and contractual negotiation costs $TBA

13

•
13

Event spaces provided on Te Wero Island and Eastern Viaduct (carpark is
removed in February 2018).

•
14

23

29

14

denotes public access

Village agglomerated in one place. Assists with operational needs. Public
‘fanzone’ in close proximity providing for a village atmosphere.

Water space legacy
•
22

A wharf structure in this location consistent with the intent of the Waterfront
Plan 2012. Delivers the new opportunity of sheltered water space to provide for
the growth of the marine and major events sector, (including AC37, Volvo) and an
attractive space for locally driven events and activities (waka ama, dragon boats,
pop up festivals), increasing public access to and on the water.

Existing significant Food & Beverage and quality public space
offerings in Viaduct basin and North Wharf.

•
23

Would provide enhanced wave protection in the Viaduct, to support growth in
the area, a tourist cluster, charter boat activity.

15
•

Public walkway around bases to end of Halsey Street Wharf – close
connections for people to boats, bases and events. Excellent opportunities
for sponsor exposure.

•
24

Additional wharf space could provide much needed additional berths for ferries,
and other fishing vessels.

16
•

Viaduct Events Centre able to be utilised as media centre or other event
space. Impact on BAU during pre-event and period.

25
•

This option enables business as usual for other waterfront operations (cruise,
ferries, freight) on other central wharves.

26
•

Could provide for a permanent home for ETNZ.

•
27

Halsey Street Wharf could be potentially utilised as a cruise ship berth however
this would involve significant additional works such as strengthening of the
existing part of the wharf, fendering and dredging. It is acknowledged that
servicing of cruise vessels here would have an impact on the wider Wynyard
Quarter

2

Impact on business as usual

13

•
12

2

•
6

18

20

9
•1

31

Base configuration
17
•

Meets land-space and water-space requirement of 5 double bases and
3 single bases

Water space for support vessels
•
18

Sufficient space for support, media, and official vessels within extension
and in surrounding area.

Superyachts
19
•

Berths for an additional 28 provided within village on western side of
Halsey Street Wharf, North Wharf, in addition to 10 extra berths within the
Viaduct.

Impact on business as usual
•
20

Impact on commercial tenants but maybe possible to keep operational
without relocation.

•
21

Potential impact on vessels using eastern side of Wynyard Point during
event (to be determined).

Event Construction Cost: $10,400,000

Infrastructure construction required to support event such as support vessels and superyachts.

Land space legacy
•
28

Provides public access to additional waterfront areas.

•
29

Increased pedestrian activity provides an opportunity to accelerate other
projects as part of the downtown programme.

•
30

Between events, the extension could to be used for a marine hard stand for
refitting and supporting the marine industry.

•
31

Potential future commercial redevelopment of Hobson Wharf

Revenue generating opportunities $TBC
Legacy Construction Cost: $ TBC
Additional cost to future proof wharf for Cruise $23.7m
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High Risk

LOW R i s k

Medium Risk

O P T I O N 2.1: Ca pta in C oo k W e s t
D e l iv e r y

Ev e nt
4

L e g acy

16

4

2
9
10

s1
13

s2

19

8
s3

6

s4

3
17
3

23

14
21

s5

12
s6

6
15
18

1

s7

7

20

s8

22

11
5

Primary risk
1•

Obtaining site from POAL and relocating port operations from the wharf by
June 2018 (not costed). POAL relocation unlikely to meet these time frames.
Health and safety risks due to constricted access and adjacent shipping
movements from a working port.

Village:
11•

Village agglomerated in one place. Assists with operational needs. Public
‘fanzone’ in close proximity providing for a village atmosphere.

12•

The Cloud and Shed 10 able to be utilised as event spaces / media spaces.
Food & Beverage not readily available within arena – would need to be
established especially for event.

Construction
2•

Wharf extension of 230m (20,000m2). New length 475m.

3•

Wave attenuation required beneath Queens Wharf and Captain Cook Wharf.

4•

Temporary breakwaters extending west from Captain Cook Wharf and north
from Queens Wharf.

5•

Construction access – downtown programme of work including significant
bus interchange project and sea wall project on Quay Street likely to be under
construction concurrently.
Both sides of Queens Wharf not available for cruise ships for at least three
seasons. Approximately 120 bookings for first two seasons have already been
scheduled, with 24 two ship days scheduled to date. Princes Wharf becomes
sole cruise berth. This impacts on function as turnaround port for Auckland.

7•

POAL operations will need to be relocated from both Captain Cook Wharf.
Requires Agreement from POAL.

8•

Relocation of tug berths required. Bledisloe Wharf operations maintained
throughout construction and event

13
•

Wave state and protection is a key concern with this option.

•
14

Meets land-space and water-space requirement of 5 double bases and 3
single bases

Water space for support vessels
15
•

Base construction can commence immediately following site acquisition. This
option is best to get early bases available however all wave protection works
need to be complete before bases are operational.

10
•

Possible to stage construction depending on entry numbers.

Delivery Construction Cost: $ 140,000,000
Costs do not
include
relocation
of POALcosts
vehicle
trade.
Relocation
and
contractual
negotiation
$TBA

•
19

This option has significant impact on the cruise industry as the Queens
Wharf East primary berth would unavailable for up to three years. It can
assumed that the cruise industry would be resistant to this option and
cruise and tourist activity in Auckland would not recover from a three
year hiatus. It is not just an impact for Auckland, it would impact on the
rest of NZ as Auckland is the major turnaround location for cruise.

•
20

Utilising Captain Cook for cruise would also require the future removal
of Marsden Wharf, excavation of Point Britomart, and construction of a
seawall.

•
21

Should the cruise industry leave Auckland, then the legacy would be a
clear wharf deck which could be used for events or public open space.
Unlikely to be water based events due to variability of water conditions
and proximity to POAL activities and operations.

Space available for media & official vessels on the eastern side of Queens
Wharf

Superyachts
•
16

Superyachts would need to use existing berths in Viaduct Harbour or
Silo Park (remote from village). An additional 8 - 10 yacht berths could be
provided on the western side of Halsey Street Wharf with relocation of
fishing vessels.

Land space legacy
•
22

Provides accelerated public access to additional water front areas such as
Admiralty Steps

23
•

Creates new platform that can be used and creates additional public open
space.

Impact on business as usual
•
17

Eastern side of Queens Wharf would not be available for cruise ships for
duration of the event. This reduces Auckland’s cruise ship offering to only
one berth.

18
•

Having event base so close to ferry terminal may cause disruption to ferry
services during busiest event days with number of craft in the vicinity.
Downtown programme of works to continue to late 2020.

Staging
9•

Water space legacy:

Base configuration

Impact on business as usual
6•

denotes public access

Event Construction Cost: $ 9,800,000

Legacy Construction Cost: $TBC
Value add loss from Cruise of aprox. $281m
Additional
cost to future
proof
Legacy
Construction
Cost:
$ for Cruise $23.7m
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High Risk

LOW R i s k

Medium Risk

O P T I O N 2.2: Ca pta in C oo k E as t
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Ev e nt
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9

s1

4

10

s2

18
8

2

11

s3
14

3

s4

16

1
7

19

12

17

20

s5

17
15

6

s6

22

1
s7

7

s8

21

5

23

Primary risk:
1•

Obtaining site from POAL and relocating port operations from the wharf by June
2018 (not costed). POAL relocation unlikely to meet these time frames. Health
and safety risks due to constricted access and adjacent shipping movements
from a working port.

Village:

Wharf extension of 230m (19,000m2). New length 475m.

3•

Wave attenuation required beneath Captain Cook Wharf (options may include
new piles & panels, sunk pipes beneath wharf, or grout-filled sandbags)

4•

Temporary breakwaters extending east from Captain Cook Wharf

5•

Construction access – downtown programme of works including significant bus
interchange and seawall projects on Quay Street under construction concurrently

6•

Requires the removal of Marsden Wharf, excavation of Point Britomart, and
construction of a seawall.

Impact on business as usual
7•

8•

POAL operations will need to be relocated from both Captain Cook Wharf and
the remaining part of Marsden Wharf. Requires Agreement from POAL. The
relocation of POAL activities includes importation of light and heavy vehicles and
infrastructure related cargo.

While a Queens Wharf based village would be close to the bases on Captain
Cook Wharf it is a poor outcome as the connection is lost due to the back of
the bases facing Queens Wharf.

19•

Wharf extension would cater for expansion of cruise ship facilities with
dedicated two berth terminal on Captain Cook Wharf. This option retains
cruise facilities on Queens Wharf during construction and the event.

•
12

The Cloud and Shed 10 able to be utilised as event spaces / media spaces
when not used for cruise terminal. Food & Beverage not readily available
within area – would need to be established especially for event.

20
•

If not a cruise facility, then this would likely not provide any legacy for major
water-based events due to the ongoing disruption to the adjacent POAL
operations on Bledisloe Wharf.

Base configuration

9•

Base construction can commence immediately following site acquisition. This
option is best to get early bases available however all wave protection works
need to be complete before bases are operational.

•
10

Possible to stage construction depending on entry numbers (i.e. not extend
wharf as far)

Delivery Construction Cost: $ 147,000,000
Costs do not
include
relocation
of POALcosts
vehicle
trade.
Relocation
and
contractual
negotiation
$TBA

Land space legacy

•
13

Wave state and protection is a key concern with this option.

21•

•
14

Meets land-space and water-space requirement of 5 double bases and 3
single bases.

When tug boat berths are relocated this could provide accelerated public
access to additional water front areas such as Admiralty Steps.

•
22

Queens Wharf can be reverted to public open space and events spaces
following relocation of cruise berths to Captain Cook Wharf.

•
23

Further “opens up” the red fence area for access between land and sea.

Water space for support vessels
•

15

Space could be made available for media & official vessels on the western
side of Captain Cook Wharf.

Superyachts
•

16

POAL Bledisloe Wharf operations can only be maintained until the breakwaters
are constructed then the use of this ship berth is lost.

Staging

Water space legacy

•
11

Construction
2•

denotes public access

Superyachts would need to use existing berths in Viaduct Harbour or
Silo Park (remote from village). An additional 8 - 10 yacht berths could be
provided on the western side of Halsey Street Wharf with relocation of
fishing vessels

Impact on business as usual
•
17

There would be significant impact on POAL operations on Bledisloe Wharf
during the event.

18
•

This option allows cruise operations to continue as usual on Queens Wharf
but on cruise days this would have an impact on the event village due
to customs controlled activities. This option assumes that the proposed
mooring dolphin is constructed (not costed as part of this project).

Event Construction Cost: $ 9,800,000

Additional cost to future proof for Cruise $2.3m
Legacy Construction Cost: $ TBC
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3
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7
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8 s7

5

s6
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Halsey

17

17

2

19

3

9

s2

s3

Viaduct

27

27

15

Viaduct

Viaduct

Primary risk:

Village:

1•

•
13

Village dispersed over two distinct areas. Will mean duplication of
operational and security requirements. Viaduct village is close to Wynyard
Quarter and existing food and beverage offering.

•
23

A wharf structure in this location consistent with the intent of the
Waterfront Plan 2012. Delivers a new attractive space for locally driven
events and activities, increasing public access to and on the water.

14
•

Westhaven village is close to yacht clubs and could provide unique
atmosphere but does have constrained access.

•
24

Westhaven reclamation is part of the Waterfront Plan and the
Westhaven Plan. The associated dredging required would provide the
required draft for new marina berths, and provide further facilities for
major marine events, sailing programmes, and growth for the yacht
clubs in Westhaven.

•
25

Could provide for a permanent home for ETNZ.

•
26

This option enables business as usual for other waterfront operations
(cruise, ferries, freight) on other central wharves.

Consenting of Westhaven reclamation is expected to be challenging given
potential public opposition, but an alternative is that this could be built as
a wharf structure. Construction across multiple locations with multiple
stakeholders involved.

Construction

denotes public access

2•

Halsey Wharf extension (15,300m2) + Westhaven (18,000m2) of wharf/
reclaimation – approx. 10 months construction duration.

•
15

Event spaces provided on Te Wero Island and Eastern Viaduct (carpark is
removed in February 2018).

3•

Dredging material (127,000m3) can be accommodated in Westhaven. If
Westhaven reclamation is not progressed- limited disposal options.

16
•

Viaduct Events Centre able to be utilised as media centre or other event
space. Impact on BAU during pre-event and period.

4•

Access into Westhaven and past the yacht clubs is constrained along
Westhaven Drive and Curran Street.

Impact on business as usual
5•

Would require the relocation of ~300 boats from Westhaven pile moorings.

6•

Existing pile mooring redevelopment project is currently under negotiation
with mana whenua.

7•

Relocation of commercial (marine) tenants at Halsey Wharf and North Wharf
at start of construction phase. These berths could be offered back gradually
as construction continues.

8•

Relocation of William C Daldy and steam crane Rapaki on Hobson Wharf.

9•

Construction impacts on Maritime Museum & Viaduct Centre to be managed.

10
•

Construction phase impacts on Wynyard Quarter generally – large volume of
construction activity to be coordinated.

Staging
11•

12
•

Base construction can overlap with wharf construction, however bases
cannot be fully operational until all dredging and wave protection works are
completed. Possible to stage construction depending on entry numbers.

Base configuration
•
17

Meets land-space and water-space requirement of 5 double bases and 3
single bases

Water space for support vessels
18
•

Sufficient space for support, media, and official vessels within Viaduct and
Westhaven areas.

Superyachts
19
•

Superyachts would need to use existing berths in Viaduct Harbour or
Silo Park (remote from village). An additional 8 - 10 yacht berths could be
provided on the western side of Halsey Street Wharf with relocation of
fishing vessels.

Water space legacy

Land space legacy
27

•

Increased pedestrian activity provides an opportunity to accelerate
other projects as part of the downtown programme.

•
28

Small additional area of waterfront opened up to public access.

•
29

Westhaven reclamation could be used as a hardstand / boat haul out
area and is potentially an income generating asset.

•
30

Potential future commercial redevelopment of Hobson Wharf

Impact on business as usual
20
•

Impact on commercial tennants (to be determined).

21
•

Potential impact on vessels using eastern side of Wynyard Point during
event (to be determined).

22
•

Impact on Westhaven marina users.

Possible to stage construction depending on entry numbers.

Delivery Cost:
a) Excluding Westhaven headland reclamation $142,000,000 (HSW $70M, Westhaven $71M)
b) Including Westhaven
headland Cost:
reclamation
Delivery
Construction
$ $147,000,000 (HSW $70M, Westhaven $76M)
c) Wharf in lieu of
reclamation
$168,000,000
(HSW $70M,
Westhaven
$97M)
Relocation
and
contractual
negotiation
costs
$TBA

Event Construction Cost: $ 6,800,000

25

13
18
15

10

23 24 28

s1

30

16

20

9

Hobson

Hobson

s4

21

7

26

29

Legacy Construction Cost: $TBC
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26

15

Construction and event occurring across multiple locations with multiple
stakeholders involved. Potential challenge with proximity to bulk liquids
industry.
Wharf extension 60-70m (17,300m2) – approx. 10 months construction
duration.

3•

Dredging material (130,000m3) needs to be removed from area – limited
disposal options. Dredged material at Site 18 is likely to be contaminated.

4•

Infill of wharf structure on Wynyard Point.

28

denotes public access

Water space legacy

Jellicoe Street carpark could also be used as an event space (secondary village
attached to Site 18 base). These areas could be connected with a strong
linear event pathway along North Wharf. Use of the carpark would require
replacement car parking to be found elsewhere in Wynyard Quarter for the
duration of the event.
Viaduct Events Centre able to be utilised as media centre or other event space
(i.e. sponsor activation). Impact on BAU during pre-event period.

•
26

Event and activity introduces public access to Wynyard Point as
signalled in the Waterfront Plan.

•
27

Provides public access to additional waterfront areas that could be
activated.

•
28

Increased pedestrian activity provides an opportunity to accelerate
other projects as part of the downtown programme.

29
•

Between events, the extension could be used for a marine hard stand
for refitting, mast stepping, etc.

30
•

Potential relocation of commercial tenants to Wynyard Point west
could further encourage a marine cluster as part of the Wynyard Point
redevelopment.

31•

The remediated sea wall and dredging at Site 18 could provide for
superyacht berths or additional haul-out/refit space. Use of site 18 as a
base could delay a currently planned redevelopment project.

32
•

Potential future commercial redevelopment of Hobson Wharf.

•
16

7•

Construction phase impacts on Maritime Museum and Viaduct Events
Centre to be managed.

8•

Construction phase impacts on Wynyard Quarter generally – large volume
of construction activity to be coordinated.

9•

Relocation of Sea Plane and Sea Link services. Associated relocation
infrastructure would be required.

Base configuration
Meets land-space and water-space requirement of 5 double bases and 3 single
bases.

•
22

An extension of Halsey Street Wharf is identified in the Waterfront
Plan (2012). This option does not provide any additional enclosed water
space as envisaged in the plan, but does provide additional wharf space
for hosting water based events such as Volvo Ocean Race, Boat Show,
Anniversary Day waka ama / dragon boat events etc.

•
23

Would provide enhanced wave protection in the Viaduct Harbour.

•
24

Could provide for a permanent home for ETNZ.

•
25

Current and future cruise ship facilities on Queens Wharf are not
impacted.

Land space legacy

Water space for support vessels
17
•

Sufficient space for support, media, and official vessels within the village area.

Superyachts
•
18

Staging

(HSW $74.8m,
Wynyard $23.4m,
Site 18 $29.6m)

Viaduct
23

•
14

Relocation of William C Daldy and steam crane Rapaki on Hobson Wharf.

Delivery Construction Cost: $ 128,000,000
Relocation and contractual negotiation costs $TBA

31

Event spaces provided on Te Wero Island and Eastern Viaduct (carpark is
removed in February 2018).

6•

Possible to stage construction depending on entry numbers.

Viaduct

28

•
13

•
15

11
•

13

Village clustered over wider area. May mean some duplication of operational
and security requirements. Public and fan-zone areas arranged along an eastwest access connecting people to boats, bases, and events. Village is close to
existing Viaduct Harbour and Norther Wharf food and beverage offerings.

Relocation of commercial (marine) tenants at Halsey Wharf and North
Wharf at start of construction phase. These berths could be offered back
gradually as construction continues up until the event phase.

Base construction can overlap with wharf construction, however bases
cannot be fully operational until all dredging and wave protection works are
completed.

14

13

12
•

Impact on business as usual

•
10

21

Village:

Construction

5•

24

32

17

19

s1

Viaduct

Primary risk:

2•

22 27 29

s8

18

s2

12

1•

s7

s6

30

s3

9

3

Hobson

16

Hobson

Superyachts would need to use existing berths in Viaduct Harbour or Silo Park.
An additional 8 - 10 yacht berths could be provided on the western side of
Halsey Street Wharf (costed below) with relocation of fishing vessels.

Impact on business as usual
•
19

Relocation of Sea Plane and Sea Link services and infrastructure required.

•
20

Potential impact on vessels using eastern side of Wynyard Point during event
(to be determined).

21
•

Use of Site 18 prevents a current redevelopment project planned for the site.

Event Construction Cost: $ 4,100,000

Legacy Construction Cost: $ TBC

America’s Cup 36 Base Options

High Risk

LOW R i s k

Medium Risk

O P T I O N 3.3: D i s p e r s e d C e nt r a l ( Ca pt. C oo k E ast & h a l s e Y s t W h a r f)
D e l iv e r y

Ev e nt

L e g acy

Capt. Cook
Wharf

Capt. Cook
Wharf

4
s1

8

9

4
10

3

11

Halsey 15
17

2

1

s7
s8

s6

5

13 19

14

12

Primary risk
1•

Obtaining site from POAL and relocating port operations from the wharf by
June 2018 (not costed). POAL relocation unlikely to meet these time frames.
Wave attenuation required beneath Captain Cook Wharf

3•

Wharf extension on Halsey Street Wharf – approx. 10 months construction
duration

4•

Temporary breakwaters extending west from Captain Cook Wharf east, and
Halsey Street Wharf (west)

5•

Construction access – downtown programme of work including significant
bus interchange project and sea wall project on Quay Street likely to be under
construction concurrently.

6•

Requires the removal of Marsden Wharf, excavation of Point Britomart, and
construction of a sea wall.

Impact on business as usual
7•

POAL operations will need to be relocated from both Captain Cook Wharf and
the remaining part of Marsden Wharf. Requires agreement from POAL

8•

POAL Bledisloe Wharf operations can only be maintained until the breakwaters
are constructed then the use of this ship berth is lost.

9•

Relocation of commercial (marine) tenants at Halsey Wharf and North Wharf
at start of construction phase. These berths could be offered back gradually as
construction continues.

Staging
•
10

Base construction can overlap with wharf construction, however bases cannot
be fully operational until all dredging and wave protection works are completed

11•

Possible to stage construction depending on entry numbers (particularly on
Captain Cook Wharf)

Delivery Construction Cost: $ 96,000,000 (Capt. Cook $42.8m, HSW $52.8m)
Relocation and contractual negotiation costs $TBA

22

27

23
28

s4
29
26

13

Viaduct

Village
12
•

Construction
2•

s2

12

16
13

s1

25
24

15
s8
16 s3

s5

12

20

21

18

Hobson

6

7

Capt. Cook
Wharf

denotes public access

Village dispersed over two distinct areas. Will mean duplication of operational
and security requirements. Viaduct village is close to Wynyard Quarter and
existing food and beverage offering. Queens Wharf village is close to Captain
Cook bases but as in Option 2.2, the team bases are facing away from
Queens Wharf. There is an opportunity for east-west activity along Quay
Street to the Eastern Viaduct to connect the two areas.

•
13

Event space could be accommodated in the Viaduct or Queens Wharf

•
14

Viaduct Events Centre able to be utilised as media centre or other event
space. Impact on BAU during pre-event and period.

Base configuration
•
15

Meets land-space and water-sp ace requirement of 5 double bases and 3
single bases

Water space for support vessels
•
16

Space available for media & official vessels within Viaduct extension and
western side of Capt Cook wharf.

Superyachts
•
17

Superyachts would need to use existing berths in Viaduct Harbour or Silo
Park (remote from village). An additional 3-5 yacht berths could be provided
on the western side of Halsey Street Wharf with relocation of fishing vessels.

Impact on business as usual
•
18

There is potentially a significant impact on POAL operations on Bledisloe
Wharf during the event but this would need to be determined

•
19
•
20

This option allows cruise operations to continue as usual on Queens Wharf

Water space legacy
21
•

Limited water space legacy potential for Captain Cook Wharf. It is likely
that this site would revert to status quo. There is no improvement of
facilities following the event for cruise ships without major additional
investment.

22
•

A wharf structure in this location consistent with the intent of the
Waterfront Plan 2012. Delivers a new attractive space for locally driven
events and activities, increasing public access to and on the water.

•
23

Does not provide permanent home for ETNZ as opposed to other Halsey
Street options.

24
•

Some additional wharf space could provide much needed additional berths
for ferries, and other working vessels.

25
•

This option enables business as usual for other waterfront operations
(cruise, ferries, freight) on other central wharves.

Land space legacy
•
26

Increased pedestrian activity provides an opportunity to accelerate other
projects as part of the downtown programme.

27
•

Between events, the extension could to be used for a marine hard stand.

•
28

Provides for accelerated public access to Captain Cook Wharf but it is not
clear what the use for this space would be.

•
29

Further “opens up” the red gate (access between land and sea)

There will be some relocation required of commercial boats currently using
Halsey Street Wharf and North Wharf but this is limited compared to other
options

Event Construction Cost: $ 7,200,000

Legacy Construction Cost: $ TBC

America’s Cup 36 Base Options

High Risk

LOW R i s k

Medium Risk
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Viaduct
23

Primary risk:
1•

Construction and event occurring across multiple locations with multiple
stakeholders involved. Potential consent challenge with proximity to bulk
liquids industry.

Village:
12
•

Village clustered over wider area. May mean some duplication of operational
and security requirements. Public and fanzone access in close proximity over
an east west access connecting people to boats, bases, and events. Village is
close to existing food and beverage offering.

•
13

Event spaces provided on Te Wero Island and Eastern Viaduct (carpark is
removed in February 2018).

•
14

Jellicoe Street carpark could also be used as an event space if needed.
These areas could be connected with a strong linear event pathway along
North Wharf. Use of the carpark would require replacement car parking to be
found elsewhere in Wynyard Quarter for the duration of the event.

Construction
2•

Wharf extension (23,000m2) – approx. New length 377m. 10 months
construction duration.

3•

Dredging material (31,000m3) needs to be removed – limited disposal
options.

4•

Infill of wharf structure on Wynyard Point

Impact on business as usual
5•

Relocation of commercial tenants at Halsey Wharf, North Wharf and
Wynyard Wharf at start of construction phase.

6•

Relocation of William C Daldy and steam crane Rapaki on Hobson Wharf.

7•

Construction phase impacts on Maritime Museum and Viaduct Events
Centre to be managed.

8•

Construction phase impacts on Wynyard Quarter generally – large volume
of construction activity to be coordinated.

9•

Construction of associated relocation infrastructure that would be required
on the eastern side of Wynyard Point.

•
15

Base construction can overlap with wharf construction, however bases
cannot be fully operational until all dredging and wave protection works are
completed

•
11

Possible to stage construction depending on entry numbers.

Delivery Construction Cost: $ 120,000,000 (HSW $74.8m, Wynyard $ 48.8m)
Relocation and contractual negotiation costs $16-18m
$TBA

Viaduct Events Centre able to be utilised as media centre or other event
space. Impact on BAU during pre-event and period.

Base configuration
•
16

Meets land-space and water-space requirement of 5 double bases and 3 single
bases

Water space for support vessels
17
•

Sufficient space for support, media, and official vessels within the village area

Water space legacy
•
22

A wharf structure in this location consistent with the intent of the Waterfront
Plan 2012. Delivers a new attractive space for locally driven events and
activities, increasing public access to and on the water.

•
23

Would provide some enhanced wave protection in the Viaduct.

24
•

Could provide for a permanent home for ETNZ.

•
25

This option enables business as usual for other waterfront operations
(cruise, ferries, freight) on other central wharves.

Land space legacy
•
26

Event and activity introduces public access to Wynyard Point as signalled in
the Waterfront Plan.

•
27

Provides public access to additional water front areas that could be
activated.

•
28

Increased pedestrian activity provides an opportunity to accelerate other
projects as part of the downtown programme.

•
29

Between events, the extension could be used for a marine hard stand.

•
30

Potential relocation of commercial tenants to Wynyard Point west
could further encourage a marine cluster as part of the Wynyard Point
redevelopment.

•
31

Site 18 could provide superyacht haul-out/refit space. To service growing
industry.

32
•

Potential future commercial redevelopment of Hobson Wharf.

•
33

Localised Wynyard Wharf widening limits the length of vessel that can
berth on the wharf. But potentially creates a new waters edge public space.

Superyachts
•
18

Staging
•
10

denotes public access

Superyachts would need to use existing berths in Viaduct Harbour or Silo Park
(remote from village). An additional 8 - 10 yacht berths could be provided on
the western side of Halsey Street Wharf (vessels under 40m only) relocation
of fishing vessels.

Impact on business as usual
•
19

Relocation of commercial tenants required.

•
20

Potential impact on vessels using eastern side of Wynyard Point during event.

Event Construction Cost: $ 4,100,000

Infrastructure construction required to support event such as support vessels and superyachts.

Legacy Construction Cost: $ TBC
Revenue generating opportunities TBC

America’s Cup 36 Base Options

High Risk

LOW R i s k

Medium Risk
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2

9

s2

15

Wharf extension (33,000m2) – approx. 15 months duration. Programme is
tight due to large amount of wharf construction. Technical assessments
required to start immediately, with construction starting in June 2018 latest.

3•

Dredging material (38,000m3) needs to be removed from area – limited
disposal options.

4•

Infill of wharf structure on Wynyard Point.

Impact on business as usual
5•

Relocation of commercial (marine) tenants at Halsey Wharf, North Wharf
and Wynyard Wharf at start of construction phase. These berths could be
offered back gradually as construction continues up until the event phase.

6•

Relocation of William C Daldy and steam crane Rapaki on Hobson Wharf.

7•

Construction phase impacts on Maritime Museum and Viaduct Events
Centre to be managed.

8•

Construction phase impacts on Wynyard Quarter generally – large volume
of construction activity to be coordinated.

9•

Relocation of Sea Plane and Sea Link services. Associated relocation
infrastructure would be required.

Village:

11
•

30

Viaduct

denotes public access

Village clustered over wider area. May mean some duplication of operational
and security requirements. Public and fan-zone areas arranged along an eastwest access connecting people to boats, bases, and events. Village is close to
existing Viaduct Harbour and Norther Wharf food and beverage offerings.

•
13

Event spaces provided on Te Wero Island and Eastern Viaduct (carpark is
removed in February 2018).

•
14

•
15

Could provide for a permanent home for ETNZ.

Jellicoe Street carpark could also be used as an event space if needed.
These areas could be connected with a strong linear event pathway along
North Wharf. Use of the carpark would require replacement car parking to be
found elsewhere in Wynyard Quarter for the duration of the event.

•
24

Provides enhanced wave protection in the Viaduct Harbour and supports growth
in existing tourist activities, charter boat activity, and on-water events. Additional
wharf space could provide much needed additional berths for ferries, and other
working vessels.

Viaduct Events Centre able to be utilised as media centre or other event space
(i.e. sponsor activation). Impact on BAU during pre-event period.

25
•

This option enables business as usual for other waterfront operations (cruise,
ferries, freight) on other central wharves.

Meets land-space and water-space requirement of 5 double bases and 3 single
bases.
Sufficient space for support, media, and official vessels within the village area
(costed below).
Berths for an additional 22 superyachts provided within village on western
side of Halsey Street Wharf and along North Wharf (noting that half of these
would be limited to 40m vessels) (costed below). In addition, 10 extra berths
could be made available within the Viaduct.

Impact on business as usual

Base construction can overlap with wharf construction, however bases
cannot be fully operational until all dredging and wave protection works are
completed.

•
19

Relocation of Sea Link and Sea Plane required.

Possible to stage construction depending on entry numbers.

•
20

Potential impact on vessels using eastern side of Wynyard Point during event
(to be determined).

Delivery Construction Cost: $ 155,000,000 (HSW $110.6m, Wynyard $44.8m)
Relocation and contractual negotiation costs $TBA

Water space legacy

23
•

Superyachts
•
18

Viaduct

A wharf structure in this location consistent with the intent of the Waterfront
Plan 2012. Delivers the new opportunity of sheltered water space to provide for
the growth of the marine and major events sector, (including AC37, Volvo) and an
attractive space for locally driven events and activities (waka ama, dragon boats,
pop up festivals), increasing public access to and on the water.

Water space for support vessels
17
•

24

22
•

Base configuration
•
16

27

13

•
12

Staging
•
10

12

14

Construction
2•

17
28

Viaduct

Potential public and political opposition to a major wharf extension into
Waitemata Harbour, impacting on consenting process. Potential challenge
with proximity to bulk liquids industry.

23

s7

18

19

Primary risk:

22
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29

7

8

Hobson

31

s1

3

s8

s3

26

Hobson

16

s4

6

7

1•

22

s6
2
Halsey

Event Construction Cost: $ 11,600,000

Land space legacy
26
•

Provides public access to additional waterfront areas that could be activated.
Event and activity introduces public access to Wynyard Point.

•
27

Increased pedestrian activity provides an opportunity to accelerate other
projects as part of the downtown programme.

•
28

Between events, the extension could be used for a marine hard stand for
refitting, mast stepping, etc.

•
29

Potential relocation of commercial tenants to Wynyard Point west could further
encourage a marine cluster as part of the Wynyard Point redevelopment.

•
30

Potential future commercial redevelopment of Hobson Wharf.

•
31

Localised widening on Wynyard Wharf limits the length of vessels that can berth
on the wharf, but this potentially creates a new waterfront public space.

Legacy Construction Cost: $ TBC

Attachment 7A Part 2

•

Option Sheets: America’s Cup 36 Base Options - Halsey Extension, Wynyard basin
(clustered model) and Wynyard Point (dispersed option)

America’s Cup 36 Base Options

High Risk

LOW R i s k

Medium Risk

Halsey Extension
Delivery

Event

L e g acy
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Primary risk

31

Village

13

13

Village agglomerated in one place. Assists with operational needs. Public
‘fanzone’ in close proximity providing for a village atmosphere.

•
13

Wharf extension length (Halsey 230m, Hobson 70m) New length 377m.
Wharf extension area (Halsey 33,000m2 Hobson 5,000m2).
Approx. 18 months construction duration.

Event spaces provided on Te Wero Island and Eastern Viaduct (carpark is
removed in February 2018).

•
14

•
3

Requires dredging (40,000m3) limited disposal options.

•
4

Construction programme is longest of all options. Technical assessments required
to start immediately, with construction starting in mid June 2018.

Stakeholder opposition to a wharf extension, This option has the longest
construction timeframe.

Construction
•
2

•
5

Wave protection beneath Hobson Wharf is already funded / scheduled in the LTP.

Impact on business as usual
•
6

Relocation of commercial (marine) tenants at Halsey Wharf and North Wharf
at start of construction phase. These berths could be offered back gradually as
construction continues. Relocation of William C Daldy and steam crane Rapaki on
Hobson Wharf.

7•

Complicated waterspace agreements to negotiate around construction/
occupation. Requires negotiation with adjoining private owner.

•
8

Construction phase impacts on Maritime Museum and Viaduct Events Centre to
be managed.

9
•

Construction phase impacts on Wynyard Quarter generally – large volume of
construction activity to be coordinated.

Staging
•
10

Base construction can overlap with wharf construction, however bases cannot be
fully operational until all dredging and wave protection works are completed.

•
11

Possible to stage construction depending on entry numbers.

Delivery Construction Cost: $ 159,000,000
Relocation costs $TBA
16-18m

29

14

denotes public access

•
12

•1

23

Water space legacy
•
22

A wharf structure in this location consistent with the intent of the Waterfront
Plan 2012. Delivers the new opportunity of sheltered water space to provide for
the growth of the marine and major events sector, (including AC37, Volvo) and an
attractive space for locally driven events and activities (waka ama, dragon boats,
pop up festivals), increasing public access to and on the water.

Existing significant Food & Beverage and quality public space
offerings in Viaduct basin and North Wharf.

•
23

Would provide enhanced wave protection in the Viaduct, to support growth in
the area, a tourist cluster, charter boat activity.

15
•

Public walkway around bases to end of Halsey Street Wharf – close
connections for people to boats, bases and events. Excellent opportunities
for sponsor exposure.

•
24

Additional wharf space could provide much needed additional berths for ferries,
and other fishing vessels.

16
•

Viaduct Events Centre able to be utilised as media centre or other event
space. Impact on BAU during pre-event and period.

25
•

This option enables business as usual for other waterfront operations (cruise,
ferries, freight) on other central wharves.

26
•

Could provide for a permanent home for ETNZ.

•
27

Halsey Street Wharf could be potentially utilised as a cruise ship berth however
this would involve significant additional works such as strengthening of the
existing part of the wharf, fendering and dredging. It is acknowledged that
servicing of cruise vessels here would have an impact on the wider Wynyard
Quarter

Base configuration
17
•

Meets land-space and water-space requirement of 5 double bases and
3 single bases

Water space for support vessels
•
18

Sufficient space for support, media, and official vessels within extension
and in surrounding area.

Superyachts
19
•

Berths for an additional 28 provided within village on western side of
Halsey Street Wharf, North Wharf.

Impact on business as usual
•
20

Impact on commercial tenants but maybe possible to keep operational
without relocation.

•
21

Potential impact on vessels using eastern side of Wynyard Point during
event (to be determined).

Event Construction Cost: $10,400,000

Infrastructure construction required to support event such as support vessels and superyachts.

Land space legacy
•
28

Provides public access to additional waterfront areas.

•
29

Increased pedestrian activity provides an opportunity to accelerate other
projects as part of the downtown programme.

•
30

Between events, the extension could to be used for a marine hard stand for
refitting and supporting the marine industry.

•
31

Potential future commercial redevelopment of Hobson Wharf

Legacy Construction Cost: $ TBC
Additional cost to future proof wharf for Cruise $68m

America’s Cup 36 Base Options
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Medium Risk
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23

Primary risk:
1•

Construction and event occurring across multiple locations with multiple
stakeholders involved. Stakeholder opposition to a wharf extension

Village:
12
•

Village clustered over wider area. May mean some duplication of operational
and security requirements. Public and fanzone access in close proximity over
an east-west access connecting people to boats, bases, and events. Village is
close to existing food and beverage offering.

13
•

Event spaces provided on Te Wero Island and Eastern Viaduct (carpark is
removed in February 2018).

•
14

Jellicoe Street carpark could also be used as an event space if needed.
These areas could be connected with a strong linear event pathway along
North Wharf. Use of the carpark would require replacement car parking to be
found elsewhere in Wynyard Quarter for the duration of the event.

Construction
2•

Wharf extension length (Halsey 75m, Hobson 70m).
Extension area (Wynyard 3,000m2, Halsey 16,000m2, Hobson 6,600m2)
Area total (25,600m2). Approx. 10-12 months construction duration.

3•

Dredging material (37,000m3) needs to be removed – limited disposal
options.

4•

Infill of wharf structure on Wynyard Point.

Impact on business as usual

•
15

5•

Relocation of marine commercial tenants at Halsey Wharf, North Wharf and
Wynyard Wharf at start of construction phase.

6•

Relocation of William C Daldy and steam crane Rapaki on Hobson Wharf.

7•

Construction phase impacts on Maritime Museum and Viaduct Events
Centre to be managed.

8•

Construction phase impacts on Wynyard Quarter generally – large volume
of construction activity to be coordinated.

17
•

9•

Construction of associated relocation infrastructure that would be required
on the eastern side of Wynyard Point.

18
•

•
11

Base construction can overlap with wharf construction, however bases
cannot be fully operational until all dredging and wave protection works are
completed
Possible to stage construction depending on entry numbers.

Delivery Construction Cost: $ 128,000,000
Relocation costs $TBA
16-18m

Viaduct Events Centre able to be utilised as media centre or other event
space. Impact on BAU during pre-event and event period.

Base configuration
•
16

Meets land-space and water-space requirement of 5 double bases and 3 single
bases

Water space for support vessels
Sufficient space for support, media, and official vessels within the village area

Water space legacy
•
22

A wharf structure in this location consistent with the intent of the Waterfront
Plan 2012. Delivers a new attractive space for locally driven events and
activities, increasing public access to and on the water.

•
23

Would provide some enhanced wave protection in the Viaduct.

24
•

Could provide for a permanent home for ETNZ.

•
25

This option enables business as usual for other waterfront operations
(cruise, ferries, freight) on other central wharves.

Land space legacy
•
26

Event and activity introduces public access to Wynyard Point as signalled in
the Waterfront Plan.

•
27

Provides public access to additional water front areas that could be
activated.

•
28

Increased pedestrian activity provides an opportunity to accelerate other
projects as part of the downtown programme.

•
29

Between events, the extension could be used for a marine hard stand.

•
30

Potential relocation of commercial tenants to Wynyard Point west
could further encourage a marine cluster as part of the Wynyard Point
redevelopment.

•
31

Site 18 could provide superyacht haul-out/refit space. To service growing
industry.

32
•

Potential future commercial redevelopment of Hobson Wharf.

•
33

Wynyard Wharf breakwaters limit the length of vessel that can berth on
the wharf if these were to remain. But creates a new sheltered water basin
for marine activities i.e. ferries.

Superyachts

Staging
•
10

denotes public access

Can provide for 8 J class yachts and 9 super yachts in Wynyard Basin
(approx.) Additional superyacht berthage in viaduct harbour or silo park
(remote from village).

Impact on business as usual
19
•

Relocation of marine commercial tenants required.

•
20

Reduces length of Wynyard wharf for major vessels..

Event Construction Cost: $ 4,100,000

Infrastructure construction required to support event such as support vessels and superyachts.

Legacy Construction Cost: $ TBC

America’s Cup 36 Base Options

High Risk

LOW R i s k

Medium Risk

W y n ya r d P o i n t ( D IS P ERSE D O P TI O N )
Delivery

Event

L e g acy
15

4
3
s4

9
7

1

s8
s7
s6

7
2

s5 14

9
10
3

s1

6

28

16

14

27

17

19

22

21

15

17

s2
4 8 9

20

18

s3 14
17

13

24

15

12
25

11

Primary Risk
1•

Construction methodology more complex over multiple sites. Displaces major
existing tenants on Wynyard Point. Relocation requires their agreement. Requires
road closure of Brigham st. Unachievable in time-frame required.

Construction
2•

Infill of Wynyard Wharf behind existing structure. (3,200m2) Preparation of
development sites - approx. 14 months construction duration.

3•

Dredging (100,000m3 – Site 18, 20,000m3 Wynyard wharf west) – needs to be
removed from area – limited disposal options.

4•

Seawall replacement required at Site 18. Recent studies show this seawall presents
a health and safety risk under current conditions. Major breakwater required at
Wynyard Wharf (East) to mitigate wave conditions for bases 3 and 4.

Village
11•

A very dispersed model impacting on operational efficiency and commercial
return. Opportunities for public engagement with teams limited. Team bases
remote from services and facilities in Wynyard.

•
12

Jellicoe Street carpark could also be used as an event space (secondary village
attached to Site 18 base). Use of the carpark would require replacement car
parking in Wynyard Quarter as required under current leases.

•
13

Relocation of Sea Plane and Sea Link services required. Associated relocation
infrastructure would be required on Wynyard East.

6•

Construction phase impacts on Wynyard Quarter generally – large volume of
construction activity to be coordinated

7•

Removal of concrete batching plant will impact on Auckland CBD construction
needs. ASB carpark would have to be relocated in Wynyard Quarter and would
require a commercial negotiation.

8•

Site 18 is currently under negotiation with a private party. As envisaged in the
Waterfront Plan the site is earmarked for development into a marine servicing yard,
600 tonne travel lift, with residential development. The marine offering is to service
domestic (ferries, yachts) and international vessels (super yachts).

Staging
9•

Base construction can overlap with hard-stand infrastructure construction. Bases
cannot be operational until all dredging and wave protection works are completed.

10
•

Limited options for overflow or staging based on entry numbers

Delivery Construction Cost: $ 112,000,000
Relocation costs $TBA

Viaduct Events Centre able to be utilised as media centre or other event space

Base configuration
•
14

Configuration meets land-space and water-space requirements of 5 double
bases and 3 single bases. Subject to wave state (see below).

•
15

Wave state and protection for team bases are a key concern for this option - on
Wynyard West (bases 3 and 4). Subject to exposed conditions from the southwest and north west in particular.

Impact on business as usual
5•

denotes public access

Water space legacy
20
•

New semi-sheltered waterspace created for bigger vessels.

•
21

Wynyard Wharf breakwaters limit the length of vessel that can berth on the
wharf if these were to remain. But creates a new sheltered water basin for
marine activities i.e. ferries.

•
22

Allows for business as usual for other wharves.

Land space legacy
24
•

Event and activity introduces public access to Wynyard Point as signalled
in the Waterfront Plan. Relocating Sealink can accelerate Wynyard Wharf
redevelopment.

25
•

Increased pedestrian activity provides an opportunity to accelerate other
projects as part of the downtown programme.

27
•

This option has a significant impact on the marine refit industry as Site 18
would be unable to secure the marine industry during the AC period.
(Refer note 8 and 19)

•
28

Limited legacy for next Americas Cup event into the future.

Water space for support vessels
15
•

There is likely to be sufficient water space for support, media, and official vessels
within base areas and Viaduct Harbour.

Superyachts
16
•

Can provide for 8 J class yachts and 9 super yachts in Wynyard Basin (approx.)
Additional superyacht berthage in viaduct harbour or silo park (remote from
village)

Impact on business as usual
17
•

Relocation of marine commercial tenants and infrastructure required.

•
18

Reduces length of Wynyard wharf for major vessels.

•
19

Sterilises Site 18 for development (refer note 8 above). Currently planned to
have marine servicing and refit facilities in place for vessels for America’s Cup
creating up to 520 jobs.

Event Construction Cost: $ 5,100,000

Infrastructure construction required to support event such as support vessels and superyachts.

Legacy Construction Cost: $ TBC

Attachment 7A Part 3

•
•

Option Sheets: America’s Cup 36 Base Options Wynyard Basin and Wynyard Point.
AND
America’s Cup Location Analysis: Final Briefing For Minster Parker (30 November
2017)

America’s Cup Location Analysis
Final Briefing For Minster Parker (30 November 2017)
NB. Confidential material discussing leasehold agreements and other commercially
sensitive material has been redacted

1.0 Purpose
1.

To review and provide feedback to Minister Parker on a variation to the Wynyard Point
Option to accommodate AC36 team bases.

2.0 Executive Summary
Background
2.

On the 23rd November 2017 Auckland Councils Governing Body resolved to approve two
options as a basis for continued negotiations with the Crown and Emirates Team New
Zealand (ETNZ). The options were:


Cluster of bases located on a 75m extension to Halsey Wharf, 75m extension to Hobson
Wharf, and atop Wynyard Wharf (the “Wynyard Basin”)



Cluster of bases located on the Western and Eastern side of Wynyard Wharf and Site 18
(the “Wynyard Point”).

3.

The introduction of the Wynyard Point option was to address a goal of no incursion into the
harbour, to respond to the concerns of some stakeholders. Another key goal is to ensure
that there is a strong positive legacy value for Auckland, and that Auckland can continue to
host America's Cup regattas for many years to come. This will help ensure that each time
ETNZ wins the America's Cup we do not repeat the exercise of finding new space on the
waterfront.

4.

All parties have a desire to ensure that investment decisions take into account a broader
range of considerations than just the economic, including environmental, social and cultural
values. It is understood that the Government’s priority is threefold: to maximise the economic
benefits from the regatta, to ensure there is a long term legacy from any new infrastructure
and also to manage any environmental impacts. Any decision needs to stack up and be fit
for purpose for ETNZ and the Auckland ratepayers and New Zealand taxpayers.
Figure One: Wynyard Point and Wynyard Basin Options.

5.

With regard to the Wynyard Point option which was a new option presented at the Governing
body meeting, it was expressed at the meeting that:


The base locations on the Western side of the wharf were subject to unsuitable wave
conditions
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Site 18 was not preferred due to the impending development as a marine refit facility.

6.

Throughout the location analysis process, ETNZ have been unequivocal about their
preference for the Halsey Wharf extension. At the 23rd November meeting, ETNZ made a
concession to the Auckland public by accepting the Wynyard Basin option and scaling back
the incursion into the harbour, as one they could work with. It is now ETNZ’s expectation that
work continues to refine and ensure that the bases in the Wynyard Basin are fit for purpose
– both land and water space. A further significant consideration for ETNZ is the ability to
host the public and undertake corporate events as part on a number of the base locations. It
is understood this is the focus of the larger double base options.

7.

Since the 23rd of November, the Crown has asked for more information on a variant of the
Wynyard Point Option. This variation contains the following features:


A cluster of bases on Hobson Wharf, Halsey Wharf and Wynyard Wharf



A wharf extension of 15m to Halsey Wharf accommodating two single bases and an 75
meter extension to Hobson Wharf accommodating one single base



Location of bases on Wynyard Wharf east and on Brigham Street (the “ASB car park
site”). An extension over Brigham Street, to join the bases to the Wharf and enable water
space access.

Figure Two: Wynyard Point Variant, using ASB carpark

8.

Profiles of the Wynyard Basin option and Wynyard Point (variant) in delivery, event and
legacy mode are provided as Attachment One.

9.

Analysis of the Wynyard Point variant is outlined in the body of this report. The analysis uses
the criteria developed and agreed by the Council Group and central government agencies
(MBIE and Treasury) to assess potential base locations for AC36 (appended in Attachment
Two). The thirteen criteria can be summarised into four main sub-groups:


Delivery: Whether the bases be delivered in the timeframe required



Event: The extent to which the bases provide the best outcome for servicing the needs
of AC36 event



Legacy: The extent to which any investment delivers a sustainable benefit beyond the
event itself
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10.

11.

Other: The impact on business as usual, including existing land uses, services and
activities prior to, during and post event.

Using these criteria, the functional requirements used to compare options against each other
to determine the location that is able to:


Be fit for purpose and deliver on the event requirements for AC36 (eight syndicate
bases)



Be designed and consented by June 2018



Be constructed and operation by mid-late 2019



Can best deliver on the strategic plans for Auckland’s waterfront



Offer the best opportunity for legacy for Auckland and New Zealand.

All work related to AC36 has been developed under a compressed timeframe. A team has
been established to deliver resource consent by the 15th of January 2018. The team is
working to the following:
Table One: Resource consent programme

Date

Activity

1 November – 12 January

Application preparation
Draft Assessment of Environmental Effects
Stakeholder consultation

15 January

Consent Lodgement

27 February

20 day public submission period closes

5 April

Environment Court filing

4 May

Pre-hearing conference

25 June – 2 July

Hearing

End of July/Early August

Decision

Headline Findings of the Wynyard Point (variant)
12.

Since receiving the request to consider a variant on the Wynyard Point option, Council group
staff have been able to collate a body of information and advice specific to the ASB site. The
key considerations can be grouped below.
Reducing Incursion into the Harbour


The Wynyard Point variant reduces the amount of incursion into the harbour through the
reduced Halsey wharf extension, compared to the Wynyard Basin option by 58 meters.
The reducing in space does mean however that the base access to adjoining water
space is limited, in that the configuration can now accommodate seven of the eight
bases required.



The technical work currently underway to develop the resource consent is looking in to
ways to reduce the footprint of Halsey Wharf under the Wynyard Basin Option. Different
scenarios are being considered, including reducing the public viewing access from
Halsey Wharf. Care will be taken to ensure that the incursion can be reduced, whilst
remaining functional for the event needs.

Legacy for next America’s Cup Event(s)


The desire for a strong positive legacy for Auckland and the next AC event is shared by
all parties. Inquiry into the opportunity of this event to accelerate the development on
Wynyard Point is reasonable.



Development of the Wynyard Point into a major public open space (Two hectares of
Headland Park) a mixed use development and supporting marine precinct that makes
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good use of the land and water space has been much anticipated by Aucklanders since
consultation began in 2005. Due to current land use activities however, this programme
of detailed planning and future development has been staged for after 2022, when
leases start to run out.


Assuming other constraints of the Wynyard Point option could be overcome (as outlined
below), the three bases that cover the ASB car park would be in the location that is
planned for a major public open space as envisaged in the Waterfront Plan. This would
mean that over time additional locations would need to be found for any future Americas
Cup events, or it could mean that development of the park is delayed.

AC36 Operational requirements


For safety the reasons indicated below, the ASB site cannot accommodate team bases
that provide public access and corporate events. This is considered a fatal flaw by
ETNZ, particularly as those proposed are double bases



Accommodating more bases (up to 8) and allowing for these bases to operate as a
village, means that hazardous substances facilities can be relocated or cease
operations. This adds significant cost (ranging between $80-$163m depending on
assumptions).

Impact on business as usual


The hazardous substance facilities provide storage and transport function for the
conveyance of product to industry. Without longer term planning being undertaken to
gauge the effects of the relocation or cessation of operations – this would likely have
significant downstream effects on industry.

Key resource consent considerations


Unless the hazardous substances facilities are relocated or cease operations, operating
the AC36 bases as a village is unlikely to be granted resource consent



Whilst the AC36 bases on the ASB site can be limited to marine uses, with low
population numbers, consenting remains a challenging proposition – due to road
closures, operational limitations on hazardous substance operators and commercial
negotiations with affected parties



Assuming hazardous substances facilities can be relocated or cease operations, the
additional assessment work required to support a resource consent application for the
ASB car park site extends the overall consenting programme outside the time available
to deliver consents in time for AC36 to proceed in Auckland



The introduction of the ASB car park site will require land use and regional consents for
the use and development of contaminated land, and discharges to air, land and water
under the Unitary Plan and the NES for Assessing and Managing Contaminants in Soil
to Protect Human Health. This is a substantial new workload and will require additional
technical resource to be engaged to undertake assessment and reporting (for example,
detailed site investigations for contamination, land stability and geo-tech considerations,
traffic impact assessments on alternative roading access arrangements)



For the bases on the ASB car park site to function (as in the revised design) the
adjoining segment of Brigham Street must be stopped. An application for a road
stopping follows processes set out in the Local Government Act and involves
consultation with a range of parties including Auckland Transport and the Fire Service.
Due to impact on access to the hazardous facilities and requirement to maintain dual
road access via Hamer and Brigham Street access by the fire service is a significant
consideration.



There is insufficient time to progress the road stopping procedures under the Local
Government Act process in time for bases on the ASB car park site to be delivered in
time for AC36. Given the significant operational considerations involved, it is unlikely
that this process can be fast tracked or expedited without extensive consultation with the
stakeholders
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Resource consents and leaseholder agreements will also need to secured to relocate
ASB and Sanford’s car parking spaces from the ASB site to alternative locations in
Wynyard Quarter
Other regulatory considerations



The hazardous substances facilities operate within a range of regularly controls. These
seek to ensure the safe operation of such facilities particularly in circumstances where
there is close proximity to non-industrial uses and the general policy. We understand
through our recent information confirmation with Stotlhaven that the recent worksafe
regulations are a significant consideration.
Commercial agreements



The adjoining hazardous facility is owned and operated by Stolthaven Ltd. The lease on
this site expires in April 2022. Stolthaven has requested a lease extension to match the
term of the other hazardous facility operated by BST (October 2025).
Hazardous substances risk



The use of the ASB site for bases raises significant health and safety issues due to its
location next to hazardous substances facilities. It is also contrary to the risk assessment
reporting accepted by the Council Group and the Hazard substance facility operators
(the “Sherpa reports” appended in Attachment Two).



The recommendations in the Sherpa report are implemented in the Auckland Unitary
Plan through zoning which classifies people intensive activities including events, retail,
food and beverage, accessory offices as non-complying activities. Similar planning
provisions have been in place over the past 20 years and have served to ensure the safe
and appropriate separation of sensitive uses from the hazardous substances facilities.
Key public perception issues



Wynyard Point is publically accessible, albeit closure is undertaken from time to time to
manage population numbers during major events. Outside of this time the public are not
overtly encouraged to enter the area (e.g. the absence of footpaths and other public
amenities).



As part of the consenting process expert reports assessing the landscape and visual
effects of the AC36 proposal will be presented to the Court. Without predetermining the
outcome of these independent reports the landscape and visual effects of a 73 metre
wharf extension to Halsey Wharf as compared to a reduced extension could be minor.
However, it is acknowledged there is an in principle public concern regarding wharf
extensions, regardless of their scale.
Project delivery risk



Project delivery in the timeframe needed is key to securing the AC36. This means it
must be consented in July-August 2018. The following table is a summary of the
challenges to consenting the project within this timeframe.
Table Two: Summary Issues Table

Wynyard Basin

Wynyard Point (revised)

Challenges for delivery in timeframe required for resource consent




15m extension to Halsey Wharf
73 m extension to Hobson Wharf

Appeals on direct referral



Appeals on direct referral and road
stopping

Commercial issues and associated costs
regarding breaching leases for marine
users on Wynyard Wharf (low
complexity)



Commercial issues and associated costs
regarding breaching leases for marine
users on Wynyard Wharf (low
complexity) and for industrial uses (high
complexity)




73m extension to Halsey Wharf
70m extension on Hobson Wharf
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New consenting matters including
contamination issues on ASB carpark
and other regional consents for air, land
and water discharges needed



Hazardous risk profile of three bases
next to hazardous facilities operations
requires cessation or relocation of the
facilities. Risk to timeframes around
costs and time for commercial
negotiation

Challenges to resolve for Event Delivery



Design can only accommodate 5 double
and 2 single bases (one base short of
ETNZ requirements)



Reduced function of team bases (no
public access) due to proximity to
hazardous substances operators, unless
the operators cease operations, or are
relocated

Recommendation to JESG
It is recommended that:
(1) That the Minister be informed of the additional information provided in the report for his
consideration
(2) The Wynyard Basin option proceeds through to the preparation of a resource consent for
lodgement on the 15 January 2018. Further design work will look to refine the footprint and
reduce the level of incursion into the harbour where possible.
(3) To meet the delivery programme for AC36, a resource consent decision is required by August
2018. This precludes the use of the standard two stage consenting process and direct referral
to the Environment Court is recommended
Note that the Minister may wish to progress the variant of the Wynyard Point option into and past
December 2017. The Council Group will continue to support the Crown’s ministries and agencies
through the supply of existing documents and plans, but does not have the resources available to
undertake the comprehensive assessment design and reporting required to prepare consents for
both options.
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America’s Cup 36 Base Options

High Risk

LOW R i s k

Medium Risk

W y n ya r d bas i n
De l i v e r y

Event

Le g acy
25

20

Halsey

9
Halsey
10 11
1

Hobson

5

Halsey

6

2

s4

30
26

s8

s7

s5 s6

33

22

27 29

24

s2

4
3

8
5

Hobson

16

s3

2

Hobson

3

5

8

s1

7

18

19

Viaduct

15
12

14

32
17

18
28

13

Viaduct

31

28

Viaduct
23

Primary risk:
1•

Construction and event occurring across multiple locations with multiple
stakeholders involved. Opposition to wharf extension

Village:
12
•

Village spread from Eastern Viaduct to North Wharf. May mean some
duplication of operational and security requirements. Public and fanzone along
east-west access connecting people to boats, bases, and events. Village is
close to existing food and beverage offering.

13
•

Event spaces provided on Te Wero Island and Eastern Viaduct (carpark is
removed in February 2018).

•
14

Jellicoe Street carpark could also be used as an event space if needed.
These areas could be connected with a strong linear event pathway along
North Wharf. Use of the carpark would require replacement car parking to be
found elsewhere in Wynyard Quarter for the duration of the event.

Construction
2•

Wharf extension length (Halsey 74m, Hobson 74m).
Extension area (Wynyard 3,000m2, Halsey 16,000m2, Hobson 6,600m2)
Area total (25,600m2). Approx. 14-16 months construction duration.

3•

Dredging material (37,000m3) needs to be removed – limited disposal
options.

4•

Infill of wharf structure on Wynyard Point.

Impact on business as usual

•
15

5•

Relocation of marine commercial tenants at Halsey Wharf, North Wharf and
Wynyard Wharf at start of construction phase.

6•

Relocation of William C Daldy and steam crane Rapaki on Hobson Wharf.

7•

Construction phase impacts on Maritime Museum and Viaduct Events
Centre to be managed.

8•

Construction phase impacts on Wynyard Quarter generally – large volume
of construction activity to be coordinated.

17
•

9•

Construction of associated relocation infrastructure that would be required
on the western side of Wynyard Point.

18
•

•
11

Base construction can overlap with wharf construction, however bases
cannot be fully operational until all dredging and wave protection works are
completed
Possible to stage construction depending on entry numbers.

Delivery Construction Cost: $ 128,000,000
Relocation costs $TBA
16-18m

Viaduct Events Centre able to be utilised as media centre or other event
space. Impact on BAU during pre-event and event period.

Base configuration
•
16

Meets land-space and water-space requirement of 5 double bases and 3 single
bases

Water space for support vessels
Sufficient space for support, media, and official vessels within the village area

Water space legacy
•
22

A wharf structure in this location consistent with the intent of the Waterfront
Plan 2012. Delivers a new attractive space for locally driven events and
activities, increasing public access to and on the water.

•
23

Would provide some enhanced wave protection in the Viaduct.

24
•

Could provide for a permanent home for ETNZ.

•
25

This option enables business as usual for other waterfront operations
(cruise, ferries, freight) on other central wharves.

Land space legacy
•
26

Event and activity introduces public access to Wynyard Point as signalled in
the Waterfront Plan.

•
27

Provides public access to additional water front areas that could be
activated.

•
28

Increased pedestrian activity provides an opportunity to accelerate other
projects as part of the downtown programme.

•
29

Between events, the extension could be used for a marine hard stand.

•
30

Potential relocation of commercial tenants to Wynyard Point west
could further encourage a marine cluster as part of the Wynyard Point
redevelopment.

•
31

Site 18 could provide superyacht haul-out/refit space. To service growing
industry.

32
•

Potential future commercial redevelopment of Hobson Wharf.

•
33

Wynyard Wharf breakwaters limit the length of vessel that can berth on
the wharf if these were to remain. But creates a new sheltered water basin
for marine activities i.e. ferries, fishing vessels.

Superyachts

Staging
•
10

denotes public access

Can provide for 8 J class yachts and 9 super yachts in Wynyard Basin
(approx.) Additional superyacht berthage in viaduct harbour or silo park
(remote from village).

Impact on business as usual
19
•

Relocation of marine commercial tenants required.

•
20

Reduces length of Wynyard wharf for major vessels..

Event Construction Cost: $ 4,100,000

Infrastructure construction required to support event such as support vessels and superyachts.

Legacy Construction Cost: $ TBC

America’s Cup 36 Base Options

High Risk

LOW R i s k

Medium Risk

W y n ya r d P O INT
De l i v e r y

Event

Le g acy
24

Halsey

9
Halsey
1
7

1

13
10 11

Hobson

5

Halsey

6

20 d4
14

2

2

5

s5

s2

3

8
3

d1

29
27

d7

d3

4

Hobson

16

18

15

8

19

13

14

Viaduct

25

21

27 30

23

d6
30
17

18

5
8

Hobson

26

28

13
Viaduct

28

Viaduct
22

Primary risk:
1•

Construction occurring across multiple locations. Requires negotiation with
commercial tenants. Requires road stopping - considered unachievable in
timeframe.

Village:
13
•

Construction
2•

Wharf extension length (Halsey 15m, Hobson 74m). Extension area (Wynyard
3,250m2, Halsey 2,900m2, Hobson 6,600m2) Area total (12,750m2).
Approx. 16-18 months construction duration.

3•
4•

•
14

Dredging material (37,000m3) needs to be removed – limited disposal options.
Infill of wharf structure on Wynyard Point.

Impact on business as usual
5•

Relocation of marine commercial tenants (SeaLink, Sea Plane, Sanford etc.) at
Halsey Wharf, North Wharf and Wynyard Wharf at start of construction phase.

6•

Requires negotiation with existing Stolthaven, BST, ASB leases on Wynyard Point.

•7

Requires closure of Brigham St & redirection of traffic for bulk storage operations.

•
8

Construction phase impacts on Maritime Museum and Viaduct Events Centre to be
managed. Relocation of William C Daldy and steam crane Rapaki on Hobson Wharf.

•
9

Construction phase impacts on Wynyard Quarter generally – large volume of
construction activity to be coordinated.

•
10

Construction of associated relocation infrastructure that would be required on the
western side of Wynyard Point.

•
15

denotes public access

Village spread from Eastern Viaduct to North Wharf May mean some
duplication of operational and security requirements. Public and fan-zone along
an east-west access connecting people to boats, bases, and events. Village
is close to existing Viaduct Harbour and North Wharf food and beverage
offerings.
Public access to bases 1-4 restricted due to risk profile next to two Bulk Liquid
operators. Corporate events to be held in either VEC or on a pop up facility on
Jellicoe street carpark.
Viaduct Events Centre able to be utilised as media centre or other event
space.

Base configuration
•
16

Does not meet land-space and water-space requirement of 5 double bases
and 3 single bases (only delivers 7 bases)

•
21

A wharf structure in this location consistent with the intent of the Waterfront
Plan 2012. Delivers a new attractive space for locally driven events and
activities, increasing public access to and on the water.

•
22

Would provide some enhanced wave protection in the Viaduct.

23
•

Could provide for a permanent home for ETNZ.

•
24

This option enables business as usual for other waterfront operations
(cruise, ferries, freight) on other central wharves.

•
25

Wynyard Wharf breakwaters limit the length of vessel that can berth on
the wharf if these were to remain. But creates a new sheltered water basin
for marine activities i.e. ferries.

Land space legacy
•
26

The waterfront plan currently envisages the Headland Park to extend in
the area allocated for team bases 2, 3 and 4. Any further AC events beyond
2021 would mean that the Headland Park could not be established as
planned or delayed.

27
•

Event and activity introduces public access to Wynyard Point as signalled in
the Waterfront Plan, and additional waterfront area that could be activated.

28
•

Increased pedestrian activity provides an opportunity to accelerate other
projects as part of the downtown programme.

•
29

Potential relocation of commercial tenants to Wynyard Point west
could further encourage a marine cluster as part of the Wynyard Point
redevelopment.

•
30

Potential further commercial redevelopment of Hobson Wharf

Water space for support vessels
•
17

Sufficient space for support, media, and official vessels within the village area

Superyachts
•
18

Can provide for 8 J class yachts and 9 additional super yachts in Wynyard
Basin. Remaining superyachts would need to use existing berths in Viaduct
Harbour or Silo Park.

Impact on business as usual

Staging

•
19

Potential impact on vessels using eastern side of Wynyard Point during event.

•
11

Base construction can overlap with wharf infill construction. All bases cannot be
fully operational until all dredging and wave protection works are completed.

•
20

Use of ASB carpark site will require sourcing and construction alternative
parking facility within the Wynyard Quarter.

•
12

Possible to stage construction depending on entry numbers, but staging on
Wynyard Point is subject to negotiation with commercial leasehold tenants.

•
13

Decant of ASB, Sanford car parking required and alternative location secured and
built Wynyard Quarter (contractual obligations)

Delivery Construction Cost: $ 112,000,000
18m (Marine users) + $21m (Car Park relocation and build)
Relocation costs $TBA

Water space legacy

Relocation of Hazardous substances industry
estimated up to $100m
Event Construction Cost: $ 5,800,000

Infrastructure construction required to support event such as support vessels and superyachts.

Legacy Construction Cost: $ TBC

